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ABSTRACT

The architecture and control strategies of computing environments able to
provide decision-support, together with software selection, are described. In
the area of engineering design, the need to provide both a knowledge base
and a database, and direct communication between the two, is recognised as
an essential pre-requisite to the successful development of decision-support
software. The role of expert systems in developing and maintaining the
knowledge base, and factors influencing the choice of expert system, are
discussed.
An integrated software network in which to build computer-aided design
tools is described and fully realised. The network is based on Crystal, a
commercially-available expert system shell, and Lotus 123, which provides
data support and management. The expert system can interrogate directly
the database via a custom interface while a second interface allows the user
direct access. Library facilities are also available to permit the filing of
designs produced by the system. Assessment of the interface is achieved by
comparing it with a commercially-available database interface.
Finally, using the software network developed, two rule-based expert
decision-support systems for the design of power transformers and inductors
carrying direct current, operating at frequencies up to 100 kHz, are
developed. The relevant component-design methodology, and the scope and
operation of the design software, are explained.
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1 DECISION-SUPPORT AND DATA-MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The design process for electronic components and circuits requires both
theoretical calculation and, particularly in the case of analogue circuits,
practical experience as input. The extent to which a given design fulfills its
functional requirement will largely depend on the quality of the theoretical
work. The extent to which the design can be easily fabricated, will work
reliably and will be fit for the environment in which it will finally operate is
more dependent on the practical experience of the design engineer.
In certain areas of analogue electronic design a shortage of skill and design
expertise exists such that back-up for the design engineer is not readily
available. A particularly severe example of this skill shortage is in the field
of switched mode power supplies (SMPS) in general and in the design of high
frequency wound magnetic components required in SMPS in particular.
While many engineers appear conversant with the principles of
switched-mode technology relatively few are conversant with details of the
design methodology.
SMPS are currently available on the commercial market at frequencies
up to 100 kHz while 100 kHz and above is a typical operating frequency range
in military applications and in the aerospace industry. Designs are now
being studied in the 1 - 3 MHz range although these are not available as
standard. Whether SMPS technology succeeds at these frequencies depends
to a large extent on the availability of suitable wound components. A major
design effort is required for the magnetic components in these power supplies.
1

There are frequently constraints on weight and physical size of power
supplies. In such cases consideration should be given to the design of the
wound components as early as possible in order to determine whether such
constraints are likely to be met. Difficulties encountered in the design of
wound components tend to increase both with switching frequency and with
power rating.
The shortfall in the number of experienced design engineers with the
necessary skills and the need to ensure that in a rapidly expanding market
supply keeps pace with demand both highlight the need for computer-aided
design tools capable of assisting and advising designers. Such software aids
should ensure that design engineers have access to the techniques and
methodologies from other designers with complementary skills.

1.2 COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT
Since the chosen software environment and computing strategy will greatly
influence and direct the development of any computer-aided design tools and
ultimately determine their scope, usefulness and flexibility careful
consideration must be given, at the earliest opportunity, to the available
options with a view to proposing an overall framework in which to develop
the required design tools.
Different types of engineering applications present different problems and
a decision has to be made in respect of any specific applications as to what
the most suitable computing environment and control structure is likely to
be. There is little doubt that a wrong choice or misinformed guess as to what
might be the best overall strategy could seriously limit the scope and
usefulness of the end-product.
In proposing an overall framework suitable for developing more complex
2

applications consideration should be given to:
how we can capture and incorporate into the system the necessary
domain expertise;
methods of supplying data to the system;
whether there is a need to include other features and facilities for
performing "routine" tasks.
These points are discussed in the following sections.
1.2.1 Including expertise
Until fairly recently computers were used mainly to improve efficiency by
storing and manipulating information via conventional programs faster and
more reliably than humans. Since the 1970's rule-base programs or expert
systems have been used with increasing success to develop more complex
applications involving expertise and rules-of-thumb. In implementing
computer solutions expert system technology is particularly appropriate in
areas requiring good quality expertise to achieve optimum performance.
Expert systems are essentially sophisticated computer programs able to
provide effective solutions to problems in a specific domain by efficiently
manipulating knowledge and expertise appropriate to that domain.
Criteria by which a problem area may be judged particularly suited to
solution by expert system include
a scarcity of experts exists in the particular field;
specific expertise, rather than practical or common sense, is needed
to solve the problem;
cognitive reasoning is required to effect a proper solution rather than
calculation;
the problem area is non-fuzzy i.e. it has well-defined boundaries;
3

the problem is recurrent;
knowledge within the problem domain is not constantly changing.
Expert systems are productivity tools. While many expert system
applications could have been developed using traditional computing tools
and techniques it is doubtful whether the same speed of development i.e.
productivity, or performance in the end-product could be achieved. Solutions
offered by conventional programs tend to be algorithmic while expert systems
can offer a heuristic solution based on, for example, informed guesses and
rules-of-thumb.
Many authors previously suggested that the software choice lay between
conventional computer programs and expert systems. This tended to create
the misinformed view that they are mutually exclusive. This view together
with the fact that early expert system tools did not meet the needs of their
users may account for the slow growth in the adoption of expert system
technology in industry and commerce and for the lack of complete success in
many early attempts at representing and solving real-world problems in
particular domains through the application of expert systems alone.
It must be stressed that both conventional programs and expert systems
can exist side by side and that each should be used according to its usefulness.
Within an overall application, identifying which technique should be applied
to which problem area to achieve the most efficient, effective solution is far
more rewarding and considerably more important than deciding whether the
aims can be met by using expert system techniques to the exclusion of more
conventional techniques. Rarely can expert systems alone provide a total
solution.
Nevertheless the expert system has a vital role to play. Expert systems
should:
4

increase the effectiveness of computing by simulating the
reasoning of human experts;
allow us to incorporate and use the rules-of-thumb gained
through experience in addition to rules based on proven engineering
principles i.e. more formal expertise;
provide the power and flexibility to recommend a particular
course of action, to offer advice when a decision has to be made
and to allow better-informed decisions to be made;
allow the combined expertise of a group to be made available to
an individual;
be capable of making judgements in situations involving incomplete
knowledge or uncertainty.
In short expert systems allow a more human-like type of computing.
It is however important to maintain a clear perspective on the role of the
expert system and to realise that:
expert systems are not intended to replace human experts. They
should be regarded primarily as decision support tools which are
capable of assisting both experts and non-experts to make
better-informed decisions.
the rule base or knowledge base alone may not provide all the
facilities and mechanisms generally required to build complex
applications and generate appropriate solutions.

1.2.2 Including other features
With reference to the final point raised in section 1.2.1 above Basden' has
considered the roles and benefits of both conventional computer programs

and expert systems and has argued a sound case for both being used in some
applications.
Frequently applications require mechanisms other than the inference
mechanisms provided by expert systems. Often in an application a complex
numerical problem must be tackled, a database accessed and searched to
obtain the answer to a particular query or a graphics program employed to
present information. Either the expert system may not inherently provide
these facilities or it may be wiser to allow the expert system to interface with
conventional programs which are better equipped to deal with such tasks.
A survey of recent literature on expert systems and their applications
reveals that considerable time and effort has been spent on academic research
into expert systems resulting in improvements in their construction,
knowledge representation techniques and the man-machine interface
(MIMI)2'3 Many of the shortcomings of the earlier systems no longer exist.
These improvements together with a recognition of the need to integrate
expert system technology with conventional computing techniques
through a direct interface between the expert system and conventional
computer programs has considerably widened their appeal and potential
areas of application. As a result of adopting this strategy the number of
successful expert system applications has increased significantly in recent
years4'5'6.

1.2.8 Supplying data
Another important aspect to be considered when deciding on the best overall
framework in which to develop expert system applications is the supply of
data to the knowledge base. Although expertise is fundamental to any
informed decision being made, a system which provides access to expertise

alone is not necessarily a decision-making or decision-support system.
Generally an intelligent decision or conclusion can be formulated against a
background of knowledge or expertise only when appropriate data or facts
are also available. Although the rules for making the decision may remain
unaltered the actual decision or conclusion reached by the knowledge base
is a direct function of the particular data set which describes the current
event under investigation.
The most appropriate method of satisfying requests for data depends
largely on the volume and nature of the data and on the frequency of such
requests. Direct entry via the keyboard may be appropriate when requests
for data are infrequent, the volume of data is small or when the user is being
asked to express an opinion, state a preference or make a selection from a
menu. Direct access to a database may be more appropriate in applications
requiring data to be transmitted frequently or in large volumes. Time spent
in transmitting data represents time lost in processing rules. In
well-organised applications unnecessary delays in decision-making should
be avoided by selecting the most apt method rather than the most convenient
method of supplying data.

1.2.4 Overall framework
In summary of the above, in any flexible system the software required
to build a complex application must be able to accept both expertise
and data and manage and manipulate these in an integrative way
in order to reach a decision or conclusion. Where evidence exists of a need
to perform other routine tasks which the expert system is not particularly
suited to or is unable to perform an interface to appropriate
conventional programs should be provided.
ii

1.3 THE EXPERT SYSTEM: THE OPTIONS

Connah and Fishbourne7 in describing the current state of expert system
technology outline and compare the options available within expert systems.
A choice must be made between a custom-built expert system and one of the
many commercially-available expert system shells. The range of quality
expert system shells available has recently increased significantly and is a
useful pointer to current trends.
1.3.1 Custom-built expert systems
A custom-built expert system is invariably based on one of the many artificial
intelligence software languages e.g. prolog or lisp. These offer features which
are particularly suited to the field of knowledge engineering without
imposing a particular architecture on the user. The builder is entirely free
to select the method of knowledge representation, inference mechanism and
the overall architecture most suited to the task in hand.
The advantage of architectural freedom is offset by the fact that the domain
expert rarely has the knowledge engineering expertise required to produce
the end-product. A knowledge engineer must therefore link with the domain
expert to elicit the necessary knowledge and expertise and encode this into
a statement of the expert's requirements. The resulting prototype is all too
often a statement of the knowledge engineer's interpretation of what the
domain expert requires rather than an accurate statement of his needs.
Time-consuming modification to the prototype is required to rectify the
situation. Modification to the system can rarely, if ever, be successfully
achieved by the end-user. Thus both the initial and ongoing development of
the system depend largely on both the domain expert and the knowledge
engineer.

1.3.2 Expert system shells
Expert system shells differ in size and complexity. The type of knowledge
representation and inference mechanism which they employ frequently
dictate or limit their field of application. Although shells are often claimed
to be "general purpose" optimum performance may only be obtainable
with a specific type of task.
A shell offers advantages in that the user is not required to produce his
own man-machine interface or inference mechanism which makes for much
simpler and faster application development. Prototyping of the initial
concept is extremely rapid providing a sound base from which to develop the
full system. In contrast to custom-built systems, structuring and entering
expertise into shell-based systems may be sufficiently straightforward to
enable both initial development and later modification by the end-user. This
should enhance the prospect that the system is an accurate statement of the
domain expert's requirements.
The quality of the man machine interface is extremely important and is
often used as a bench mark by which the quality of the system in general is
judged. A poor interface between system and end-user may condemn an
otherwise sound system. The fact that the end-user may not be expert in
the problem domain and may consequently require considerable help and
advice through interacting with the system demands that a shell has a user
interface which will ensure that the end-product is user friendly. Requests
for data from the user, user prompts, explanations and conclusions output
to the user must be clear and unambiguous. Facilities should exist through
the man-machine interface for querying decisions and conclusions.
Against the advantages offered by integral NMI and inference strategies
it can be argued that many shells are restrictive in that they force a particular

architecture or knowledge representation technique on the developer. An
effective expert system requires a high quality knowledge base. The
characteristics of a particular knowledge domain frequently decide the most
appropriate knowledge representation technique. A detailed description of
the standard set of knowledge representation techniques, which is beyond
the scope of this text, is available in the Barr and Feigenbaum Handbook of
Artificial Intelligence'.
It is often the case that expert system shells do not cater for formalisms
beyond rules, forcing the use of an inappropriate knowledge representation
technique. This constraint can be costly for both the builder, in terms of
development time, and the end-user, in terms of run-time speed.
Inference, by definition, is the process of reasoning by which a conclusion
is obtained in some way from certain facts or premisses. Rules represent
knowledge and provide a means of linking inferences.
There are two traditional methods of chaining inferences to reach a
conclusion. A backward chaining or goal driven inference mechanism is
normally used in diagnostic or advisory type applications. A forward
chaining, data driven or event driven inference strategy is necessary in
simulation and forward planning applications in which an intelligent answer
to 'what-if' problems is frequently required. Until very recently the majority
of shells only provided backward chaining and consequently had a limited
scope of application.
Many of the latest shells offer the user a choice or range of knowledge
representation techniques e.g. frames and rules, which may be freely
combined and both forward chaining and backward chaining inference
strategies are fully implemented.
Modular design is an important discipline in any complex application and
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is particularly important in good knowledge base design and management.
A layered architecture which allows any object or rule to be defined by its
own rule set provides a mechanism for modular design.
Both aesthetic appeal and ease of use are essential from a user's perspective
and management tools should provide advanced screen design facilities and
a graphics capability to enhance communications between the system and
the user. Comprehensive debugging and rule tracing facilities are important
to the developer. Libraries of standard functions appropriate to the
application (mathematical, statistical, financial) can considerably reduce
development time and increase productivity.
The statement in section 1.2.4 of the need to provide interface facilities
between the expert system and appropriate conventional programs is
supported by Kinnucan9. In a survey of available expert system shells,
carried out in 1985, he notes that:
A shortcoming of most available shells is that they lack traditional computer
capabilities, such as database management and sophisticated mathematical
computations that many applications require. For example, few of the systems have
an interface to an external database management system. Essentially the current
systems are closed boxes that you can't get out of.

The most recent shells have recognised this need and most provide, to some
extent, facilities for interfacing with other software. To achieve success in
any real application, a virtual pre-requisite of any shell is that it must provide
bridging via an interface to other programs and databases.
In evaluating an expert system shell both the developer's needs and those
of the end-user must be considered. A normal checklist of key points should
include:
flexibility of knowledge representation;
variety of inference mechanisms and their control;
knowledge base development and management tools;
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tracing and debugging aids;
explanation facilities;
interfaces to the operating system and other applications;
man machine interface development tools;
standard function libraries;
uncertainy management;
documentation;
system limits.
From the points discussed above it is reasonable to conclude that the general
purpose approach offered by a particular shell may not be useful in all
applications. It has been stated previously, and is worth repeating, that
particular domains and particular applications do have their own special
requirements e.g. real-time applications. However, a careful selection from
the wide range of expert system shells and development tools now on the
market'°'1' normally ensures that a shell is available which provides most of
the required facilities and is therefore reasonably suited to the task in hand.

1.4 STRUCTURING DATA
In applications involving large volumes of data a logical structuring of the
data is essential. The options available include organising the data into a
number of small or medium-sized discrete data files or integrating the data
into a database. Both the initial setting-up and the continuing management
and maintenance of data are important considerations and should influence
any policy decision. The former may dictate the more appropriate method
if the data is reasonably static. However if future growth is envisaged or the
data set requires frequent updating the latter may be of primary importance.
In such cases the structure should be sufficiently simple to be understood
12

by the end-user and provision should be made for allowing the end-user to
maintain and expand the data set.

1.5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL STRATEGY
In sections 1.2 to 1.4 the probable individual software elements required to
develop complex applications were discussed. The current section addresses
the question of system architecture by proposing a number of models through
which these individual components can interact in the most effective way.
The system architecture and overall strategy for controlling the flow of
commands, data, decisions and conclusions within that architecture are
instrumental in deciding both the system's flexibility and capability. The
models described in the following sections are mainly modifications of the
original models proposed by Basden' in outlining his companies experiences
with expert system applications.
1.5.1 The stand alone expert system
Expert systems offering a range of knowledge representation techniques and
inference strategies, a man-machine interface capable of providing
sophisticated explanation facilities and able to support a wide range of
statistical, financial and mathematical functions may, even in fairly complex
applications, be used in stand alone mode (fig 1.1).
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Fig 1.1 Stand alone expert system
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User

Primary access is directly into the expert system and control of the entire
system, including requests to the user via the man machine interface, is
under control of the expert system.
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Fig 1.2 Enhanced stand alone expert system
In section 1.2 the possible need for, and advantages of, interfacing the expert
system with conventional programs was explained. Thus a powerful
extension to the stand alone system is illustrated in fig 1.2. When active the
expert system may call on other programs to service routine tasks. Note
however that the system is still regarded as stand alone in the sense that all
commands and requests are issued by the expert system.

1.5.2 The half-hidden expert system
There is a limit to the complexity of the stand alone system. The architecture
illustrated in fig 1.3 enables the developer to integrate other software into
the system allowing the end-user to perform specific tasks outwith the expert
system.
The primary access is now via the system interface (SI) which permits
14
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Fig 1.3 The half-hidden expert system
each module to be selected and run independently. The expert system,
although distinct and separately identifiable, is now viewed as a half-hidden
module in the overall framework. The expert system module can adopt either
of the architectures in figs 1.1 or 1.2.
The distinction between the stand alone system of fig 1.2 and the system
in fig 1.3 must be emphasised. In both systems the expert system may call
on service routines via the routine service interface. This, together with
requests to the user via the NMI, are at the discretion of the expert system.
In the architecture proposed in fig 1.3 primary access is via the system
interface (SI) and the decision to perform specific tasks through "parallel"
conventional programs is at the discretion of the user.
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1.5.3 The hidden expert system
The final architecture proposed in fig 1.4 offers the builder the features
described in fig 1.3 plus modular development of the expert system. In
complex computer-aided design suites and in applications where the overall
task may be defined as a series of clearly identifiable, less complex sub-tasks
the single, often large, expert system may usefully disappear.
The expert system is "hidden" in a series of smaller, more easily constructed
expert modules. The modules execute in sequence their designated tasks to

:fJi er

Primary
access

Fig 1.4 The hidden (or modular) expert system
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achieve the overall objective of the system. The data input to a particular
module may be derived from the conclusions and information output from a
previous module. Thus direct communication between modules is essential.
Alternatively, properly defined and constructed modules should, depending
upon the application, also enable the end-user to consult a particular expert
module about a specific aspect of the application without forcing the user to
execute the entire sequence.

1.6

TRENDS IN MODERN DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR
ENGINEERING DESIGN

In the field of artificial intelligence (A.I.), the search for a consistent and
uniform mechanism able to simulate and explain intelligence is ongoing.
In support of this, two areas receiving particular attention from the A.I.
community are:
explainable expert systems;
generic decision-support systems.
From an applications perspective, although traditional diagnostic
applications continue to be important, there is at present considerable
interest in the use of expert systems and decision-support systems (d.s.s.) in
planning and engineering design.
Methods for diagnostic systems are relatively advanced and well-proven
to the extent that they can be expected to yield satisfactory performance.
The use of deeper domain-specific knowledge (i.e. objective knowledge that
depends on domain rather than task) and integration with other existing
technologies are themes currently of interest and are import in advancing
the quality of diagnostic systems.
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In contrast many design systems are prototypical; they are proving more
difficult to develop then first anticipated.
1.6.1 Explainable expert systems (E.E.S)
Conventional explanation facilities provide usually basic, inflexible, typecast
explanations which can be presented in one way only. Such 'explanations"
inform the user of what the system is doing but are incapable of advising on
the more important issue of why the system is doing it. If the user cannot
understand the explanation offered or seeks additional clarification, the
system is unable to respond; it cannot elaborate or provide an alternative
explanation. In short, traditional explanation facilities are unresponsive to
the user's needs.
For explanation facilities to be effective they must, in addition to explaining
what the system is doing, be able to justify the system's behaviour by
informing the user why the system is doing what it is doing. The reasoning
behind the system responding to an event in a particular way encourages
machine learning and constitutes knowledge acquisition. If the information
underlying the solution to a problem is understood and can be explained and
the substance stored, then this information can be used as new or strategic
knowledge in solving future problems. Thus additional knowledge
acquisition, supplemental to the initial knowledge resource of the system
gained through the knowledge elicitation process, is inherent in e.e.s.
Explainable expert systems allow and encourage genuine dialogue
between the expert system and the user thus allowing the system to respond
more specifically to the user's queries; to provide, on demand, in-depth
elaboration and clarification of both what the system is doing and why it has
adopted a particular course of action.
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1.6.2 Generic systems
Current expert systems and d.s.s. are often concerned closely with the
technical detail of a particular process or domain and fail therefore to
recognise the broader issues and underlying concepts associated with
the task or activity.
Considerable effort is being directed towards developing generic
decision-support systems, particularly in the area of engineering design,
which are activity- or task-oriented rather than domain specific.
By definition, a generic task is a conceptual or general description of a
specific task. Complex generic tasks, such as engineering design, can be
viewed usually as a series of generic sub-tasks and can be engineered
successfully if, from an analysis of the activity:
the complex task can be represented as a properly structured series
of generic sub-tasks;
effective communication and information transfer between the
various generic sub-tasks can be realised;
a knowledge resource is available to represent each of the generic
sub-tasks.
Thus the proper combination of generic tasks, each with its own
knowledge resource and problem-solving method, simulates a complex
problem-solving process.
The current major thrust in design d.s.s. is towards understanding the
major elements of the design process and integrating these into a coherent
"framework for design". Any design-support framework should:
be able to assist the user in selecting appropriate design tools;
control communication and transfer of data between the design tools;
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accommodate and weigh ALL factors which influence or contribute
to the design process;
allow any of these factors to initiate the design.
Key aspects of the design process, viewed as important and essential
elements of any generic framework capable of supporting design, include:
CONCEPTUALISATION

The design process begins with conceptualisation which is the process of
generating, selecting and evaluating outline solutions to the design
problem. Although the "concept' stage of the design process is regarded
usually as the initial stage, conceptualisation should occur at all stages if,
as intended, it is to be instrumental in guiding the design to a successful
conclusion.
CONCURRENCY

Concurrency pervades all areas of engineering design. In practice, in
developing a "proper" solution to a problem the design engineer should
consider all relevant design factors, their interaction with one another, and
should evaluate their influence on the evolving design. The degree of
influence of each design factor may be quite different and the order in which
they become relevant may be important.
Because of the often complex interaction between the various design
factors, it is, unfortunately, common in engineering design to give precedence
to a particular design factor and to allow this to dictate the design. For
example, we may "design for cost" or "design for manufacture"; in such cases
important design factors are ignored or at best are allowed to exert only
minimal influence on the design.
Concurrency in design is essential to allow ALL factors and knowledge
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resources which influence the design (e.g. technical, environmental,
economic, manufacturing constraints) to interact.
AUDIT OF THE DESIGN QUALITY
Design audit implies assessment of the design process while it is being
enacted (i.e. dynamic assurance of the design quality) rather than
post-design assessment. Quality control during the design procedure, rather
than testing after design, allows continuous monitoring of the design process.
Optimisation of the design process and quality of design, faster convergence
on accurate designs and more efficient use of resources are products of
dynamic design audit. Design audit should be capable of influencing,
directing and changing the design process.
DESIGN TRACEABILITY
To promote confidence in the designs generated, it is essential that the d.s.s.
is able to monitor and record design recommendations and the reasons
underlying the decision-making process. Such knowledge of the decision
making, the reasons for accepting one particular approach while discarding
others, made available to the design engineer allow the system's performance
to be compared with accepted procedures, results and standards and
generally build confidence in the system's ability.

1.6.3 Conclusion
Explainable expert systems are available currently. Although individually
a number of the features described in section 1.6.2 above are beginning to
appear in current d.s.s. for engineering design, additional research effort is
required before true generic d.s.s. become a reality. Progress continues to
be made in this direction. Additional material describing the current state
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of e.e.s. and generic d.s.s. is referenced in the bib1iograph'3'4'13'15'16.
The decision-support systems described later in chapters 10 and 11 are
domain specific and offer traditional explanation facilities. Each is a
stand-alone expert system or knowledge resource. The interactive nature of
these systems does however allow the designer to check the quality of the
design during the design process. Dynamic quality control is therefore a
feature of these systems.
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2 THE AESOP ENVIRONMENT

2.1 AN OVERVIEW
The response to the issues relating to selection of decision-support and
data-management software and overall system architecture discussed in
chapter 1 was to propose and develop the "Aesop" (Applied Expert SOftware
Program) network of fig 2.1 through which the required high frequency,
wound component design tools will be developed. The system incorporates
features which, although not immediately required in the applications
described in later chapters, would ensure that Aesop is able to cater for the
future needs of wound component design and could equally well be applied
to similar areas requiring design expertise.
The network is structured around two commercially available packages;
Crystal, an expert system builder from Intelligent Environments, and Lotus
123, an industry standard database and spreadsheet program from Lotus
Development Corporation. These, together with other purpose-built
programs are linked via appropriate custom interfaces to provide the
integrated architecture illustrated in fig 2.1.
An introductory help file which presents the system developer with an
overview of the system architecture and describes the features and intended
usage of each of the system's components may be accessed through the
primary user interface. The Lotus 123 program and the Facts interface
provide all necessary facilities for data management and end-user data
enquiries. Crystal, which manages the domain expertise, is interfaced to the
database via the Quest interface. The Quest interface provides any
Crystal-generated expert system with comprehensive, fully automatic data
23

interrogation and retrieval facilities. The network rationale and main
features are explained in the following sections.

Primary
access

Fig 2.1 The Aesop environment
2.1.1 Data management in Aesop: Lotus 123
Within the Aesop environment all data preparation and design is under the
control of Lotus 123. Lotus 123 is an integrated software package which
combines the features of an advanced database and spreadsheet with
graphics and data management functions.
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In common with many database programs data is entered and managed
in Lotus 123 in the standard row and column format and generally leads to
a data organisation or structure similar to that found in relational databases.
Lotus 123 uses the concept of records and fields to organise data. The smallest
building block is a cell which contains a single item of information. Cells
containing the same type of information are logically grouped into fields. A
record, comprising one or more fields, represents one element in the database
list. In Lotus 123 a record is a row in the spreadsheet while spreadsheet
columns represent fields.
Cells can contain three kinds of information:
text or labels;
mathematical formulae which may include any of 123's special
spreadsheet functions;
numbers.

SPREADSHEET CAPACITY
While many database programs have an extremely limited row-column
matrix, often providing as little as 256 rows by 64 columns, the Lotus 123
spreadsheet, intent on fully utilising the memory capacity and computing
power of today's personal computer families such as the 16 bit IBM PC's,
provides for a maximum of 8192 rows or records and 256 columns or fields.
It is however misleading to suggest that this potential spreadsheet size
of just over two million cells (8192 x 256) is in every case at our disposal.
The actual spreadsheet size available is a direct function of the hardware's
random access memory (RAM) and the type and length of each cell entry.
Table 2.1. lists approximate spreadsheet sizes which can realistically be
achieved for different data types on a machine with 640K of main memory.
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Although the figures quoted in table 2.1 should prove adequate for most
applications Lotus 123 will work with expanded memory up to four
megabytes in applications requiring large databases. Typically four
megabytes of RAM can expand the spreadsheet capacity to 8000 records each
of five hundred bytes.

TYPE OF CELL ENTRY

APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF CELLS

100,000

4 digit integer

6 digit real number

30,000

10 character label

30,000

50 character label

8,000

"small" formula

10,000

Table 2.1 Lotus 123 spreadsheet capacity on 640K machines
Because of these limitations Lotus 123 works best with small or medium
sized databases which can comfortably be accommodated in standard RAM.
If portability is an issue then it must be remembered that not all hardware
will be able to offer expanded memory.

DATA MANAGEMENT

What distinguishes 123 from many similar database programs is its
sophisticated data management facilities. The term database management
is usually taken to mean management of data on disk. In developing 123,
the Lotus Corporation adopted the view that improved data management
could be provided if the entire database was capable of residing in main
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memory. The greater and apparently ever increasing memory capacity of
the current range of personal computers certainly justifies this decision,
particularly when relatively inexpensive memory expansion is used.
There are inevitably both advantages and disadvantages to this approach.
In addition to an increased variety of data management functions, the
chief advantage derived from having the database resident in RAM is the
superior performance of all functions. By eliminating the need to
constantly transfer data between disk storage and RAM the data
management facility achieves a vast improvement in speed by manipulating
the database in RAM. The spreadsheet, always available in RAM, defines
the entire database while the worksheet defines the on-screen, visible area
of the spreadsheet. By scrolling the worksheet any specific area of the
database spreadsheet becomes visible. This expanded look-up capability
thus ensures easy and immediate access to all data and is, from the user's
point of view, an attractive feature of Lotus 123.
The only disadvantage is the limitation imposed on the size of database.
Reference to practically attainable database size has already been made
above and any limitations on size would in all probability, in most
applications areas, constitute a very minor problem. In any event the major
advantages offered by the excellent data management functions far outweigh
any minor disadvantages resulting from limitations on the database size.
In many database programs the term data management is merely a
synonym for data editing since the data management capability of these
programs does not extend beyond basic editing of records, fields and cells.
Lotus's basic spreadsheet editing functions perform similar tasks. Once
a database has been constructed in 123, data may be added, deleted, moved
and copied from one area of the spreadsheet to another. The associated
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functions are flexible enough to permit such changes to be made globally or,
at the discretion of the user, to individual records or fields, to named ranges
or to individual cells. The format and width of cells and fields may be varied
to alter the on-screen presentation of data.
In addition to these fundamental editing facilities data may be sorted
against a wide range of criteria. Mathematical or statistical analysis of data
over any field or specified range is available from within the 123 program.
Data query functions allow records matching specified search criteria to be
identified and if required extracted to a discrete area of the spreadsheet or
written to a disk file. Facilities exist for merging and combining disk files
into a single spreadsheet and partial storage allows large databases to be
broken up into smaller, more manageable spreadsheets. These and many
similar advanced features provide Lotus 123 with a true information
management capability.

DATA SECURITY

A secure data system may feature high on any list of priorities. System
security implies (a) security against unauthorised access to the database
and (b) security against making unauthorised or accidental changes to
the database. In the case of (a) the need to satisfy the requirements of the
Data Protection Act in applications involving sensitive, confidential or
personal data may have to be considered. Lotus 123 provides password
protection of data files. Password protected files are encrypted and cannot
be accessed, viewed or examined without the appropriate password. In
addition, any region of a spreadsheet may be 'locked". Locking data does
not deny viewing rights to the data but does prevent inadvertent changes to
data within the locked region.

DATA-FILE TRANSLATION

Where time and effort has been spent in building a database in any of the
other popular database programs or in another format this should not
automatically be regarded as a bar to using the Aesop environment with its
dependence on Lotus 123. Lotus 123's extensive translate utilities can deal
with data in a variety of formats and allows import and export of data between
the Lotus program and many outside programs (e.g. Lotus symphony,
visicaic, dbasell and dbaselll).
While many of the Lotus 123 features oulined above are not fully utilised
in the applications described in chapter 10 (Transformer Design) and chapter
11 (D.C. Inductor Design) future needs, as mentioned in the overview at the
start of this chapter, must be anticipated. It would be naive to limit the scope
of application of the Aesop network through failure to incorporate adequate
data management capability. Lotus 123 is considered to provide the power
and flexibility to cater for future needs in addition to meeting the simpler
requirements of the present applications.
Leblond and Cobb" define Lotus 123 as:
an extremely advance spreadsheet that combines the features of an easy to use
spreadsheet program with graphics and data management functions.

They then proceed to qualify this statement with the apparent contradiction
that:
with the sophistication of 123 comes complexity. Although the basics of 123 are
easy to learn, especially for the experienced PC user, the fine points of the program
can take months to master.

In respect of these claims, personal experience of 123 leads to the view that
if other than the basic data entry and edit commands are used, Lotus
123 should be regarded primarily as a sophisticated tool for the developer
rather than as an easy to use tool for the inexperienced end-user. The Facts
Oj

interface described in the following section was developed to overcome this
problem by providing the end-user with an alternative, user-friendly means
of directly accessing and interrogating the data files.
For further information and a complete exposition of Lotus 123 the reader
is advised to consult Leblond and Cobb".

2.1.2 Data enquiries in Aesop: Facts and Quest
Aesop provides for data enquiries from both the end-user and the expert
system. End-user enquiries are processed by the Facts database interface
program while the Quest interface enables Crystal expert systems to
automatically access the data files. Both Facts and Quest are intended to
service data enquiries by providing appropriate data search and retrieval
facilities. By design, neither Facts nor Quest is capable of data input to the
database; this is within the remit of Lotus 123 (refer to section 2.1.1)
Unlike Lotus 123, the Facts and Quest interface programs do not load
entire data files into RAM prior to processing the data. Instead, and in
order to maximise the amount of RAM at the disposal of the expert system,
data is read directly from disk. Thus the data functions in Facts and Quest
operate on disk-based data rather than on RAM-based data.

FACTS

While the more capable end-user may elect to use the data enquiry facilities
provided as part of Lotus 123's data management function suite, the Facts
interface program provides an alternative to 123. The Facts program is
designed to service user generated data enquiries and includes a range of
functions which emulate some of the more advanced and frequently used
features of the Lotus 123 data management system.
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In particular,

comprehensive "search and identify" functions, similar to the advanced "data
query" command available in Lotus 123, allow detailed interrogation of data
files. A wide range of both numeric and text search criteria enable records
with matching attributes to be identified and selectively displayed.
Data is always presented to the user in the exact format used to enter the
original data in the Lotus 123 spreadsheet. Information returned from the
data files may be directed to either the printer or displayed on the monitor.
Facts was designed with ease of use and the less able end-user in mind.
The program is menu and function key driven and offers extensive on-line
help. No additional documentation is considered necessary. Help and advice
is available at various levels throughout the program: on entry to the
program; when user input to a function is required; following error detection.
Data returned via Facts is formatted into full-screen pages which are
stored and memorised. A maximum of 32 display pages may be retained
before any page needs to be overwritten in order to accommodate new data.
This feature obviates the need to constantly re-read the same data from disk
each time the video buffer is refreshed to display a new page. All display
pages may be scanned by the user at will.
Facts also incorporates a graphics capability. All data files prepared by
Lotus 123 are stored in a row-column tabular format. Hence information
which is traditionally presented in graphical form, for example engineering
characteristics of materials or components, must invariably be digitised prior
to entry into the Lotus spreadsheet. Facts can reverse this process and
represent a spreadsheet's tabular numerical data in the form of a graph.
Graphical presentation is frequently preferred and often conveys more
information than a table of numbers, particularly in engineering
applications. Facts permits manipulation of graphs. Graphs may be rescaled
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to show any area full-screen size; several graphs may be superimposed to
allow comparison; printed copies may be made of the screen display. Facts
supports a number of graphics standards to suit the user's hardware.
The Facts interface program is fully described in chapter 9.

QUEST

The Quest interface provides Crystal with a number of additional features
or enhancements. The 26 interface functions available fall into three
categories: data retrieval functions; library functions; and graphics
functions.
While the Facts interface provides the user with a direct link to the data
files, the Quest interface forms the vital link between the expert system
and the data files, enabling the expert system to search automatically and
to query the data files without any user intervention. In common with all
Quest interface functions, functions servicing requests for data are written
into the normal Crystal rule structure using a pre-defined function syntax.
During execution of the expert system rule base these requests are passed
to the Quest interface for processing. Quest interprets the request, executes
the appropriate function and assigns the data to Crystal. The range of data
search and retrieval services provided by the Quest data functions are almost
identical to those available through the Facts interface.
The Quest library functions provide Crystal with an additional disk-based
filing system for any information or data derived during rule base execution.
Information such as intermediate results, final conclusions or designs can
be systematically and logically written to and read from the library. The
disk-based library can provide both short-term temporary storage and
long-term permanent storage. The former is particularly important in that
it can assist in managing the machines RAM effectively. By providing
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temporary storage, which otherwise could occupy a substantial area of RAM,
the library can ensure a more resourceful and optimum use of the machines
limited RAM. In any modular architecture, the library is an important buffer
for the transfer of information between expert modules.
A range of graphics functions, supplementary to Crystal's own limited
graphics functions, improve communications between the expert system and
the user.
The entire range of Quest's data handling, library and graphics functions
are discussed in chapters 6, 7 and 8.

2.1.3 Decision support in Aesop: Crystal
Knowledge base development in Aesop is via the Crystal expert system shell.
Described by its producers as an expert system "builder", Crystal is a high
productivity development tool, simple enough to allow rapid prototyping of
the application, yet offering a range of sophisticated knowledge base
development and management features necessary to represent complex,
real-life problems.
Rule building and knowledge base structuring via high level language are
uncomplicated. A number of menu and function key operations, which are
essentially keyboard macros, assist knowledge base building by performing
specific tasks. A range of tools is at the disposal of the developer and include
simple to use but effective rule tracing, debugging and explanation facilities.
A "screen painter", available for use in the preparation of all forms of
communication between the end-user and the expert system, ensures that
input and output of information should be clear and unambiguous. In
addition to the more precise type of information normally associated with
conventional programming, Crystal is able to deal with imprecise forms of
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information including "fuzzy" issues, probability and uncertainty.
Crystal incorporates a large function library and provides for
communication with both the operating system and interfacing to other
external programs. A range of standard interface programs, including Lotus
123 and dbaselll interfaces, are available from Intelligent Environments. A
number of Crystal's key features are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2 HARDWARE
Treated as stand-alone programs the minimum RAM which would be
required to allow the individual programs and interfaces included in the
Aesop network to execute is shown in table 2.2. With the exception of the
Quest interface, which can never run in stand alone mode, the figures shown
include the RAM occupied by the disk operating system (DOS).

PROGRAM

MEMORY REQUIRED

Lotus 123

230K

Crystal

360K

Quest

65K

Facts

lOOK

Table 2.2 Approximate program size
However, when running as an integral part of Aesop the RAM required is
increased by approximately 10 Kbytes which is the memory occupied by the
Aesop system interface code. This interface code generates the menu
allowing the user to select a particular element ofAesop and controls program
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loading and execution i.e. the system interface code performs the overall
management of the environment. It follows that the DOS plus Aesop system
interface are always resident in memory. Within Aesop the Crystal shell
must coexist in memory with the Quest interface. Selecting the Quest option
in the Aesop menu requires that the hardware has a minimum RAM capable
of accommodating DOS, the Aesop system interface, Crystal and Quest
simultaneously. Hence the actual memory needed, for program loading and
execution of each of the main Aesop menu options, is as shown in table 2.3.

MENU OPTION

MEMORY USED

MEMORY FREE

Quest

440K

200K

Facts

110K

530K

Lotus 123

240K

400K

Table 2.3 Memory usage in Aesop: 640K RAM machine
Aesop requires RAM over and above that required for program loading in
which to build the expert system and manipulate data files. It is
recommended that the hardware should provide a minimum RAM of
640K to provide free memory as shown in table 2.3. Both Crystal and Lotus
123 are capable of using expanded memory. Expanded memory, while not
essential to the Aesop environment, would be an advantage in large
database or large knowledge base applications. The figures quoted for
Quest/Crystal are nominal; the actual memory required depends on optional
command line parameters used to customise the program to suit the
developer's needs. Command line parameters are discussed in section 2.4.
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The software, by design, is not microprocessor-dependent in that it is
capable of running with any of the 8086 family of microprocessors. Aesop
can run on any standard IBM personal computer or IBM PC clone providing
at least an 8088 or 8086 microprocessor. The 8086 processor, which utilises
a full 16-bit data bus instead of the 8-bit bus used by the 8088, is preferred.
Further, considerable improvement in speed of program execution and data
handling are obtained with both the 80286 and the 32-bit 80386 processors.
The main processors mentioned work only with integers. Non-integer
operations are performed in memory as a long, relatively slow series of
equivalent integer operations. The user must therefore decide whether the
type and volume of non-integer calculations merits the use of an
accompanying maths coprocessor (8087, 80287 or 80387) to perform
non-integer operations. Typically, any logarithmic and trigonometric
calculations can execute up to 10 times faster if a maths coprocessor is
present.
A hard disk (fixed disk) is considered essential to a) allow permanent
installation of Aesop, b) provide adequate storage for data and library files
and c) improve access times to data and library files. In respect of (a), there
is no point in providing an integrated environment which incorporates the
essential tools if the developer and end-user must constantly change floppy
disks to access these tools. Hard disk installation of Aesop provides ready
access.
The need for possible database security has already been referred to in
section 2.1.1. Consequently all data functions and commands in both the
Quest and Facts interfaces can access data flies on both removable, floppy
disk and static, hard disk. Library commands work only with the hard drive.
A colour video monitor is necessary to appreciate the full visual impact
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of Aesop in general and the graphics functions available through Facts in
particular. The three common colour video subsystems and associated
display adapters are supported; colour graphics adapter (CGA), enhanced
graphics adapter (EGA) and video graphics array (VGA). The specific basic
input output service (BIOS) display modes used for text and graphics
presentation, and the screen resolution, are shown in table 2.4. Text and
graphics resolution is shown in characters and pixels (picture elements)
respectively.

SUBSYSTEM

MODE

BIOS DISPLAY
MODE NUMBER

RESOLUTION

CGA

text

3

80x25

graphics

6

640 x 200

text

3

80x25

graphics

16

640 x 350

text

3

80x25

graphics

17

640 x 480

EGA

VGA

Table 2.4 Video display modes supported by Aesop
Any printer control characters embedded in the software assume that a
printer, if used, is configured as an IBM mode printer. The use of a generic
IBM mode printer avoids the need to supply specific printer drivers. Most
printers are capable of being configured to operate in IBM emulation mode.
Many of the simpler and more frequently used printer control codes used in
practice are common to the different standard printer modes. Care has been
taken in writing the printer routines to avoid printer specific control codes
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and formats and to use whenever possible standard, common codes. For
example, when prinìting graphics the double-density, bit image graphics
mode used is common to both IBM and Epson standard printer codes (ESC
L mode). ESC/P (Epson standard code for printers) mode printers should
therefore be able to cope with most of the text and graphic output from Aesop.
To summarise, the essential hardware required to install and run Aesop
is:
an IBM PC or IBM PC clone with 640K standard RAM and 8086
processor;
CGA colour monitor;
10 Mbyte fixed disk drive;
IBM mode printer.
Improved performance is available with:
an 80286 or 80386 main processor;
an appropriate maths coprocessor;
expanded memory;
EGA or VGA monitor/display adapter.

2.3 INSTALLING AESOP AND CONFIGURING THE ENVIRONMENT
2.3.1 Back-up and installation
The recommended directory structure for installing Aesop on a hard disk is
represented in fig 2.2. To install the entire Aesop environment it is necessary
to install separately Lotus 123, Crystal and Aesop on the C: drive of the
same machine. Disk space required for installation is shown in table 2.5.
and assumes that all options and facilities are installed. By electing not to
install certain options such as system overviews and tutorials the required

DISK SPACE

PROGRAM

Lotus 123 (ver.2)

1370K

Crystal (ver.3)

1065K
190K

Aesop

2625K

TOTAL

Table 2.5 Disk space required for Aesop installation
disk space may be reduced.
Users who already have Lotus 123 and/or Crystal installed may use these
programs without re-installation. Installation of Lotus 123 and Crystal are
explained in the relevant documentation supplied with the program disks.
Briefly, the procedure consists of running the appropriate "install" routine
and specifying to that routine the directory to which the program files are
to be copied. During installation the necessary directories are created and
the program files copied. If the default directory suggested by the install
program is different to the directory recommended in fig 2.2 then, if possible,
change the directory to that recommended in fig 2.2 before proceeding to copy
the files to the hard disk. The install program normally prompts the user
to enter the required directory path name. If this is not possible then proceed
with the default directory suggested by the install program.
The Aesop program disk(s) contains, in addition to the main Aesop, Quest
and Facts executable files, a set of utility programs designed to
make a back-up copy of the Aesop disk(s);
install Aesop on the hard disk;
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Root directory C:\

C:\aesop

C:\123

C:\crystal

crystal
prog. files

Aesop
Quest
Facts
Help

Lotus 123
prog. files

C:\aesop\kb

C:\aesop\data

knowledge
base tiles

data tiles

Fig 2.2 Recommended Aesop directory structure
remove Aesop from the hard disk.
Each utility provides explicit, on-screen instructions for any actions required
by the user and keeps the user fully informed of what it is doing at each stage
of execution. Access to these utilities is under the control of a "set-up" menu.
Insert the Aesop program disk in the A: drive and type "setup" to activate
the utilities menu.
The first step in preparing Aesop for installation on a fixed disk is to make
a back-up copy of the original Aesop program disk via the "backup" utility.
Installation of Aesop on the fixed disk cannot proceed until a back-up copy
of the program disk has been produced. The Aesop program disks are
individually coded and require special formatting and the only way of
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guaranteeing a successful back-up copy of the original disks is to use the
back-up utility. Correct formatting of the back-up disk and ifie copying from
the original to the back-up disk are both achieved by the back-up utility. DO
NOT use the DOS command "diskcopy" or similar DOS copy facilities to
create a back-up version of Aesop disks. Aesop is an integrative environment.
Although the Quest and Facts interfaces are executable files (each ifie has
a .EXE extension) and each can be copied by the DOS file "copy" command
such an exercise is pointless. These programs will only execute as part of
the Aesop environment and under control of the Aesop interface code.
Installation, via the "install" utility, may proceed once the back-up copy
of the original program disk has been made. When the install option in the
set-up menu is selected the following directories will be created on the C:
drive:
C:\Aesop

program files Aesop.exe, Quest.exe, Facts.exe and
Help.exe will be copied to this directory.

C:\aesop\kb

the directory is created as a store for the Crystal
generated knowledge base files.

C:\aesop\data

the directory is created as a store for Lotus 123 data
files.

The installation does not copy any files to the kb or data sub-directories; it
merely provides these initial facilities for future filing of rule base and data
files.

2.3.2 Configuring the system
Having installed the Aesop, Lotus and Crystal files in appropriate directories,
the final stage in preparing to run Aesop from a fixed disk environment is
to configure the system to enable Aesop to find the necessary program files
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and access and load these files when a particular Aesop menu option is
selected.
Each time the system is started (or booted) DOS searches the root directory
(\) for two optional files CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT and, if
successful, processes the commands in these files. The CONFIG.SYS ifie
can contain a list of commands that enable the user to customise or set up
the DOS environment. For example the user may specify to DOS the number
of files which may be open at any one time or the amount of memory to be
allocated for data buffers. If DOS finds the CONFIG.SYS file it interprets
the file commands otherwise it assigns a number of default values. The
CONFIG.SYS ifie effectively allows the user to over-ride the default values.
The AUTOEXEC.BAT file is a batch file which performs a series of
user-defined commands. The number of files and devices that can be open
concurrently in a DOS environment is determined by the command FILES
= an in the CONFIG.SYS file. Under version 3 of DOS, the value of nn is
between 8 and 255. In the absence of a FILES command the default value
of nn is 8, of which 5 are pre-assigned to standard input/output devices (i.e.
keyboard, console, printer etc.) leaving only 3 for the user's applications
software. Typically Aesop requires that 4 or 5 files are simultaneously open
and may exceptionally, depending on the extent to which library facilities
are used, require up to 8 files at one time. Added to the 5 pre-assigned files
and devices a maximum total 12 - 13 concurrent files may be required. A
command FILES =14 in the CONFIG.SYS file is recommended when running
Aesop. The user may wish to experiment with a smaller number of files. If
when running Aesop the operating system responds to a request to open a
file with an error message such as "No more files" or "Too many open files"
increase the number specified in the FILES command in CONFIG.SYS.
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Programs communicate with disk data via buffers. When a program
requests a record to be read from disk the entire disk sector containing the
record is transferred to a buffer in memory. The appropriate record within
the buffer is then identified and copied from the buffer to the applications
program. When the next request for data is sent, the buffer is checked to
see whether the necessary record is resident and if not another sector must
be read from disk. This must over-write the existing buffered data if only
one disk buffer has been allocated. However, if other buffers exist the data
will be written to one less recently used. The more buffers DOS has at its
disposal, the more data is resident in memory.
The number of disk buffers that DOS allocates in memory is determined
by the BUFFERS = nn command in the CONFIG.SYS file (nn = 1 to 99). If
no BUFFERS command is present then DOS will allocate, by default, 2 or 3
buffers depending on the hardware and version of DOS. It is not possible to
specify exactly the number ofbuffers for optimum performance. This depends
on the applications software and can only be determined by trial and error.
Certainly in database and similar applications which may require a lot of
data transfer between disk and memory the default number should be
increased. Between 10 and 20 buffers usually provide optimum
performance in such applications. A larger number can often result in a
deterioration, rather than improvement, in software performance.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, with a large number of buffers the
software can take longer to search all buffers for the required record than it
would take to identify and read the appropriate sector directly from disk.
Secondly, each additional buffer increases the resident size of DOS by one
disk sector i.e. 512 bytes or 0.5K. The memory available to the applications
software is consequently reduced by the same amount.
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When the system command interpreter COMMAND.COM interprets a
user's command it must know where to search for the appropriate files if
they are not available in the current directory. The command interpreter
obtains the search path from the DOS environment variable PATH, which
the user can set via the PATH command in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. The
PATH command specifies the drives and directories to be searched for a
program when it is called upon to load and execute. The AUTOEXEC.BAT
file must include a command:
PATH = C:\;C:\aesop;C:\crystal;c:\123
This PATH may be extended to include drives and directories relating to
other applications software but must, in relation to Aesop, include the
root directory (C:\ ), and the Crystal, Lotus 123 and Aesop directory
names. If the software has been installed in directories other than those
recommended in fig. 2.2, substitute the appropriate directory names in the
PATH command shown above.
Configuring the system to allow Aesop to correctly and efficiently execute
involves:
creating a new, or modifying an existing, CONFIG.SYS file to include
appropriate FILES and BUFFERS commands.
creating a new, or modifying an existing, AUTOEXEC.BAT file to set
the PATH variable.
Both files should be present in the root directory C:\ of the C: drive.

2.3.3 Removing Aesop from fixed disk
Aesop, once installed on a hard disk, should only be removed from the hard
disk environment via the "remove' utility accessed through the set-up menu

described in section 2.3.1. Never remove Aesop using the DOS delete or erase
commands. The fact has already been mentioned that each Aesop program
disk is uniquely coded; although the reasons for this are detailed later, it is
sufficient to state at this stage that this is for security reasons. Not only
does each copy of the Aesop disk carry a unique code, but this code is slightly
modified when the program disk is backed-up and when Aesop is either
installed on a fixed disk or is removed from a fixed disk. This enables Aesop
to track its history and prevents the same version from being installed on
more than one machine simultaneously. Specific details of the disk coding
system will not, for perhaps obvious reasons, be discussed in further detail.
Conventionally removing the Aesop program files via the DOS delete or
erase commands will certainly remove Aesop from the fixed drive. It will
also unfortunately leave the user with disks which are coded to indicate that
the program is still installed and may be run from the fixed disk.
Re-installation of Aesop is therefore not possible.

2.4 RUNNING AESOP
Although Aesop may be installed on fixed disk it cannot be run without the
original or approved back-up copy of the floppy disk. The coded floppy disk
acts as a "key" to the Aesop software and only the disk used to install a
particular copy of Aesop will be able to run it. The coded key disk from one
copy of Aesop cannot be used to run a different copy.
Access to the Aesop system menu is obtained by entering "aesop" at the
keyboard. The system responds by loading the Aesop interface code,
displaying the Aesop logo screen (fig 2.3) and, after a short pause, invites
the user to insert the key disk. Once the interface is satisfied that the key
is valid, the Aesop menu (fig 2.4) is presented. The user can now freely access
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any element of the Aesop environment. The following points in particular
should be noted:
Crystal and Lotus 123, as installed, can be run independently of Aesop.
Quest and Facts, although executable files with an .EXE extension, will
only execute as part of Aesop. They will NOT run independently.
Crystal, the expert system builder, does NOT appear in the primary
Aesop menu. To load Crystal select Quest. The Quest interface will
load, and while displaying the Quest logo (fig 2.5) will proceed to load
automatically the Crystal program and pass control to it. If successful
the Crystal main menu (fig 2.6) should eventually be displayed.
Both Lotus 123 and Facts are menu-driven and each provides the user
with extensive on-line help which may be accessed at any time during
execution. Selecting Facts in the Aesop menu displays the Facts logo
(fig 2.7) followed by the Fact's main menu of commands (fig 2.8).

RESOP
version 3.30

Copyniqht(C) 1989,1990 Roy C.Ooodwin

Fig 2.3 The Aesop logo screen
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QUEST
FACTS
LOTUS 123
HELP
QUIT

Fig 2.4 The Aesop menu

Copyriqht(C) 1989,1990
Roy C.Goodwin

Fig 2.5 The Quest logo screen
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Fig 2.6 The Main Crystal menu

I 111.111-1 _
Copyright(C) 1989
Roy C.Goodwin

Fig 2.7 The Facts logo screen

Fig 2.8 The Facts command menu
2.4.1 Command line parameters
A number of command line parameters, specific to Quest, Facts, and Crystal,
may be appended to the "aesop" command to customise these programs.
Command line parameters which affect Crystal are detailed in section A of
the Crystal user's manual. These parameters have the same effect on Crystal
when run under Aesop but should be added to the "aesop" command line
rather than to the "CR" command as specified. Parameters particular to
Quest and facts are summarised in table 2.6 and are described fully in
appendix A.
All parameters specified in the command line used to start Aesop are passed
by Aesop to the particular applications program selected from the Aesop
menu. The program selected will process only parameters which are relevant
to the program and will ignore any other parameters. Thus command line
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parameters for controlling Crystal, Quest and Facts may be freely combined
on the same command line.
The important point to remember about command line parameters is that
they can have a considerable influence on the memory size of the Aesop
environment. For example if we elect to reserve 50K of memory to run DOS
functions from within Crystal then this memory cannot be used for other
purposes. The memory available for knowledge base building is reduced by
50K. In the absence of expanded memory it may be necessary to compromise
on the number of desirable features incorporated through the setting of
command line parameters in order to ensure adequate free memory for
application development. A careful study of the command line parameters
will enable the user to set values which ensure the best of both worlds.

PARAMETER

PURPOSE

PROGRAM

-qbXX

Set graphics buffer size to
XX Kbytes: range 1 - 16K:
default 16K

-qcXX

Set max. Lotus spreadsheet
size to XX columns: range
1 - 256 columns: default
256 columns

-qega
-qvga

Specify an EGA or VGA video
display adapter: default CGA

Quest
Facts

.-qpXX

Set maximum number of text
display pages : range 1 - 32
default 4 (CGA), 10 (EGAIVGA)

Facts

Table 2.6 Aesop command line parameters
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Quest

Quest

The reader's attention is drawn in particular to Crystal's -r (or/r) parameter
which signifies "run-only". Used in conjunction with a knowledge base file
name this parameter instructs the Crystal development system to load and
directly run the named rule base. The main Crystal menu, presented when
in build mode, is bypassed and certain features, such as the rule trace, are
disabled. As the name implies, rules cannot therefore be viewed, accessed
or modified in any way when a rule base executes in run-only mode. The -r
parameter therefore effectively simulates the run-time version of the full
development model. After development the application is normally delivered
to the end-user as a run-time version.

2.4.2 Password protection
The use of a coded key disk to allow entry to the Aesop environment was
mentioned in section 2.4. Additional security is available by using Aesop in
password protected mode. In this mode both the key disk and a password
are required to gain access to the system.
To activate password mode insert the original Aesop program disk in the
floppy drive and enter "password" on the keyboard to load the password
utility program. Access to the password editor is gained through the use of
a password editor access code up to 10 characters long. This unique code is
entered by the system "super user" when the password utility is run for the
first time. The password editor menu (fig 2.9), active on production of the
correct access code, allows passwords representing authorised users to be
added, deleted and modified. When a password editor session is terminated
the passwords are written to specific locations on the key disk i.e. they are
embedded in the Aesop program files. Access to Aesop now requires both
the key disk and a password to identify the user. The Aesop interface program
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will prompt for the password when required.
The super user may return to unprotected mode at any time by globally
deleting all passwords. The number of authorised users depends on the
length of the individual passwords, each of which may be up to 8 characters
long. The editor is able to manage approximately 65 passwords of maximum
length.

MD
DILITIC
LIST
CLV.R
SDDIfl
ISCAPI

Press initial letter to select. ENTER to confirm.

Fig 2.9 The password editor menu
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3 KEY FEATURES OF CRYSTAL

The current chapter describes some of the main features of the Crystal expert
system shell. It is not intended to provide a definitive guide to Crystal but
merely to justify its selection as the expert system development tool within
the Aesop network. Where appropriate the reader is referred to the relevant
section of the Crystal Developer's Manual for a more detailed study of
particular topics.
Knowledge or expertise is built into the Aesop system via the Crystal
expert system builder. Crystal is a highly productive development
environment which allows rapid development and prototyping through the
use of natural language rule building. Unlike conventional programming,
there is no complex code or rigid syntax to be observed and no compilation
of the high level, natural language rules is required. Using Crystal to express
the problem as a series of natural language rules may be sufficiently simple
to guarantee that application development by the end-user is entirely
feasible. Structuring of Crystal's rule base is assisted by a series of easy to
use menus and clearly defined function key operations.
Both forward chaining and backward chaining inference strategies are
possible with Crystal. In addition to precise information Crystal can handle
probability and uncertain or 'fuzzy" information by allowing the user to
express a depth of opinion or strength of feeling.
3.1 RULE BASE SIZE
An important parameter of any expert system shell is the size of knowledge
base which it can provide. Crystal can utilise expanded memory and
therefore is capable of accommodating moderately large rule bases. Although
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claims by Intelligent Environments, the producers of Crystal, suggest that
up to several thousand rules can be accommodated in any practical
application, the number may be considerably less than that. Rules are
imprecisely defined in terms of the number of conditions and alternatives,
commands and functions which they may contain. The specific wording used
to describe each rule line and rule conclusion will vary in length; up to 50
characters may be used. Any forms used to communicate between the user
and the expert system require varying and often significant amounts of RAM.
A full screen form requires approximately 4K of memory. In respect of
knowledge base size the only evidence to hand, derived from the actual
applications developed and described in chapter 10 (transformer design) and
chapter 11 (D.C. choke design), is presented in table 3.1.

XFORMER

DC-CHOKE

Memory used (Kbytes)

132

156

Number of rules

313

335

Number of commands

834

804

Number of variables

108

134

Size of text area (Kbytes)

84

97

Memory free (Kbytes)

49

25

KNOWLEDGE BASE NAME

Table 3.1 Actual rule base size and memory required
The text area referred to in table 3.1 is the area in RAM which stores the
actual text of all forms of communication involving input and output between
the user and expert system plus the text of all commands used to assign
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variables or logically test expressions. In the specific examples referred to
in table 3.1, a reasonably high proportion of the variables are
two-dimensional arrays while many of the commands involve functions to
manipulate these arrays. Arrays require memory allocation in proportion
to their dimensions. The "memory free" values pertain to a machine offering
640 Kbytes of standard or normal RAM and no expanded memory.
What can be positively concluded from table 3.1 is that, in order to provide
sufficient RAM in which to develop even small to medium-sized applications,
there is little point in attempting to use Crystal on hardware with much
less than 640K of RAM. With the Crystal development system and the
Quest interface resident in the RAM of a 640K machine, approximately 200K
of RAM is available in which to develop the expert system. This figure may
be increased by the amount of expanded RAM available.

3.2 RULE BUILDING IN CRYSTAL
Passing reference has already been made to Crystal's plain language rule
building and to the fact that no complex code or specific syntax is required
as in conventional programming. This, from the application developer's point
of view, must be considered one of Crystal's outstanding features. Figs 3.1
to 3.3 illustrate this point with reference to a simple rule for a winding design.
These figures are actual snapshots of rule screens and represent the rules
exactly as they were typed in the rule base during the development stage.
These sample rule screens will also serve to outline several other important
aspects of Crystal's rule building technique.
In both figs 3.1 and 3.2 note the simple, uncryptic wording employed. In
fig 3.1 the statement shown at the top of the "screen" is the rule conclusion.
It is an expression of what we want to achieve i.e. the aim is to "design a
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Fig 3.1 Rule for a winding design

Fig 3.2 A lower level rule
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Fig 3.3 Rule line translated into a command
winding'. The remaining lines in fig 3.1 explain the steps required to achieve
that aim. These lines are a description of the tasks which must be performed
to achieve the outcome shown at the top of the "screen".
Thus in order to design the winding we must "calculate the turns AND
select a wire size AND specify the insulation". Note the use of the logical
AND connective to link the individual tasks. The outcome or conclusion of
this rule is valid only if the individual criteria are met i.e. if ALL the
individual tasks are successfully performed.
Rules comprise conditions and alternatives describing tasks which are
related in a logical way by keywords IF, AND, OR and NOT. We may think
of conditions in a rule being prefixed by a logical AND while alternatives
are defined by the logical OR function. Thus, while the rule lines define
the tasks, the structuring of these tasks to form a rule is governed by the
AND, OR and NOT logical functions.
Each rule line when executed is assigned a value or result indicating the
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success or failure of that rule line. The AND and OR connectives use the
results assigned to the component rule lines to determine the overall success
or failure of the rule conclusion according to the accepted rules of
combinational logic.
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 are "truth tables" for rules comprising two AND
conditions and two OR alternatives respectively. These tables relate the
success or failure of the rule conclusion to the values assigned to the
individual conditions or alternatives. The reader familiar with conventional
logic will observe that three states only exist in each table, unlike the truth
tables for conventional 2-input logic AND and OR gates which show four
states.

CONDITION 1

CONDITION 2

CONCLUSION

fail

fail
succeed

fail

fail

succeed

succeed

succeed

Table 3.2 Truth table for a rule with 2 "AND" conditions

ALTERNATIVE 1

ALTERNATIVE 2

CONCLUSION

succeed

succeed
fail

succeed

succeed

fail

fail

fail

Table 3.3 Truth table for a rule with 2 "OR" alternatives

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 truely reflect human logic and therefore Crystal's inference
strategy. Not all rule lines, conditions and alternatives in a rule are
necessarily executed. Crystal executes only the minimum number of
conditions and alternatives required to prove or disprove the rule conclusion
and immediately terminates execution of the rule once this aim has been
achieved. Unnecessary rule execution is eliminated. Alternatives and
conditions are evaluated in sequence. With reference to table 3.2, the rule
can only succeed if both conditions succeed. Thus, if condition 1 fails, there
is no point in processing condition 2 as its outcome cannot influence the
conclusion. Similarly in table 3.3, if alternative 1 succeeds then the rule as
a whole must succeed and there is no need to test the success or failure of
alternative 2.
Thus Crystal uses the outcome of each rule line progressively to determine
the overall rule conclusion rather than unneccesarily evaluating all rule lines
and then determining whether the rule has succeeded or failed. In
conventional logic circuits an n-input gate has 2" combinations of possible
inputs and all inputs must be used to determine the output or result from
the gate. In Crystal the maximum number of combinations required to test
a rule with n alternatives or conditions is only n+1.
Rules in general are meta-rules since each rule line describing a condition
or alternative may itself be another complex rule. Thus we have the concept
of a layered rule structure. In fig 3.1 the rule line "a suitable wire size is
selected" is expressed as a number of lower level tasks or rules in fig 3.2.
There is no limit on the number of layers or levels permitted. Benefits
derivered from layered rules are structured programming and hence ease of
construction.
High level rules are statements of the tasks to be performed but do not in
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themselves perform the tasks which they describe. In the final analysis and
at the lowest rule level, each rule line translates into a command or series
of commands which are executed to achieve the aim of the rule. High level
rules are merely pointers to events; commands cause the events to happen.
In fig 3.3 for example, the rule line "recalculate the actual current density"
appearing in fig 3.2 is translated into a command which performs the
calculation and assigns the value to a variable, J. Rules frequently translate
into commands at different levels so that meta-rules generally comprise both
high level descriptors and low level commands. Ultimately however ALL
high level descriptors must be translated into executable commands.
Despite earlier claims to the effect that Crystal enjoys a natural and
syntax-free language, it now appears that there is a need to appreciate a
specific command language and its associated syntax. This is indeed the
case but Crystal's command language extends to only 20 commands most of
which require no parameters and consequently no syntax. The serious task
of structuring the rule base is high level and therefore the structure is both
self-explanatory and self-documenting.
A summary of Crystal's commands is presented in tables 3.4 and 3.5 and
is included to provide the reader with an idea of the simplicity of the command
language. Table 3.4 refers to commands concerned with information input
and output. All of these commands succeed when they execute and therefore
cannot in any way alter the natural, logical sequence of rule execution. The
commands in table 3.5 are either specifically designed to alter the logical
sequence or may do so depending on whether they are assigned a "succeed"
or "fail" return value. Even without any pre-knowledge of the command
language many of the commands are seen to be easily understood and their
stated purpose is clear.

PURPOSE

COMMAND

ASSIGN VARIABLE

Assign a value to a text or numeric variable.
Specific syntax is required.

BEGIN EXPLAIN

Make available to user explanation facilities.

CONCLUSION
DISPLAY

Display the text of the rule currently being
evaluated.

DISPLAY FORM

Display a form replacing variables with their
current values. Used for input and output.

END EXPLAIN

Switch off user explanation facilities.

HELP EXPLAIN

Change explanation facilities to a full
screen form.

INIT. VARIABLES

Initialise all numeric and text variables.

MENU QUESTION

Present the user with a menu choice.

PRINT FORM

Send a form to a disk ifie or printer.

VIEW FORM

Display a form and immediately continue with
rule processing i.e. do not wait.

Table 3.4 Input and output commands
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PURPOSE

COMMAND

FAIL

Force the current rule line to fail.

GLOBAL RESTART

Force the rule base to restart but do not
change any rule results.

KB RE-RUN

Force the rule base to restart and clear
out all rule results.

QUIT

Terminate execution of the rule base.

RESTART RULE

Force the current rule to restart.

SUCCEED

Force the current rule line to succeed.

TEST EXPRESSION

Test the value of a numeric or text variable.
Specific syntax is required.

USER PROGRAM

Send commands and parameters to an interface
program.

WIPE RULE

Remove the logical result of a rule.

YES/NO QUESTION

Ask the user a question with a yes/no
response.

Table 3.5 Commands which influence the logical sequence of
rule execution

W
.

In practice, if we encounter a familiar situation we frequently apply
previously acquired skills or pre-knowledge to deal with the situation. This
by definition is learning. Alternatively we may choose to re-examine the
situation from first principles. Crystal behaves in exactly this manner when
evaluating rules. It learns as it progresses through the rule base.
Normal rules are evaluated once only and the conclusion is memorised. If
Crystal subsequently encounters an identical rule it will use the conclusion
learned from its first experience with the rule in preference to re-evaluating
the rule. However we may force Crystal to re-examine the situation by
designating an entire rule or specific lines in a rule as "special'. Special rules
provide Crystal with a "what-if' capability, a feature essential in any expert
system.
If the sequence of rules describing a particular event are designated special
rules, then the event may be re-run, each time with different starting
parameters, and the conclusions compared. In the winding design illustrated
above, for example, it may be required to compare the designs resulting from
the use of different grades or sizes of winding wire. Special rules used in
conjunction with the "restart rule" command can also force a sequence to
keep executing until a particular condition is satisfied. Consider the rule
shown in fig 3.4 which is a modification of the rule illustrated in fig 3.2. A
number of rule-lines are designated special rule-lines (Sp) and a restart rule
command has been added.
During the first execution of this rule a test is made to determine whether
the selected wire size results in an acceptable current density. If the test
fails i.e. the current density is unacceptable, then the OR alternative is
executed. A larger wire size is selected and the rule is forced to restart.
However, only the lines designated as special rules (Sp) are subsequently
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a suitable wire size is selected
Rule
IF

calculate ideal size for current density 5 A/sq.rnrn
AND look up data files for nearest wire size
AND save record no., wire dia., c.s.a etc

OR

AND recalculate the actual current density

Sp

AND test if acceptable

Sp
Sp

select larger wire size
AND :Restart Rule

Fig 3.4 Modified rule
re-evaluated. The current density for the new wire size is immediately
calculated and retested, lines 1 to 3 inclusive now being ignored. If the test
succeeds the rule concludes satisfactorily otherwise the procedure repeats.
Special rules are a significant feature of Crystal. There importance and
power to influence the natural sequence of rule execution should not be
underestimated. In particular special rules can:
provide a "what-if' capability;
alter or influence the natural, logical sequence of rule execution;
force rules to execute until a particular outcome is achieved.
Many of Crystal's command are designed similarly to dictate or alter the
sequence of rule execution. Two particularly important commands are "fail"
and "succeed". These are used to force individual conditions, alternatives
and rules to either logically succeed or fail irrespective of the natural outcome
of evaluation. An example of their use is justified on the grounds that they
are used frequently in practice.
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Fig 3.5 Example rule
The need to investigate a number of possible alternatives and then compare
the results is a common situation. The logic of the rule shown in fig 3.5 could
possibly achieve this aim but is not guaranteed to succeed. If either
alternative 1 OR alternative 2 logically succeeds then we never reach the
final line; the rule terminates without comparing the alternative results.
The only certain way to reach the final rule line is to logically fail BOTH
alternatives as shown in the amended rule of fig 3.6.
The reader at this stage may be confused as to the true significance of
succeed and fail. There is a difference between the logical result of a rule
and, for example, the mathematical result obtained from a calculation
within the rule. The logical result, assigned by Crystal, is used only to
determine the sequence of rule execution and in no way affects any other
results derived by the rule. If we translate alternative 1 in the rule screen
of fig 3.6 into an assignment command J:= Ilarea then the rule is as shown
in fig 3.7. The first occurrence of the 'Tail" command does not mean that we
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Fig 3.6 Use of the fail command

Fig 3.7 Amended rule

M
.

have failed to calculate a value for current density J. This has been calculated
and safely stored. It does mean that by assigning a logical fail to this part
of the rule, alternative 2 will be forced to execute.

3.3 RULE MANAGEMENT IN CRYSTAL
In addition to discussing the actual wording and logic of rules it is equally
important to stress Crystal's range of rule management facilities. Function
key operations allow easy manipulation and management of rules and are
invaluable to the developer.
All rules are filed in the rule dictionary and any rule can be easily recalled
and inserted into the rule base. Existing rules may be simply relocated
anywhere in the rule base and conditions and alternatives can be readily
interchanged. Rule editing facilities are extensive. Generally, when the text
of a rule is edited all occurrences of the rule reflect the changes made. When
a rule has been used more than once Crystal will highlight all occurrences
of the rule, prior to allowing any modification, to enable the developer to
decide whether a global change is acceptable.
Easy movement between rule levels is achieved by the use of function keys
allowing the developer to quickly access any level or particular rule. Rules
can be simply inserted, deleted or have their meaning negated. Function
key operations relating to rule management are summarised in table 3.6.
The above sections (3.2 and 3.3) provide only an insight into the underlying
principles of Crystal's natural language rule building and layered rule
structure rather than any detailed exposition. The Reference Section
(Section B) of the Crystal Manual is a comprehensive guide to rule building
and the command language.
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F'0'

KEY

PURPOSE

Create rule with text similar
to existing dictionary rule.
Mark rule for export; value of
the rule is written to disk and
can be imported into another
rule base.
Mark a rule as special.
Invoke the rule editor.

IJ

Select a command for inclusion
in a rule.
Access the rule dictionary.
Move up one rule level.
Negate a rule i.e. prefix the
rule with the keyword NOT.

I1IJ

Move down one rule level
i.e. expand a rule

Table 3.6 Function key allocation in rule building

3.4 CRYSTAL DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
A number of supplementary development tools, built in to Crystal, aid and
simplify application development. Perhaps the most important of these is
the rule trace facility for de-bugging the expert system. Complex software
rarely performs as expected first time and ruled-based expert systems are
certainly no exception. While the simplicity of the Crystal rule and command
language virtually eliminates syntactic errors, structural errors in rule logic
are not uncommon. In any case structural problems are always more difficult
to identify and correct than syntactic errors which are usually detected when
high level language programs are compiled. The difficulty in detecting
structural problems has always been in knowing exactly what the program
is doing at every stage of its execution.
Crystal recognises this fact and addresses the problem by including, as
part of its development toolkit, a sophisticated rule debugging or rule trace
facility. The term rule trace does not imply that Crystal simply produces a
listing of its rules from which the developer can trace the logic of the rule
base (although Crystal is able to provide a complete listing of rule wording
and rule logic if required). Rule trace is a run-time facility which allows the
developer to step through the rules and observe and evaluate each rule
and command as it executes. Where a rule involves communication with
the user via a'display form, interaction with an interface program, selection
from a menu or any other action possible through the use of Crystal
commands and functions, these actions will be performed when the system
runs with the rule trace enabled. The exact point at which the system
deviates from its expected behaviour can usually be determined easily and
quickly.
With rule trace the knowledge base may be run for a single rule line or for
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one complete rule. Specifying breakpoints allows the system to run until a
particular rule executes or until a particular variable changes value. Rule
trace may be enabled at any time during rule building. For a full account of
rule trace facilities refer to section C of the Crystal manual.
The interface between the expert system and the end user is particularly
important and is the sole means by which the expert system and the user
can directly communicate with each other. It must be able to accept data
input from the user and also enable the expert system to display its
conclusions and findings to the user. As such it must be well designed to
ensure clear and unambiguous communication and should preferably also
have a certain aesthetic appeal. The knowledge base communicates with
the user via a series of forms, questions and menus available through the
various input and output commands summarised in table 3.4. It is important
to realise that each input and ouput command merely specifies a method of
communicating information; the commands do not in themselves provide the
detail of what is being communicated. Although a number of basic rules
must be observed when working with forms and menus, neither has a
particularly rigid format, the exact detail and layout being at the discretion
of the builder.
Forms and menus, used to provide explanation facilities and for input and
output of information, are prepared using Crystal's "screen painter". Input,
output and menu fields, together with any user instructions or explanatory
text can be combined in a meaningful way. Special characters and graphics
characters, not normally accessible from the keyboard, are provided by the
screen painter. Characters with ascii codes 128 - 255 are as readily available
as the standard alphanumeric characters. For example the box drawing
characters can be used to tabulate data. Colour and intensity can be varied
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allowing important areas to be highlighted. The format of text and numeric
data can be varied. In short, clear displays appropriate to the type of
information and application can be easily and quickly constructed using the
screen painter.
An example of a screen used to output an inductor design, prepared using
the screen painter, is illustrated in fig 3.8. The output fields are represented
by variable names appearing in square brackets e.g. [c$]. If, during rule base
execution, this screen is displayed by the display form command then the
variable names will be replaced by their current values, as typically
illustrated in fig 3.9. The full visual impact of these screens cannot be shown
here due to lack of colour.
To facilitate screen building Crystal can store whole or part screens in a
disk library which can be accessed by the screen painter. This is particularly
useful if an application uses a number of identical or similar screens. New
screens can be built as modifications of existing library screens and any part
of a screen can be imported into another screen. The screen painter is
described in section B of the Crystal manual.
In common with other Crystal features both the rule trace and the screen
painter use function keys extensively to perform particular tasks and
simplify their use.
On the subject of screen presentation, Crystal provides two further utility
programs, "maketext" and "snapshot". As the name implies, maketext is a
utility for preparing text screens which are stored on disk and may be called
into a rule base and displayed when it runs. Snapshot is a much more
important and more versatile utility. Frequently the presentation may be
enhanced or information conveyed to the user more meaningfully by a
detailed graphics display rather than a text display. Crystal provides
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Fig 3.8 A screen generated by the screen painter

Fig 3.9 Final appearance of screen during execution
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functions capable of displaying graphics screens although it does not provide
the means for preparing graphics displays. Snapshot is a screen capture
utility. Used in conjunction with any graphics or drawing program capable
of generating the required screen display, snapshot can capture the screen,
and save it as a named disk file. This can subsequently be displayed during
execution of the rule base by Crystal's graphics functions.
In describing the sophistication of rule building, rule structuring and end
user interfacing this outline has, thus far, tended to concentrate on what
might justifiably be described as the more outstanding aspects of Crystal.
Within Crystal's rules however we must be able to perform fairly mundane
tasks involving manipulation and processing of data. Remember that the
rule structure merely specifies a sequence of events and dictates how the
outcomes of these events should be used in order to arrive at a conclusion.
The individual events in a rule inevitably at some stage involve calculations,
comparison of information, processing and preparing data for display and
many similar tasks. Without the means to perform such essential and often
simple tasks the general sophistication offered by Crystal in terms of rule
building would be meaningless.
An extensive library of approximately 90 functions is available to enable
the user to perform a wide range of commonly required pre-defined tasks.
These functions are most frequently used with Crystals "assign variable"
and "test expression" commands but may equally well be used in the input,
output and menu fields of forms to process data in order to present it in a
particular format. All functions are easily accessed through Crystal's
function dictionary and the syntax is checked and errors flagged during rule
building rather than at run time.
It is inappropriate to describe these functions in any detail: section B of
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the Crystal manual fully explains the syntax and intended purpose of each
function. Broadly, the available standard functions can be classified as:
mathematical, trigonometric and logical functions;
financial functions;
array handling functions;
character and string functions;
date and time functions;
file functions;
error handling functions;
graphics functions;
interface functions (enabling Crystal to communicate with user
programs and the DOS operating system).
In exceptional cases the standard function library may not provide the
required tool. There are two possible solutions. The first is for the user to
develop a custom interface program which provides the required functions.
Any interface program can effectively extends the range of functions
available. The second is to investigate whether the supplementary, standard
interface programs which are now available for use with Crystal, can provide
the required tool. Standard programs available include interfaces to popular
database programs such as Lotus 123 and dbaselll. When Crystal is used
with either a custom or standard interface, the interface functions are
incorporated into the function dictionary, both during the development stage
and at run time, and may be used and accessed as though they were standard
functions. Section G of the Crystal manual relates to standard and custom
interfaces.
Finally, the Crystal "run time system" deserves a mention. During the
development of an application being able to access the rule screens at all
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levels, edit rules and run rule trace are all important and are essential to
the developer. Such features are available through Crystal's development
system. Crystal provides for an application being delivered to the end user
as a run time version of the full development model. When an application
executes under the run time system the rule screens cannot be accessed or
modified in any way. Particular features such as the rule trace, which is
only of interest to the developer, are disabled and consequently the run time
system is smaller and requires about 60K less memory than the development
system.
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4 THE QUEST INTERFACE

4.1 JUSTIFICATION
The importance of bridging between the expert system and the outside world
has previously been introduced in sections 1.2.2 (Including other features)
and 1.3.2 (Expert System Shells). The ability to communicate with external
databases is probably the single most important bridge in the majority of
expert system applications and certainly is in the present work. Failure to
provide such a feature prevents expert systems from sharing a common
external database and requires that databases must be replicated and reside
within each expert system. The alternative is manually to input what are
often extensive amounts of data. This severely disrupts rule processing and
adds significantly to the time required for the system to reach a conclusion.
Fortunately most recent expert system shells, including Crystal, provide
means of accessing external databases i.e. databases resident within the
same DOS environment as the expert system program.
The case for adopting Crystal as the expert system builder and Lotus 123
as the data management facility has already been detailed in chapters 2 and
3. At the time of writing, the only known commercially available interface
capable of linking Crystal to Lotus 123 data files is the 'itcr' interface from
Intelligent Environments, the suppliers of Crystal, which is one of a number
of standard interface utility programs available as part of the Crystal (version
3) package.
A personal appraisal of this interface leads to the conclusion that the 'ltcr"
interface must be regarded as one of the weaknesses of Crystal. While this
alone was insufilcent grounds for rejecting Crystal as the preferred expert
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system shell, the many excellent features described in chapter 3 outweighing
the minor disadvantage of a poor Crystal/Lotus interface, it was instrumental
in recognising the need to develop a more suitable and versatile interface as
a direct replacement for "ltcr". The result was the Quest interface.
The primary limitation of the "ltcr" interface, particularly in view of the
fairly substantial demand on RAM, is its inability to perform any processing
of data derived from Lotus files. It provides the minimum essential
communication between Crystal and Lotus, its sole function being either to
read data from, or write data to, Lotus 123 worksheet files. This it achieves
either directly by transferring a single cell between Crystal and the Lotus
file or indirectly via an intermediate buffer if transfer of a range of
cells is required, as illustrated in fig 4.1.

direct read/write
(one cell)

indirect read/write
(range of cells)

Fig 4.1 Data transfer via the "ltcr" interface
The number of cells indirectly transferable in a single operation is a direct
function of the interface buffer size and may be user defined via the hr
command line parameter. Running Crystal with the 'itcr" interface and the
default buffer size able to accommodate 100 cells demands 56K of RAM,
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increasing by 6K for each additional 100 cells requested. Prior to any analysis
of cell data recovered from Lotus files, the buffer contents must be assigned
to appropriate numeric or text variables within Crystal, an operation
requiring a second transfer of the entire range of cells and, frequently, array
manipulation which tends to be relatively slow. Once assigned to Crystal,
the cell data is amenable to processing by Crystal via appropriate standard
Crystal functions.
In short the "ltcr" interface provides the mechanism for data transfer
between Lotus 123 files and Crystal but not the means to perform any useful
analysis of the data. This approach to database bridging is costly in terms
of:
the time required to transfer cell data from file to Crystal and
vice-versa via the intermediate buffer stage;
memory, since each cell must effectively be stored in both the interface
buffer and in Crystal;
the number of Crystal rules and function calls required to process
and analyse the data.
In the type of design applications described later in chapters 10 and 11 the
need to access and interrogate the data files is frequent and the variety of
different data queries is extensive. In such a context the 'ltcr" interface is
totally inadequate. In support of the above criticism of "ltcr" there follows
two examples of fairly routine database enquiries. Each has been performed
using both the "ltcr" interface and the quest interface. It is unnecessary at
this stage to fully appreciate the exact wording of the rules shown. What is
important however is that these examples give an insight into the steps
involved and provide a direct comparison of the amount of rule structuring
and function usage required by the different approaches.

In the first example the intention is to identify the number of winding
conductors with a diameter between 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm listed in ifie
"wiresize.wkl". A screen dump of part of this file, sufficient to appreciate
the file structure, is shown in fig 4.2. Records in this file extend from record
3 to record 70 inclusive and the ifie size is approximately 13K

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
NOM.DIA(rrun)

B
MAX.DIA(rn!n)

C
MIN.DIA(nini)

D
EQUIV.DIA(in)

E
C.S.A.(sq.ni)

5
4.75
4.5
4.25
4
3.75
3.55
3.35
3.15
3
2.8
2.65
2,5
2.36
2.24
2.12
2
1.9

5.05
4.798
4.545
4.293
4.04
3.788
3.586
3.384
3.182
3.03
2.828
2.677
2.525
2.384
2.262
2.141
2.02
1.919

4.95
4.702
4.455
4.207
3.96
3.712
3.514
3.316
3.118
2.97
2.772
2.623
2.475
2.336
2.218
2.099
1.98
1.881

0.1969
0.187
0.1772
0.1673
0.1575
0.1476
0.1398
0.1319
0.124
0.1181
0.1102
0.1043
0.0984
0.0929
0.0882
0.0835
0.0787
0.0748

19.63
17.72
15.9
14.19
12.57
11.04
9.898
8.814
7.793
7.069
6.158
5.515
4.909
4.374
3.941
3.53
3.142
2.835

Fig 4.2 A section of the Lotus data file "wiresize.wkl"
The general sequence of events necessary to achieve this aim using the "ltcr"
interface is depicted in the flowchart of fig 4.3. Before any file can be accessed
and data retrieved, the file must be opened. Column B, representing the
maximum wire diameters, is transferred to the interface buffer and
subsequently copied to Crystal by assigning the cell entries to a numeric
array designated B[J. The procedure is repeated in respect of column C and
array C[] which stores the minimum wire diameters. Corresponding pairs
of array elements are tested against criteria B[i] <0.4 AND C[i] > 0.3 and
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start

initialise
variables

open lotus
tile : wiresize.wkl

tile

read col to
interface
buffer

column B: max.
wire diameter (mm)

I

-

transfer to
Crystal

assign cells in
buffer to an
array B[]

read col to
interface
buffer

transfer to
Crystal

/

column C mm.
wire diameter (mm)

-

array C[]

test arrays
B(J and CO

assign cells in
buffer to an

refer to fig 4.4
hI

display
result

close file

end

Fig 4.3 Flowchart for wire selection via 'iter" interface

Fig 4.4 Testing array values
a record kept of the total number satisfying the criteria. The simple loop
used to test the array elements and record the number of matching records
is shown in fig 4.4. Finally the result is displayed and the Lotus file closed.
The procedures summarised in the flowcharts of figs 4.3 and 4.4 must be
encoded into a suitable sequence of Crystal rules. Expressed as Crystal rules,
the flowchart of fig 4.3 can be represented by the general, mainly high level,
rule structure listed in fig 4.5. This in turn translates into the lower level
command sequence of fig 4.6 in which the LTflopenO, Ltrngload() and

CRYSTAL MASTER RULE
Rule

:Init. Variables

IF

AND open the spreadsheet file
AND load column B cells into interface buffer
AND transfer to Crystal array B]]
AND load column C cells into interface buffer
AND transfer to Crystal array C[1
AND test arrays BE] and C[1
AND display result
AND close the spreadsheet file

Fig 4.5 High level rule sequence representing fig 4.3

CRYSTAL MASTER RULE
Rule

IF

:Init. Variables

AND :Test

LTflopen("c:\aesop\data\wiresize.wkl")
LTrngload (IJbu, 3, "b e, 70)

AND :Test

LTarrread(B[#,#])

AND :Test

LTrngload(c",3,'Tc,7O)

AND :Test

LTarrread(C[,])

AND :Test

AND test arrays B[) and CII
AND :Display Form
AND :Test

LTflclose()

Fig 4.6 Substitution of high level rules by interface functions

Ltarrread() interface functions are used to respectively open the worksheet
file, load the range of cells into the interface buffer and transfer and assign
the buffered cells to a Crystal array variable. Testing of the array elements
within Crystal, as outlined in fig 4.4, is achieved by expanding the rule line
"test arrays B[] and C[]" in figs 4.5 and 4.6 as shown in fig 4.7.

Fig 4.7 A rule for testing the Crystal array elements

To search the datafile and identify wires with specific diameters using the
quest interface is a simple exercise due to the existence of dedicated "file
search" functions and quest's ability to process cell data from within the
interface. Only relevant data, necessary to satisfy the initial data query,
is returned to Crystal rather than all cell data as is the case with the "ltcr"
interface. The flowchart of fig 4.8 describes the comparatively simple
sequence of operations while these are expressed firstly as high level Crystal
rules and secondly translated into executable commands/functions in figs
4.9 and 4.10 respectively.

start

open lotus
tile

search tile
for records
matching
criteria

display
result

end

Fig 4.8 Wire selection via the quest interface
The significant point to note is that the 3 commands listed in fig 4.10 replace
a much larger and clumsier set of commands in "ltcr". The main difference,
apart from the number of commands/functions and the memory required,
which are compared in table 4.1, is in speed of execution; the quest version
executes in half the time taken by the "ltcr" version, this in spite of the fact
that the small file size and number of records to be investigated enhances
the performance of the "ltcr" interface. In larger files, where the number of
records to be investigated exceeds 100, either the interface buffer size must
be re-defined, increasing the RAM required by the interface at the expense
of RAM available for rule building, or successive transfers of cell data are
required to assign all cells to Crystal, significantly increasing execution time.
The 2K additional memory used by the "ltcr" interface, referred to in table
4.1, is significant in that it is the additional memory required to implement
a single, simple database enquiry. While 2K may not be representative of
the additional memory needed by all forms of data enquiry via "ltcr" it is a

Fig 4.9 The flowchart of fig 4.8 expressed as Crystal rules

Fig 4.10 The executable command sequence representing fig 4.8

LTCR VERSION

QUEST VERSION

no. of rules

12

4

no. of commands

15

3

memory used

6K

4K

Table 4.1 Status of the ltcr and quest versions of the database query
fact that "ltcr" generally requires more memory and employs many more
rules and function calls than quest in performing the equivalent task; the
cumulative effect on memory resources of a significant number of database
enquiries, which realistically can be expected in many expert system
applications, must be seriously considered.
In fig 4.10, quest's "search" function defines the range of records to be
searched (records 3 to 70) and the search criteria shown symbolically as
"<0.41b,>.0.3/c" and interpreted by the search function as "less than 0.4 in

column B and greater than 0.3 in column C". The search function retrieves
all necessary cell data from the file, checks each record against the search
criteria and returns to Crystal the number of records matching the specified
criteria. Thus the process comprises a single call to the "search" function,
the initial function to open the Lotus file and the final functions which display
the result and close the Lotus file.
The second example illustrates a perhaps more frequently required,
common type of data query; that of simply retrieving and displaying on screen
a number of complete data file records which the user can study. Specifically,
the example relates to the display of the first n records in file "rm-forms.wkl",

M

a file containing the dimensions and characteristics of winding formers
suitable for use with rm-series ferrite transformer cores. Fig 4.11 illustrates
the file structure.
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Fig 4.11 The structure of data file "rm-forms.wkl"
With reference to the flowchart of fig 4.12, after opening the lotus file and
initialising the record number to 3, the "ltcr" interface approach is to read
the first record into the interface buffer, transfer the cells in the buffer to
Crystal assigning each cell to either a text or numeric variable as appropriate,
and finally to display the record in some convenient format. The record
number is incremented, tested against the final record number to be
displayed, and if less than the final record number, the next record is
recovered from the ifie to start the next display cycle. Following the display
of the last record, the Lotus file is closed.
Each line of the corresponding high level Crystal rule shown in fig 4.13 is

rM

Fig 4.12 Displaying records via the 'tltcr" interface

display the first "n11 records
Rule

IF

open the required lotus worksheet file
AND set record number lirecu to 3
AND read the record into the interface buffer

Sp

AND assign each cell in buffer to a Crystal variable

Sp

AND display the variable values

Sp

AND increment the record number

Sp

AND test if record number less than n+3

Sp

AND :Restart Rule
OR

close the lotus worksheet file

Fig 4.13 High level rule equivalent of fig 4.12

easily related to the steps depicted in the flow chart, fig 4.12. Note the need
to designate a number of rule lines as special rules (Sp); this signifies the
lines to be executed each time the rule is restarted. These special rules
together with the "restart rule" command effectively create the loop shown
in the flow chart of fig 4.12. Exit from the loop is under the control of the
rule line "test if record number less than n+3".
The aim of this exercise was simply to give some indication of the rule
structure and volume of rule writing required to perform the relatively simple
task of displaying, within Crystal, a number of records from a Lotus file using
the "ltcr" interface. With this in mind it is unnecessary to completely
translate the rule in fig 4.13 into lower level executable commands and
functions; the reader should by now appreciate, from figs 4.12 and 4.13, that
while it could be regarded as a trivial task in terms of the programming skills
required, it nevertheless is time consuming and is considerably demanding
in terms of Crystal rules.

One particular limitation which should be mentioned concerns the rule
"assign each cell in the buffer to a Crystal variable". Because of the differing
cell characteristics i.e. each record contains both text and numeric cells,
transfer of the buffered cells to Crystal cannot be achieved as simply as in
the previous example.
If all cells are either text or numeric then a single call to the LTarrread()
interface function can be used to assign the cells to either a Crystal text array
or a Crystal numeric array as appropriate. If Crystal arrays are to be used
in this case to accept the buffered data then the text and numeric cells must
be transferred in separate operations, each involving a call to the LTarrread()
function. Alternatively each cell may be read from the buffer and assigned
individually to a Crystal variable via the LTrdtxt$() (read a text cell) and
Ltrdnum() (read a numeric cell) functions as illustrated in fig 4.14.
Displaying the same records through the quest interface is achieved by
the rule of fig 4.15, which it should be noted is expressed in a low level,
executable form. This three-line rule is therefore a direct replacement for
the low level version (not shown) of fig 4.13.
The important line is the call to quest's viewrecs() function which,
commencing at record 3, sequentially displays the records in the current
Lotus data file. Viewrecs() is an instruction or procedure to retrieve, format
and present the records in the current data file.
An important difference with the quest approach is that in order to simply
display records to the user, all data preparation and processing can be
performed within the interface and the need to unnecessarily transfer or
copy each record to Crystal is avoided. Since the records are presented in a
pre-defined format, wholly under the control of the viewrecs() function and
the quest interface, it could perhaps be argued that this approach to

Fig 4.14 Transfer of buffered cells to Crystal

Fig 4.15 The quest approach to displaying database records
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displaying records is not as flexible as the "ltcr" method which allows the
user to determine the particular display format; this point is not disputed
but is considered to be of minor consequence compared with the very real
saving in rule building and memory required by 'ltcr". Equally it can be
argued that the need to design Crystal display forms, each of which may
require up to 4K of memory, is avoided by using the viewrecs() function.
In summary:
"ltcr" is relatively inefficient due to lack of inherent data processing
facilities. Compared with similar operations under quest, database
enquiries through 'tltcr" penalise Crystal by imposing overheads in
terms of
considerable additional rule building;
extra memory required;
longer execution times;
additional (and perhaps unnecessary) cell data storage and
handling.
the Quest interface was developed as a direct replacement for 'ltcr".
It is a more suitable and versatile interface capable of handling more
frequent database enquiries yet able to limit the penalties imposed
by ltcr".
t1

4.2 THE QUEST PHILOSOPHY
The previous section highlighted a number of limitations of the 'ltcr"
interface and the consequent effect of these on Crystal. The quest interface
therefore required and adopted a totally different approach. The primary
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requirement of quest is that it should, in addition to reading the raw data
from the Lotus files, provide reasonable facilities for displaying and for
analysing and processing the data if the operational disadvantages
associated with using "ltcr" are to be minimised.
Specifically, in designing the quest interface, it was imperative that the
interface should, in respect of its database functions:
be able to retrieve the raw cell data from any Lotus file within the
DOS environment;
be able to selectively display the data thus avoiding the need to
copy all cell data to Crystal;
demonstrate an "intelligent" approach to database enquiries by being
selective i.e. be able to search and analyse the raw data, identify,
select and return to Crystal only those items immediately relevant
to the initial data query;
provide Crystal with a return value indicating the success or failure
of each function call.
This approach, as demonstrated in section 4. 1, generally ensures that Crystal
rules associated with data enquiries are simpler than their "ltcr"
counterparts and eliminates unnecessary duplicate data handling and
storage. The net effect is to improve interface response times and reduce the
demand on memory.
When displaying data, quest must reflect, as closely as possible, the true
characteristics of the Lotus data file by endeavouring to produce a data
presentation with exactly the same attributes as the Lotus worksheet. This
implies that in addition to the actual cell data, quest must correctly interpret
the cell formats, worksheet column widths, column titles and, in the case of
numeric cells, the accuracy or number of decimal places. These attributes
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Fig 4.16 The quest display of file "rm-forms.wkl"
are described more fully in chapter 5.
As an example of this point, fig 4.11 showed a section of a Lotus spreadsheet
displaying the file "rm-forms.wkl". In fig 4.16 the same columns are
displayed by the quest interface. Comparing these two figures, the specific
attributes mentioned in the previous paragraph are seen to be identical.
Minor differences in overall presentation do occur; for example in the Lotus
spreadsheet the numbers are right justified in numeric columns while quest
displays the numbers left justified. Quest tends to display fewer records per
screen. These minor differences are irrelevant when we consider that the
builder is spared the task of designing complex, multiple-field display forms
within Crystal rules. The display characteristics will be automatically
determined by quest and will reflect the variable characteristics of the
original spreadsheet. Most of Lotus's many possible numeric cell display
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formats are supported by quest.
When a Crystal expert system executes, the sequence of events is
determined by the logical result of rules as explained in section 3.2 (Rule
building in Crystal). Within the general rule structure, the outcomes of
individual events are instrumental in determining the exact course of action
taken by Crystal. It is paramount therefore that the result of every action
i.e. rule line, command and function including calls to quest interface
functions, is known to Crystal. Since the routines which service the
interface functions are external to Crystal, it is incumbent on each
interface function to return to Crystal a value which, when tested by
Crystal, will indicate the success or failure of the function call. Based on
these return values Crystal can decide on the next action to be taken. Return
values associated with each quest function are described in the quest function
reference, appendix B.
This conveniently ties in with the reporting of interface errors. It is an
essential feature of quest that it should provide a full error handling service
by being able both to detect and report any abnormalities in function syntax,
function usage or function execution to the user, to Crystal or to both as
appropriate. It must also permit corrective action to be taken where possible.
Without such a service the expert system cannot function correctly.
Returning a fail value is a convenient device for reporting interface errors
to Crystal. Quest error handling is dealt with in some detail in section 4.4.
Finally, one feature which is available in the "ltcr" interface but which is
not included in quest is the ability to transfer data from Crystal to Lotus
files i.e. to write to Lotus. This however is no oversight but rather a
conscious decision intended to prevent possible inadvertent damage to data
files. The database for use with the component design systems described in
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chapters 10 and 11 required several months of preparation and included
digitising numerous graphs of material characteristics. In order to test and
debug the design rule bases they must be run. Inevitably in complex rule
bases the expected performance is rarely achieved first time and the real
possibility of data being corrupted by incorrect "write to Lotus" functions had
to be considered.
The files in the database contain virtually static data so that the need to
update any cells in the data files directly from Crystal was not envisaged.
It is more likely that the database may require future expansion to
accommodate new components or materials than existing cells requiring
update or modification. Alternative library facilities are provided and are
available for capture of any information from Crystal. Thus the policy is to
offer "write to library" facilities in preference to "write to Lotus". The builder
who must write directly to Lotus files can use the "ltcr" interface in parallel
with quest if required.

4.3 QUEST FUNCTION HANDLING
Fig 4.17 indicates how Crystal deals with rules containing references to
functions and how the Quest interface services each function call prior to
returning to Crystal. Crystal's first action on encountering a function rule
is to decide whether the function is a standard Crystal function or an interface
function. Although we are primarily concerned with the quest interface it
is appropriate to mention that a number of interface programs can
simultaneously co-exist in memory with the Crystal expert system program.
Standard functions are serviced by the Crystal program while non-standard
functions, assumed by default to be interface functions, and their associated
arguments are passed to the appropriate interface for processing.

Quest interface
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function

Function
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routines

parse
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function?
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function

database
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files
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function
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mother"
function
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control to

rule
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Fig 4.17 Crystal/Quest interface function handling
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On receiving a function call, Quest's first task is to parse the function and
pass control to the relevant procedure or service routine. Although the
interface contains 26 stand-alone functions, these are shown for convenience
in 3 groups in fig 4.17; database functions which require to access external
Lotus files, library functions which communicate with external library files
and "other" functions.
Initially, when each function service routine receives control, it tests the
validity of all argument values passed from Crystal. If legal, the function
proceeds to execute its alloted assignment before returning control to Crystal.
Otherwise, if invalid arguments are detected or any executive errors
subsequently occur during function execution these are flagged and the
function aborts in favour of an immediate return to Crystal which receives
the necessary "function fail" indicator. Success or failure of the interface
function together with the logical structure of the rule base determines the
next action or rule to be processed by Crystal.

4.4 QUEST ERROR HANDLING
Errors associated with interface functions can occur both during rule building
and at run time when a function executes and may be classified as:
syntactic errors; incorrect definition of a function or its arguments;
argument errors; supplying illegal values to a function;
operational or executive errors; failure of a function to produce the
expected action.
Irrespective of the type of error a prime obligation of the interface is to ensure
that a responsible action follows error detection if a possible system
"hang-up" is to be avoided. Thus the interface must guarantee that errors
are trapped and reported, particularly to Crystal, which, if rules are correctly

structured, enables some corrective or alternative action to be generated.
4.4.1 Syntactic errors
Syntactic errors, although more likely to occur when functions are
incorporated into rules during system building, may also occur at run time.
In building an interface, for each interface function, the function name,
number and type (i.e. numeric or text) of arguments must be defined in an
array. Crystal can access this array and uses the information to check, during
rule building, that interface functions comply with their declared definitions.
Syntactic errors which occur during rule building are therefore immediately
flagged and must be corrected before Crystal will accept the rule. Fig 4.18
provides an example of syntactic error reporting during rule building. The
openfile() function requires a single text parameter defining the ifie to be
opened. Text parameters should be enclosed in double quotes. This method
of error reporting is not unique to the quest interface functions but is a feature
of every Crystal function, whether a standard function or any interface
function.
Syntactic errors can materialise at run time and are invariably caused by
either the system builder or the system user, in response to a system request
for input, supplying illegally constructed function arguments. The interface's
response to run-time syntactic errors is to immediately suspend function
execution, superimpose on the current current screen display a brief error
message and return to Crystal as described in the previous section. Consider,
for example, the search() function used in the rule of fig 4.10. If the rule had
been written as:
Assign total := search(3,70,"<0.41b >0.3/c")
with the "," separating the two search criteria omitted, this would be flagged

Fig 4.18 Reporting syntactic errors during rule building
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Fig 4.19 Typical run-time report generated by incorrect argument syntax
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as a syntactic error at run-time as shown in fig 4.19.
The conclusion from this latter example is that not all syntactic errors are
detectable during system building. The search() function included in the
assign statement above does satisfy the general syntax of a search()
function, as declared in the interface, namely search(n,n,"t"), signifying that
the first two arguments are numeric and the third is a text string. At the
rule building stage Crystal therefore accepts this line. Detecting errors in
syntax may therefore be two-stage. Crystal can validate the general syntax
only but cannot test whether individual arguments, which if complex will
require a specific form, are valid. The argument syntax is tested within the
interface, prior to function execution, and therefore represents the second
phase of syntactic error detection. Correct function argument syntax is a
pre-requisite to function execution.

4.4.2 Argument errors
Argument errors, or more correctly argument value errors as distinct from
argument syntax errors, are trapped and flagged at run-time. As part of the
service provided by each function, a function will, as far as is reasonably
possible, validate argument values by testing numeric arguments against
limiting values to determine whether these are within the acceptable range.
For example, it is possible to validate all references to Lotus record numbers
since the maximum record number in any Lotus file is 8192. Similarly where
text arguments must include a particular pattern (for example the expected
file extension of a Lotus file is .wkl) then simple string comparisons, which
test whether text arguments conform to the expected pattern, can identify
value errors in text arguments. The rule line:
Test openfile ("c: \aesop\ data\wiresize.wrl")
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has the correct syntax but the wrong ifie extension (i.e. .wrl in place of the
expected .wkl) and is flagged at run-time as shown in fig 4.20. In terms of
error reporting and the subsequent action adopted by quest, argument value
errors and run-time syntactic errors are treated identically. Thus argument
value errors also cause the function to abort and a premature return to
Crystal.
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Fig 4.20 An argument value error reported at run-time

4.4.3 Executive or operational errors
Incorrect function syntax and invalid argument values, as described above,
prevent function execution. Operational errors may be defined as 'abnormal
functioning"; the function executes but does not produce the expected
outcome. A likely cause of this class of error is the user entering faulty
information in response to a system request for input. The system must
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provide for corrective action following operational errors since the
consequence of ignoring them is a possible disorder in the expected sequence
of rule execution.
To illustrate this very important point, consider the following scenario.
During execution the system intends to satisfy a request for information by
retrieving the information from a library file. The user is invited to specify
the particular library and library file by entering the file specification at the
keyboard. If the library file as specified by the user did not exist (perhaps
as a result of the user inadvertently mis-spelling the filename or associating
the correct filename with the wrong library name) then a rule, structured as
shown in fig 4.21, would produce the error response shown in fig 4.22. More
important is the significance of this on the sequence of rule execution; because
the rule line "test : libread( .... )" failed, the important third line can never
execute and the request for information is not satisfied. The rule as written
in fig 4.21 does not however use the error information returned from the
interface in a meaningful way.

Fig 4.21 A rule likely to fail following an executive error
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Fig 4.22 Error response produced by the rule in fig 4.21

Fig 4.23 A restructured version of the rule in fig 4.21
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By virtue of the interface being able to detect and report to Crystal
such operational errors, it is possible to force the rule to restart and so
ensure that the expected sequence is observed. If the rule in fig 4.21 is sensibly
restructured as fig 4.23, it is able to utilise the information returned by the
interface to produce the expected outcome. Should, for any reason, the
libread() function return a "fail" indicator rule processing continues with the
"or" alternative which restarts the rule. The user is provided with the
opportunity to correctly enter the library filename.

4.5 SOME ASPECTS OF THE QUEST SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The interface source code is written in the "C" programming language and
compiled using the Lattice C compiler (version 3) to create the corresponding
object code. According to the Crystal interface manual, the large memory
model (L model) provided by the compiler must be used to compile any custom
interface. In practice this was found to be untrue as the LS memory model,
a secondary version of the L model, would also generate acceptable object
code. In fact there are positive advantages in using the LS model as described
below.
In the L memory model, all pointers and addresses are represented by two
components, a 16-bit segment plus a 16-bit offset which combined generate
a 20-bit physical address. The large memory model therefore ensures that
the full 1024 Kb (i.e. 220) of memory which the processor is capable of
addressing is at the programmer's disposal; the program and data sections
of the object code can occupy up to 1 Mb.
The LS memory model is a large program, small data model and can be
used successfully on the understanding that no single data item is larger
than 64 Kb i.e. 1 segment. The advantage of this is that in addressing any
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item of data, because the segment remains constant, only the 16-bit offset is
effectively required to point to the data. Thus all data pointers in the LS
model are 16-bit, rather than 32-bit as in the L model, which considerably
simplifies any pointer manipulation in the program and, depending on the
extent to which data is used, can significantly reduce the program size.
The above language and compiler constraints are imposed by Crystal, also
written in "C", and are necessary to ensure that the interface object code is
compatible with "usermnl .obj", object code provided by Crystal; "usermntobj"
controls communication between Crystal and the interface program and
must be linked to the interface object code to generate the executable interface
program "quest.exe".
In developing applications software, careful consideration must be given
to selecting the most appropriate method for communicating with the
peripheral devices. Peripheral devices accept data from or supply data to
the central processor and are broadly classified as either mass-storage
devices or character devices. Mass-storage devices transfer data in blocks
and the ability to randomly access any data block is a common feature. In
contrast character devices generally transfer data serially, one byte at a time.
Disk (i.e. mass storage), keyboard, printer and video display (i.e. character
devices) are media frequently used by quest for both input and output of
data.
There are a number of recognised high-level and low-level techniques for
addressing these peripheral devices, each providing varying degrees of
performance, principally in terms of speed and range of control, and hardware
dependence. In order of hierarchy and increasing hardware dependence, the
four programming techniques applicable to the control of peripheral devices
in personal computer DOS environments, may be described as follows.
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LANGUAGE SERVICES

Service facilities provided by the programming language. For example,
Lattice C provides library functions dopenO, dcloseQ, dreadO, dwrite() and
many others designed to facilitate communication between the program and
disk storage. The advantage of using such high-level services is that the
programmer is completely divorced from the need to understand the details
of the hardware such as, for example, the disk drive controller, the logical
structure of the disks and the file allocation tables. In providing a particular
service, the high-level language statements or library functions may well
call on operating system services via software interrupts. This is of no
consequence to the programmer; the language services provide the necessary
interface to any lower level services which may be used.

DOS SERVICES

Like the higher-level language services, use of standard operating system
services, accessed via interrupt 21(H), will ensure that the software is
compatible with any computer capable of running DOS, irrespective of the
hardware configuration. The operating system provides, among others,
functions for character input and output, disk control, directory, file and
record operations and memory allocation. A possible disadvantage, from the
programmer's perspective, in using this level of service is that a more in-depth
understanding of how the system operates may be required to ensure correct
and efficient use of some of these services. The main advantage in calling
these services directly, rather than indirectly through the high-level
language services, is an improvement in performance and reduction in size
of the program.
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ROM BIOS SERVICES
The first low-level and therefore hardware-dependent method of
programming the peripheral devices involves the use of the machines
"firmware" i.e. software permamently installed in the RUM. Directly calling
the RUM BIOS's peripheral device drivers via interrupt 10(H) can
significantly improve on the performance obtained via the complementary
DOS services and increase the throughput but ties the software to machines
which are BIOS compatible. Use of the BIOS service routines completely
bypasses the operating system software.

DIRECT HARDWARE CONTROL
The most hardware-dependent technique producing maximum performance
in terms of speed is to manipulate directly the hardware via memory or the
input/output ports. Software incorporating any form of direct hardware
control is extremely non-portable and in windowing systems, and with some
multitasking environments and operating systems, may be completely
unacceptable.

For a more detailed and authoritative reference to programming of both
mass-storage and character devices refer to either Norton"or Duncan14 .
As a general guide to the selection of the most appropriate peripheral
device control technique, high-level services which are virtually hardware
independent should, if they provide satisfactory performance, always be used
in preference to low-level services which improve speed of performance at
the expense of software portability i.e. compatibility with a wide variety of
personal computers and their operating systems. Portability should be
sacrificed only when maximum performance is an absolute necessity.

In respect of the Lattice C language and the particular peripheral devices
pertinent to quest, the Lattice C libraries provide a wealth of high-level
language functions able to provide all necessary high-performance disk and
keyboard services. No advantage is likely to accrue from using DOS service
routines or either of the low-level programming techniques to control either
keyboard or disk.
The same is not true of the video services. Video services provided by both
Lattice C and DOS are primitive and must be regarded as unsatisfactory
both in terms of the range of video control they offer and their lack of speed
in generating full-screen output. The DOS screen services for example
provide only "glass teletype" output i.e. they extend only to what can be
achieved with a printer and completely fail to realise the full potential of a
colour display.
The ANSI screen driver, supplied as a supplement to DOS, overcomes this
problem and provides a full set of screen commands for enhancing the screen
display. The advantage of the ANSI driver is that programs with full screen
control can be written for any DOS computer able to run the ANSI driver.
There are however two main disadvantages associated with using the ANSI
screen driver.
The first is the extra complexity created by the need to embed the often
complex ANSI screen commands in the software. The second, and much
more important disadvantage, is quite simply the fact that the ANSI driver
is lamentably slow in generating the display, particularly full-screen display.
The ROM BIOS services on the other hand are particularly powerful
providing a full range of functions for cursor control, setting the video mode
and screen colour attributes, windowing and scrolling, and, being able to
write to the screen one pixel at a time, also provide graphics support. In

terms of display speed, particularly with full-screen display, the ROM BIOS
is significantly faster than the language services, DOS services or the ANSI
screen driver. The quest software uses the ROM BIOS video services accessed
via interrupt 10(H) and listed in table 4.2 for screen control.

SERVICE

OOH, OFH

PURPOSE

control of video mode (text and
graphic)

02H, 03H

cursor location and positioning

05H

display page selection

OGH, 07H

setting colour attributes and
scrolling windows

OAR

writing characters (text modes)

OCH

writing individual pixels
(graphics modes)

10H

graphics mode colour control
for EGANGA monitors

Table 4.2 Tnt 10(H) ROM BIOS video services used by quest
Displaying 640 x 200 high-resolution graphics involves writing 128,000 bits,
each representing an individual pixel, to the screen i.e. 16 Kbytes are required
to display one full screen. Even the ROM BIOS pixel-writing services can
take a considerable time to display this number of individual pixels such that
the user is aware of the graphics display gradually building up. Thus in
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addition to the ROM BIOS screen services listed in table 4.2, quest does
resort to direct hardware control, by writing graphics files directly into the
video buffer in order to create an "instantaneous" graphics display.
High-level "C" language printer services offered by Lattice are generally
adequate with two exceptions. Firstly, the Lattice services (and also the DOS
services) are incapable of checking the printer status. ROM BIOS printer
services can via interrupt 17(H), service 02(H), check printer status and
detect for example "printer busy", "out of paper" and "printer ready"
conditions. This can be used to delay data transmission until a "printer
ready" status is received.
Secondly, high-level services are not particularly expedient in handling
large volumes of data. In such cases ROM BIOS interrupt 17(H), service
OOH, can be used to transmit the data with a considerable increase in
throughput. However it is doubtful whether the average printer attached
to a personal computer can print fast enough to benefit from this low-level
service.
In quest therefore, a combination of low-level and high-level techniques
are used to service the printer. Printer status is checked via the low-level
ROM BIOS service mentioned prior to actual data and control character
transmission via the high-level language services. Information returned by
the status check is incidentally also used for error reporting.
Where ROM BIOS services are used, it is important to realise that only
services available in the bottom-of-range XT PC are called upon. None of
the advanced services peculiar to either the AT or PS/2 system BIOS have
been used. Since the XT's BIOS is upwards compatible with the AT and PS/2
machines, the software is guaranteed to run on the entire spectrum of IBM
machines (and has been successfully tested on several clones).
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4.6 QUEST FUNCTION OVERVIEW
Intended primarily as a bridge between Crystal and Lotus 123, the majority
of Quest's functions are "database" functions which allow Crystal to access
directly disk-based Lotus 123 files. The comprehensive database function
subset can be used either as a direct replacement for Intelligent
Environment's Crystal/Lotus 123 "ltcr" interface or may complement the
"ltcr" functions when both the Quest and ltcr interfaces are used
simultaneously.
Writing the Quest interface provided an opportunity to offer the user
enhanced alternatives to some of Crystal's standard functions and to include
other functions e.g. a suite of library functions, which were not currently
available as either standard Crystal functions or standard interface
functions, but which could foreseeably be useful in some applications.
Quest functions are therefore available in the following three categories:
database functions
library functions
video and graphics functions
The scope, intended useage, and operation of each function are described
fully in chapter 6 (database functions), chapter 7 (library functions) and
chapter 8 (video and graphics functions).
Appendix B provides a quest function reference which summarises the
syntax, function arguments and return values of each function together with
possible error messages generated by, and examples of the use of, each
function. Appendix B should be read in conjunction with chapters 6 to 8.
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5 LOTUS WORKSHEET FILES

When Lotus 123 was introduced in section 2.1.1, its potential use as a
database and its facilities for data management were emphasised. Lotus
123 can be used both as a spreadsheet and as a database; the cell contents
and worksheet structure determine the particular mode of application. Quest
was specifically designed to interrogate Lotus 123 database files. To
achieve this quest must be able to read the data directly from the disk file
and be able to interpret the data recovered. It is necessary therefore to
understand, within the context of 123, the difference between a spreadsheet
and a database and to appreciate what constitutes a legitimate database
entry. A basic knowledge of the structure of a Lotus file, as stored on disk,
is also required if quest is to correctly interpret the data.
5.1 SPREADSHEET VERSUS DATABASE
A spreadsheet is a mathematical model of a particular problem; for example
a financial model of a balance sheet. The spreadsheet cells contain the
mathematical relationships and formulae required to define or model
the problem. Inter-dependence of cells is a common characteristic of
spreadsheets with cells frequently containing references to other cells within
the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is essentially a "template" which is static;
calculating the spreadsheet generates the dynamic solution for a particular
data set which is required as input to certain cells. Since spreadsheets can
readily effect a new solution in response to any changes in the input data,
they are ideally suited to the solution of repetitive "what-if' applications
which require forecasts to be made.
A database is a list or collection of information organised in such a way as
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to facilitate access to the information. The cells in a database are logically
grouped into records, each record containing a number of fields. Information
with different attributes may be arranged in different fields while any
particular field may contain only information with a specific attribute. The
cell entries in database files therefore tend to be numeric, alphanumeric or
textual rather than the mathematical relationships or formulae of
spreadsheet files.
Quest is designed for operation only with database files and is incapable
of directly handling spreadsheet files in which cells contain any formulae,
functions or references to other spreadsheet cells. However quest can
indirectly deal with spreadsheet files. If we re-define a database simply as
any collection of numeric or text cell entries and disregard the practical need
to arrange logically the information, then spreadsheet files can be converted
to 'database" files via Lotus's [Range Values command. This command
converts all formulae in the specified range to values. By copying the entire
spreadsheet onto itself using the [Range Values command, cells which
previously contained formulae and function references will now contain only
the current values of these functions or formulae rather than the functions
or formulae themselves.
Fig 5.1 illustrates a simple spreadsheet which calculates the square root
(column C) and square (column E) of a series of numbers entered in column
A; the formulae used are clearly shown. Entering a value of 10 for example
in cell A3 and applying the [Range Values command to the entire range
A3..E12 will generate the precise data values shown in fig 5.2; all formulae
are replaced by their current values. In terms of the type of cell entries,
the file therefore resembles a database file and if saved is capable of being
read by quest. The information contained in a database file created in this
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

A
X

B

10
+A3+2
+A4+2
+A5+2
+A6+2
+A7+2
+A8+2
+A9+2
+A1Q+2
+A11+2

C
ROOT X

D

E
X SQUARED

F

C

H

C

H

+A3*A3
+A4*A4
+A5*A5

@SQRT(A3
@SQRT(A4
@SQRT(A5
@SQRT(A6
@SQRT(A7
@SQRT(A8
@SQRT(A9
@SQRT(P1
@SQRT(A1
@SQRT(A1

+A6tA6
+A7*A7
+A8*A8
+A9*A9
+A10*A10
+A11*A11
+Al2*Al2

Fig 5.1 A simple spreadsheet

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

B

A
X

C
ROOT X

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

D

E
X SQUARED

F

100
144
196
256
324
400
484
576
676
784

3.1623
3.4641
3.7417
4.0000
4.2426
4.4721
4.6904
4.8990
5.0990
5.2915

Fig 5.2 Conversion of the spreadsheet via the /Range Values command
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way represents the current solution to the spreadsheet. If it is intended to
use the spreadsheet again to generate a different solution set it should be
saved as a spreadsheet file prior to applying the [Range Values
command. The formulae are erased and cannot be recovered from the
worksheet on display once the [Range Values command has been applied.
However, if the "template" of the spreadsheet has been saved to disk then
the formulae can be recovered by retrieving the "template" from disk.

5.2 DATABASE FILE STRUCTURE
Although the 123 program internally controls the way in which data is stored
on disk and sets defaults which determine the worksheet's display format,
the user can specify the format of the data display by overriding the programs
defaults. The width of the worksheet's columns, style and accuracy of
numeric displays, justification (left, right or centre) of text cells and many
other specifications affecting the display are under the user's control. The
user may specify these display attributes both globally and over a range of
cells with the range specification taking precedence over the global
specification. Thus any cell which has not explicitly been formatted will by
default assume the global format.
When 123 saves a file to disk it must save both the cell entry i.e. the
particular number or text string entered in every cell, and all global and
range information required to achieve the expected display format. Every
Lotus database file can thus be regarded as comprising two distinct sections;
a file header which contains all global specifications, column widths and
other worksheet attributes necessary to setup the "empty" worksheet display
and a data section containing the cell entries and any format information
specific to individual cells. The finished database display results from
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reading the data section into the empty worksheet, formatted according to
the file header's specification.
In respect of displaying the records and cells in a Lotus file, the quest
philosophy as oulined in section 4.2, is to reflect as closely as possible the
characteristics of the Lotus database display by using the same main display
attributes. Quest does not attempt to use all the information in the file
header; specifically data pertaining to the global column width, individual
column widths and the global numeric format are required by quest. Quest
must know where in the file header this information is to be found and how
to interpret the information.
5.2.1 The file header section
Fig 5.3 is a hexadecimal listing, produced by the DOS 'debug" utility, of
the opening bytes of file "rm-forms.wkl". This is a section of the file header
referred to above and the three areas highlighted show the location of the
global numeric format (71), the global column width (09) and the worksheet
column width table containing details of the columns and widths set to
override the global value.
The column width table is a repeated sequence of seven bytes. Written as
a table with seven bytes in each row (fig 5.4(a)) the column number (byte 5)
and associated column width (byte 7) are clearly distinguishable in each
sequence. The decimal equivalents of the hexadecimal numbers,
representing the individually set column numbers and widths as required
by quest, are extracted from the table and separately presented in fig 5.4(b).
All other columns in the worksheet assume a width of 9 characters, the global
column width for this particular file. The default global column width set
by 123 is also 9 characters.
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00 00 02 00 06 04 06 00 -

0800000000000800

2C 00 96 00 36 00 00 00 -

00 00 2C 00 01 00 00 00

2C 00 02 00 00 00 2C 00 -

03 00 00 00 2C 00 04 00

00 00 2C 00 05 00 00 00 -

2C 00 06 00 00 00 2C00

07 00 00 00 2C 00 08 00 -

00 00 2C 00 2F 00 01 00

01 02 00 01 00 FF 03 00 -

01 00 00 04 00 01

05 00 01 00 FF 07 00 20 -

00 00 00 02 00 71 00

00 04 00 14 00 00 00 02 -

00 00 00 02 00 00 00 00

GLOBAL

7

NUMERIC
FORMAT

00

GLOBAL
COLUMN
WIDTH

0004000400480000-

00 08 00 03 00 01 00 OC

08 00 03 00 03 00 14 08 -

00 03 00 04 00 18 08 00

03 00 05 00 18 08 00 03 -

00 06 00 10 08 00 03 00

07 00 10 08 00 03 00 08 -

00 12 64 00 20 00 00 00

0000000000000000-

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

WORKSHEET

0000000000000000-

00 00 00 00 00 00 18 00

COLUMN

19 00 00 FF FF 00 00 FF -

FE 00 00 FE FF 00 00 FE

WIDTHS

FF 00 00 FF FE 00 00 FF -

FE 00 00 19 00 19 00 FE

Fig 5.3 Start of the file header for file "rm-forms.wklt'

COLUMN
WIDTH
COLUMN
NUMBER

COLUMN

COLUMN

NUMBER

WIDTH

08 00 03 00 01 00 OC

1

12

08 00 03 00 03 00 14

3

20

08 00 03 00 04 00 18

4

24

08 00 03 00 05 00 18

5

24

08 00 03 00 06 00 10

6

16

08 00 03 00 07 00 10

7

16

08 00 03 00 08 00 12

8

18

(a)

(b)

Fig 5.4 The column width information in file header
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The default global numeric format set by Lotus 123 and used by the ifie
tv

rm-forms.wkl" is the "general" numeric format designated by the

format code 71. The global numeric format can assume any of the values
shown in table 5.1.
The first five numeric formats (fixed, scientific, currency, percent and
comma), in addition to determining the style of the numeric display, allow
the user to set the number of decimal places displayed. Each format code
is the sum of a base code plus the required number of decimal places,
designated un? in table 5.1. Thus a scientific format displayed to 4 decimal
places is coded as 14 (H) i.e. a base of 10 (H) plus 04 (H) to signify 4 decimal
places. The examples of displays shown in table 5.1 assume a value n = 2
i.e. the format codes for the first five examples are 02, 12, 22,32 and 42. One
important point which must be stressed is that all formats are display
formats; they affect only the display of data and do not influence the
accuracy with which 123 stores the data on disk or of any calculations
internally performed by 123.
Quest, in reading Lotus files from disk, recognises all formats listed in
table 5.1. However, to limit the memory demanded by the interface program,
a decision was made to restrict the number of formats used by quest to display
data. For display purposes quest translates the comma and +1- numeric
formats to general format. All Lotus date formats are displayed by quest
using the Lotus "date 4" format with the exception that the day/month/year
separator is a hyphen e.g 08-11-87. All times are displayed against a 24
hour clock and are shown exactly as the Lotus "time 3" format e.g. 16:00:00.
Adopting this policy reduces the number of display routines required by the
interface while preserving the more important numeric and most frequently
used date and time formats.
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FORMAT FORMATCODE EXAMPLE
(hexadecimal)

DISPLAY

NO.

fixed

00+n

5

5.00

scientific

10+n

5000

5.00E+03

currency

20+n

5

£5.00

percent

30+n

5

500.00%

comma

40+n

5000

5,000.00

+1-

70

5

general

71

5

date 1

72

11-Aug-87

date 2

73

11-Aug

date 3

74

Aug-87

date 4

79

08/11/87

date 5

7A

08/11

time 1

77

11:00:00 AM

time

5

11:00 AM

78

time 3

7B

16:00:00

time 4

7C

16:00

Table 5.1 123's global numeric, date & time formats and associated codes
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5.2.2 The file data section
The file's "data section" contains the actual cell entries and immediately
follows the header section described above. The table of hexadecimal
numbers in fig 5.5 represents the start of this data section for the
"rm-forms.wkl" file. Where the hexadecimal numbers in the left-hand
section represent ASCII codes (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) of printable characters, the corresponding ASCII characters
are shown in the right-hand column.
The first area highlighted in fig 5.5 contains the two bytes "7171", the
hexadecimal ASCII codes for characters "qq"; this identifies the start of the
file's data section or, alternatively, the end of the header section. This is
followed by the cell information which contains, in addition to the actual
numeric or text cell entry, coded information explicitly denoting the type of
cell, its row and column co-ordinates in the worksheet, the cell length and
whether it conforms to the global format or has been specifically formatted
as part of a range of cells.
To limit the size of files, cells which are unused are not referenced in the
file's data section when it is written to disk. To store information on every
cell, irrespective of its status, would generate for all files a data section with
8192 x 256 (2,097,152) entries irrespective of the number of cells in actual
use.
We must be careful however to distinguish between cells which are unused
and cells which contain a blank entry. A cell with a blank entry is in use
and is therefore represented in the file's data section. The conclusion from
this is quite simple: if any spaces between records, fields or cells are required
to improve database layout and intelligibility the choice lies between blank
cells and unused cells. A plethora of blank cells significantly increases the
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START OF DATA SECTION
00 00 00 00 00 00 00

-

1

0000000000000000 ................

0000000000000000-

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 71 71 01 -

00 00 00 OF 00 08 00 FF . . . . . q q .........

0000000022434F52-

45000F000F00FF01...."C0RE .......

00 00 00 22 53 45 43 54 -

49 4F 4E 53 00 OF 00 OB

00 FF 02 00 00 00 22 50 -

49 4E 53 00 OF 00 16 00 . . . . . . . P I NS .....

FF 03 00 00 00 22 57 49 -

4E442E484549474.8 ......WIND.HEIGH

54 28 60 6D 29 00 OF 00 -

1A 00 FF 04 00 00 00 22 T(mm) ..........

57 49 4E 44 2E 57 49 44 -

54 48 2F 53 45 43 4E 28 WI ND. WI DT H/ SECN(

6D 60 29 00 OF 00 18 00 -

FF 05 00 00 00 22 4D 49 mm) .........."MI

4E 2E 57 49 4E 44 2E 41 -

52 45 41 28 73 71 2E 60 N. WI N D. A P EA ( s q . m

60 29 00 OF 00 12 00 FF -

06 00 00 00 22 4D 41 58 m) .........."MAx

2E 4D 54 4C 28 60 6D 29 -

000F00 1200 FF0700 .MTL(mm) ........

00 00 22 40 41 58 2E 4F -

502E544541)50000F .."MAX.OP.TEMP..

00 11 00 FF 08 00 00 00 -

................

. . . *SECTIONS .

22 4F 52 44 45 52 20 43

"ORDER C

4F 44 45 00 1 OF 00 OA 00

FF 00 00 02 00 22 52 40

ODE ...........PM

35 00 00 00 07 00 FF 01 -

00 02 00 01 00 OD 00 07

5 ...............

00 FF 02 00 02 00 04 00 -

OE 00 OD 00 FF 03 00 02

00 9A 99 99 99 99 99 00 -

J

0E 00 00 00 FF 04 00

02 00 CD CC CC CC CC CC -

12 40 OE 00 00 00 FF 05

00 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 -

23 40 OD 00 07 00 FF

06 00 02 00 19 00 00 00 -

07\OO FF 07 00 02 00 B4
PERTAINING TO RECORD 3

Fig 5.5 Start of the data section of file t'rm-forms.wkl"
file size and makes it more difficult for quest to exact effective cell entries.
The second area highlighted in fig 5.5 contains the information pertaining
to a number of cells at the start of the first data record. Reference to fig 4.11
shows this to be record 3, if both record 1 containing the field names and the
unused record 2 are ignored. This information is shown separately in fig 5.6,
arranged on the basis of one cell per line which emphasises the pattern of
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each cell and allows the component parts to be readily identified.
The data relating to each cell comprises a cell header followed by the cell
entry. The 9 byte cell header yields the following information:
byte 1-2

type of cell

byte 3-4

cell length

byte 5

cell format

byte 6-7

worksheet column

byte 8-9

worksheet row

All 2 byte hex numbers represent integers and are written in the conventional
way i.e. the low or least significant byte followed by the high byte giving a
decimal equivalent of (1st byte) + 16 x

(2od byte).

CELL ENTRY

CELL HEADER

OF COCA 00 F 00000200:2252 4D 3500
OD 00 07 00 FF01 00020001 00
CD 00 07 00 FF02 00 02 00104 00
CE 00 OD 00 FF030002 0019A 99 99 99 99 99 00 40

ROW
CELL
TYPE

COLUMN

CELL
FORMAT
CELL
LENGTH

Fig 5.6 Interpretation of the cell data
TYPE OF CELL
Cell type is identified by a 2 byte hex code at the start of the cell header. The
3 type codes produced by numeric and text cell entries in 123 database files
and recognised by quest are shown in table 5.2. Thus in fig 5.6 the first cell
in record 3, represented by the first line of data, is a text cell, the second and
third cells are integer numbers and the fourth cell contains a decimal number.
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This is confirmed by fig 4.11.
It must be categorically stated and understood that quest was designed
to operate with files containing only the cell types listed in table 5.2. and
that no guarantee in respect of its ability to interrogate files with other cell
types can be given.

ENTRY

CELL TYPE
hex

decimal

OD 00

13

Signed integer numbers in the range
-32767 to +32768

OE 00

14

Signed integer numbers outwith the
range of type OD 00 cells and all
floating point numbers.

OF 00

15

ASCII character strings or text
strings

Table 5.2 Cell "type" codes and associated entries
CELL LENGTH

The 2 hex bytes designated "cell length" in fig 5.6 (the 3rd and 4th bytes in
the cell header) in fact indicate the number of bytes remaining, after the cell
length, to the end of the cell information. The length of the first text cell in
fig 5.6 is shown as OA 00, which converts to 10 (decimal) i.e. after the OA
00 there are a further 10 bytes relating to this cell. Although the length of
type 15 text cells vary to reflect the length of the text entry, both type 13 and
type 14 numeric cells are of fixed length. The range of signed integer numbers
found in type 13 cells can always be represented by 2 hex bytes in the range
00 00 to FF FF. Type 14 cells always use 8 bytes to represent the number.
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Thus allowing for the single format byte, the 4 byte column and row
co-ordinates and the 2 or 8 byte numeric entry the fixed lengths" of type 13
and type 14 cells are 07 00 (7) and OD 00 (13) respectively.
CELL FORMAT

Cells either conform to the global format or may be individually formatted
via the /Range Format command. A format byte of FF in the cell header
sequence indicates that the cell conforms to the global format. Cells
individually formatted use, in place of FF, a format code similar to those
listed in table 5.1. Adding 80 (H) to the global format codes of table 5.1 yields
the corresponding range or cell format code i.e. setting the high bit (8th bit)
of the global format binary code yields the corresponding cell format code.
For example, global format 14(H) indicates a scientific format with 4 decimal
places; a cell individually formatted to the same specification shows a cell
format code of 94 (H) rather than FF in the cell header.
CELL CO-ORDINATES

The final 4 bytes of the cell header locate the cell in the worksheet by providing
the column number (bytes 6 and 7) and row number (bytes 8 and 9). Although
the worksheet displays the first row as row 1 and the first column as column
A, the Lotus 123 program internally refers to both rows and columns by
number. Both rows and columns are sequentially numbered from zero. Cell
Al in the top left corner of the worksheet is referenced by Lotus as cell (0,0),
cell A2 as (1,0) and so on. Cells are stored in order of ascending column and
row number i.e. (0,0), (1,0), (2,0) ...,(0,1), (1,1), (2,1) ... the first number
indicating the column and the second the row. The four cells in fig 5.6 each
have a row number of 2 and are therefore displayed in the third record; the
column numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3 fix the exact display locations as worksheet
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cells A3, B3, C3 and D3 respectively.
THE CELL ENTRY
The 9 byte cell header, analysed above, is followed immediately by the
numeric or text cell entry. Type 13 cells have a two bye hex entry representing
an integer number in the range specified in table 5.2. All other numbers are
assigned to type 14 cells and are stored as 8 byte floating point numbers.
A text string entered in a cell is converted to a string of equivalent ASCII
character codes and saved along with two additional bytes added by Lotus.
The first, preceding the text, indicates how the text is to be justified in the
worksheet display. Values of 27(H), 22(H) and 5E(H), at the head of the text,
respectively indicate left-justified, right-justified and centred. The second
additional byte is the "null" byte 00(H), added after the text to signify the
end of the text string. Referring to fig 5.6, the first text cell, with co-ordinates
column 0, row 2 (cell A3) shows a cell entry:
22 52 4D 35 00
Disregarding the first byte and the null terminator the cell entry is RM5
represented by the hex character codes 52 4D 35. The text as directed by
the first bye 22(H) will be displayed right-justified in the worksheet. Fig
4.11 confirms this interpretation.
As a conclusion to this chapter, the field names or column headings for
ifie "rm-forms.wkl" shown in fig 4.11 are also clearly visible in the right-hand
column of fig 5.5. Using the above information on cell interpretation, an
interesting exercise, starting with the first OF byte after 7171 (i.e. qq) in fig
5.5, is to relate the hexadecimal bytes listed in fig 5.5 to the field names in
the right-hand column by deciphering the cell information. This is left as a
possible diversion for the reader.
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6 QUEST DATABASE FUNCTIONS

Twelve of the 26 Quest interface functions are dedicated to Lotus 123
database operations. Broadly, these functions:
control Lotus 123 file selection;
sequentially display complete data file records;
offer comprehensive "search and identify" facilities; both
text and numeric search criteria are available;
selectively display cells, fields or complete records;
return selected items to Crystal.
Functions pertaining to database operations are summarised in table 6.1.
6.1 THE INITIALISE FUNCTION
The initialise() function dictates the format used for screen display of data
recovered from Lotus files. Lotus 123 uses upper case letters to identify
spreadsheet columns, the 256 columns being designated sequentially "A" to
"IV" in left to right order. In database applications "field names" or column
titles are commonly used to identify columns in a meaningful way.
The initialise() function allows the user to select either column
nomenclature. The command initialise(1) instructs Quest to use column
titles or field names when displaying data while initialise(0) selects Lotus
123's column-lettering system as the standard for subsequent data
display. Figs 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate respectively the difference in presentation
when column letters and column titles are used to display a single record.
Note that the initialise() function does not in itself display data; it dictates
the format to be adopted by all subsequent data display commands.
As the particular display format set by an initialise() function remains active
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FUNCTION

PURPOSE

initialise()

set the display format

openfile()

open a Lotus 123 data file

readcell()

read a numeric cell entry

readcell$()

read a text cell entry

viewrecs()

sequentially display file records

search()

numeric/text search of Lotus file

nearest()

numeric search of Lotus file

examrecs()

display selected records

examcols()

display selected columns

recnum()

return file record number

retcell()

return contents of a numeric cell

retcell$()

return contents of a text cell

Table 6.1 Quest's 12 database functions
until altered by a further initialise() function there is no need to "initialise"
prior to each display of data. For example, an initialise(1) function executed
once at the start of a rule base will ensure that column headings are used in
preference to column letters in all subsequent displays of data. On the other
hand, the user may freely alter the display format by using, at any time, the
appropriate initialise() function.
By default Quest maintains compatibility with the Lotus 123 spreadsheet
by using column letters to identify columns. When the user elects to use
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rm-forms.wkl

FILE

Lj
column A
column
column
column 0
column E
column F
column G
column H
column I

RECORD 3

I RM5
1 1
1 4
I 2.075
I 4.7
I 9.5
I 25
1 180
I MM 815-2A4

PgDn-next page

PgUp-last page

End-quit

Fig 6.1 Data displayed against column letters (initialise(0))

_ RECORD 3

77

I FtM5
CORE
SECTIONS
I
1 4
PINS
I 2.075
WIND.HEIGHT(mm)
WIND.WIDTH/SECN(rnrn) I 4.7
MIN.WIND.AREA(sq.mm) 1 9.5
I 25
MAX.MTL(mm)
1 180
MAX.OP.TEMP
I MM 815-2A4
ORDER CODE

PgDn-r.ext page

PgUp-last page

End-quit

Fig 6.2 Data displayed against field names (initialise(1))
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column titles (via the initialise(l) command), the cell entry in record 1 of
each column is adopted as the column's title. Thus the entry in cell Al
will be adopted as the field name for column A. Although in the Lotus
spreadsheet the maximum length of each column title is the maximum
permissible length of a single cell entry (240 characters), Quest limits the
field names to a maximum of 20 characters. Column titles in Lotus
spreadsheets exceeding 20 characters are truncated by Quest which displays
the first 20 characters only.

6.2 THE OPENFILE FUNCTION
Before any of the database functions can retrieve information from a Lotus
123 spreadsheet file the file must be opened. The necessary protocol allowing
Quest access to database files is established by Quest's openfile() function.
The function argument is the file's specification which must include the
filename and file extension. The file extension must be 't.wkl, the
extension appended automatically by Lotus 123 when a worksheet is saved.
Additionally the drive and directory may be included in the file's specification.
Drives A: and B:, the floppy disk drives, and drive C:, the fixed disk drive,
are all valid. If no drive and/or directory are specified then the default or
current values are assumed. An example of a complete file specification is:
c:\data\wiresize.wkl

E drive
filename

directory

A number of Quest functions, particularly library functions, change the
current directory. Consequently during rule base execution, depending on
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the extent to which library commands are used, the current directory may
change several times. Rather than make assumptions about which directory
is current, the user is advised to provide the openfile() function with the full
file specification, including drive and directory. This generally ensures
that the operating system can locate and successfully open the desired file.
Care must be exercised when using the floppy disk drives; if the file specified
is not on the disk currently in the drive then the openfile() function must
fail. Although failure to open a ifie is flagged by an error message it is
recommended that a Crystal "display form" is incorporated into the rule base,
prior to the openfile function rule, advising the user that a particular file is
required in either the A: or B: drive. The use of the C: drive eliminates this
possible executive error and, incidentally, allows faster file opening and
access to data.
With the exception of the initialise() function, attempting to execute
any other database function prior to opening a database file via the
openflle() function is illegal. An appropriate interface error message will
be generated and displayed.
The sequence of events during execution of the openfile() function is as
follows (see fig 6.3):
if a ".wkl" spreadsheet file is currently open this is closed. This is
a precautionary measure designed to guarantee that one data ifie
only is open and can be accessed at any given time. From the point
of view of the operating system, closing data files not immediately
required reduces the number of file handles the system must
allocate, in turn reducing the memory demanded by the operating
system.
the file defined by the openfile() function's argument is opened and
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Fig 6.3 The openfile function
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a ifie handle assigned by the operating system. Future reference to
the file is via the DOS file handle.
the global numeric format, global column width and any individual
column widths set to over-ride the global width are read from the
file's header section and stored in the interface. This essentially
enables Quest to present data in the same format as that used by
the Lotus 123 spreadsheet.
if the required presentation format, advised by the last initialise()
function, demands column titles these are read from record 1 and
allocated to a text array in the interface.
the length of the file i.e. the file pointer denoting the end-of-file, is
noted.
Once a spreadsheet file has been opened the record data remains accessible
to all Quest database functions and all information relating to column titles,
widths and formats is valid until either a subsequent openfile() function
executes or rule base execution terminates.

6.3 THE READCELL AND READCELL$ FUNCTIONS
The simplest data retrieval operation involves reading a single cell. Two
functions are provided for this purpose, readcell() and readcefl$O, which
respectively read numeric and text cells. Both functions require as
arguments the cell's co-ordinates in the Lotus spreadsheet. Thus the
spreadsheet column letter and record (i.e.row) number are necessary to
identify the particular cell.
These functions must be used in conjunction with Crystal's assign
variable" or "test expression" commands. For example, a rule:
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assign: name$ := readcell$('B",lO)
will not only cause the interface to read cell BlO (column B, row 10) but will
also, as part of the same operation, return the information directly to Crystal
by assigning the cell's content to a text variable name$ within Crystal.
Crystal conforms to the C programming language convention that variable
names ending with the $ character signify text variables; otherwise the
variable is numeric. It is illegal to assign a number to a text variable and
vice-versa. This explains the need for separate functions to read text and
numeric cells. Function names in Crystal follow the same convention used
for variable names. Thus Crystal expects textual information to be
returned from the readcell$() function and numeric information from
the readcell() function. The function name is in itself an instruction to the
interface to treat the cell entry as being of a particular type. Only by knowing
the type of cell entry expected can it be assigned to a variable of the same
type.
A limitation imposed by Crystal is that a maximum of 50 characters
may be received at any one time from an interface. Numeric cell entries are
always below this limit. When text entries exceed 50 characters the first
50 characters only are returned to Crystal from the readcell$O function.

6.4 THE VIEWRECS FUNCTION
The natural progression from reading single cells is to be able to investigate
complete records. The viewrecs() function sequentially displays the records
in the current spreadsheet file. Viewrecs() requires a single numeric
argument defining the first record to be displayed. If the specified record is
blank the viewrecs() function defaults to the next non-blank record.
Viewrecs() provides a visual display only of complete records; there is
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no return of data to Crystal. The record's display format, illustrated in
fig. 6.4, is one column per line with a maximum of 13 columns per page.
Records exceeding 13 columns in width are continued on successive display
pages. Pages, once displayed, are queued in the display memory and
may be referenced by the user at any time during the execution of the
viewrecs() function.

L

RECORD 3

I RM5
CORE
1
SECTIONS
4
PINS
1 2.075
WIND.HEIGHT(mm)
WIND.WIDTH/SECN(mm) 1 4.7
MIN.WIND.AREA(sq.min) 1 9.5
1 25
MAX.MTL(mm)
1 180
NAX.OP.TEMP
I MM 815-2A4
ORDER CODE

PgDn-next page

PgUp-last page

End-quit

Fig. 6.4 Record display via the viewrecs() function
The number of pages stored is a function of the graphics standard set by the
appropriate command line parameter and hence the available display
memory. Each display page occupies 4K of display memory. In the default
CGA mode the 16K of display memory is capable of storing four pages (i.e.
the current page together with the three previous pages) while in either EGA
or VGA modes eight 4K pages can be accommodated in the 32K display
memory. The

[PgTJp]

and

[PgDn]

keys control page switching allowing the

user to switch to either the previous or next page respectively. As new pages
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are displayed the queue is updated with only the 4 (or 8) most recent display
pages being memorised i.e. each time a new page is displayed the page at
the end of the queue is lost.
Display of records terminates naturally when the last record in the file
has been displayed or the user may terminate the display at any time via
the

J key.

6.5 THE SEARCH FUNCTION
The most powerful and flexible database function is the searchO function
which allows records with specific attributes to be identified. The attributes
required of the record are supplied as search criteria in the function's
arguments together with the range of record numbers to be searched. The
search() function's general syntax is:
search(start,end,"search criteria")
where start and end are record numbers identifying the range of records to
be searched and the "search criteria" indicates both the criteria and the
columns required to match the criteria.
6.5.1 Search range
If the number of actual records in the ifie is less than the number specified
by the end argument the search automatically terminates once the end of
ifie is detected. Thus it is unnecessary to know the precise number of records
in a file. This is important in allowing for possible growth in the number of
records in a file. If a search of the entire file is intended then the end argument
should specify a number well in excess of the last physical record number
rather than the actual last record number otherwise, should records be added
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to the file, any rules involving search functions would require to have their
end argument modified to reflect the new last record number. Automatic
termination of the search by end of ifie detection eliminates rule base
maintenance. Specifying an end argument is meaningful only when a limited
number of records are to be searched.

6.5.2 Search criteria
A range of five numeric and six text search criteria as described below are
available. Each criterion must be coupled with the particular column which
is to be tested against that criterion. A maximum of seven criteria may
be specified simultaneously and a record must satisfy each and every
criterion in order to satisfy the overall "search criteria". The correct form
and syntax of the search criteria argument is:
11

critl/coll,crit2/col2,

The punctuation is particularly important; each criterion and the associated
column to be tested are linked by the slash (I) character and, if multiple
criteria are to be set, then each criterion/column pairing should be separated
by a comma (). Columns to be tested are identified by their Lotus 123
upper-case letters.
NUMERIC SEARCH CRITERIA
The numeric criteria and the corresponding notation by which they are
represented in the search function argument are presented in table 6.2.
The "number" referred to in the numeric search criteria of table 6.2 may
be positive or negative, integer or decimal, a time or a date since times and
dates when entered in the Lotus spreadsheet via the Lotus 123 @time,
@timevalue, @date or @datevalue functions are converted to numbers. Thus
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NOTATION

MEANING

EXAMPLE

=number

matching number

=12.5

>number

greater than number

>1000

<number

less than number

<0.005

#x:number

within x of number

#2.5:20

%x:number

within x% of number

%5:6300

Table 6.2 The five numeric search criteria available to searchO
times and dates are stored by Lotus 123 in numeric cells and are treated in
every respect as ordinary numbers. Numbers are accepted in both normal
(e.g. 5500) and scientific (e.g. 5.5e+03) notation.
Irrespective of the time and date formats used to present data in the
original Lotus 123 spreadsheet (i.e. the database), dates must be represented
in the search criteria in the form DD-MM-YYY (DD = day, MM = month and
YYYY = year) with the day and month expressed as integers. Leading zeroes
may be supplied but are not essential and the year, if written as two digits
XX, is assumed to be 19XX. The separator between day, month and year
must be a hyphen (-) character. For example, when entering the date 5 March
1985:
day = 5 or 05 month = 3 or 03 year = 85 or 1985
Thus 5-3-85, 05-3-1985, 05-03-85 or any other combination of the above
values are acceptable representations of 5 March 1985.
The corresponding time format is HH:MM:SS (HH = hours, MM = minutes
and SS = seconds). A 24 hour clock must be used and again leading zeroes
may be used but are not essential. A colon (:) character must separate the
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hours, minutes and seconds.
When the #x:... criterion is used with dates and times, the tolerance x is
interpreted as days and minutes respectively. For example the notation
#10:5-3-85 would define "any date within 10 days of 5 March 1985". Similarly,
with times, #30:15:00:00 signifies "a time within 30 minutes of 3.00 p.m".
TEXT SEARCH CRITERIA

Table 6.3 defines the six available text search criteria. The word "text"
signifies, and in specific text search criteria is replaced by, a string of
alphanumeric or other characters which may legitimately be entered in a
Lotus 123 text (or label) cell.

NOTATION

MEANING

text

matching text

@text

matching text - anchored

-text

matching text - unanchored

!text

not matching text

text

F-

-!text

not matching text - anchored
not matching text - unanchored

Table 6.3 Text search criteria available to search()
A search of text entries may involve either a simple string comparison or
more sophisticated "pattern matching" searches may be used. If the search
criterion begins with the @ character then an anchored search for a
matching pattern is performed; the match must occur at the beginning of
the cell entry. A search criterion @RM for example will match any cell entry
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with the first two characters RM e.g. RM5, RM10, RM14. Replacing the @
character at the start with the - (tilde) character produces an unanchored
search for a matching pattern; the match may occur anywhere in the cell
entry. Thus a search criterion -RM would match with cell entries "ferrite
RM5", "non-ferrite RM10", "RM8-S1". The unanchored pattern search is
particularly useful in allowing "keyword" searches.
If neither the @ character nor the - character are employed at the start
of the search criterion then a straight string comparison is implied. The
cell entry in this case must match exactly the search string with the
exception that upper and lower case characters are considered identical i.e.
string comparisons are treated as case insensitive. Pattern matching
searches are case sensitive. The NOT character! may prefix the "text"
string, as shown in table 6.3, in order to negate the meaning.
With either the anchored or unanchored pattern matching search, one
further feature is available. The "text" search criteria may contain wildcard
characters?, * or + as shown in table 6.4. Note that wildcard characters are
inadmissible in string comparison searches.

CHARACTER

MEANING

EXAMPLE

matches any single character

ab? matches:
abc, abg, ab5

*

+

matches zero or more occurrences

ab*d matches:

of the preceeding character

ad, abd, abbbd

matches one or more occurrences of

ab+d matches:

the preceeding character

abd, abbd, abbbd

Table 6.4 Wildcard characters used in text search criteria
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Because the three characters?, * and + are used as wildcards in the special
way described above, they must be preceeded by a backslash (\) character if
their literal meaning is intended in a search string e.g. ab\? matches only
ab?.

6.5.3 Search criteria ordering
The time taken to search a file is a function of the file size, the number of
search criteria set and, most importantly with multiple criteria, the order in
which the search criteria are arranged. Although file size and number of
search criteria are outwith the user's control, the order in which the search
criteria are arranged is the user's prerogative. It is necessary to understand
the search mechanism employed by the searchO function if optimum ordering
of the search criteria and hence minimum search times are to be achieved.
Fig 6.5 illustrates the structure of the searchO function. The first criterion
listed in the search criteria argument is treated as the primary criterion;
all other criteria are regarded as secondary. The function seeks to the start
of the first record specified in the search range and notes the file pointer to
the start of this record i.e. the physical location on disk is recorded. The data
file is read until the primary column, associated with the primary criterion,
is located and the cell entry is tested against the primary criterion. Two
possibilities exist.
If the column entry fails to match the primary criterion the record is
immediately eliminated from the search; there is no need to test the
secondary criteria. The file pointer to the start of the record is
discarded and the start of the next record is sought.
If however the primary criterion is satisfied the secondary criteria
must be tested to ascertain whether the record satisfies entirely the
IEII

continued on next page
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Fig 6.5 The search function
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search criteria. The record's file pointer, previously recorded, is used
to effect an immediate return to the start of the record. In alphabetic
order, the secondary columns specified in the search criteria argument
are then located, read and tested against the appropriate secondary
criteria. If all search criteria are satisfied the record number is saved
and the number of matching records is incremented. Otherwise the
record is eliminated from the search and the record's file pointer
discarded immediately a secondary criterion fails. The function seeks
to the start of the next record.
This procedure is repeated for each record in the search range or until the
end of file marker is detected.
The time required to read data from disk is significantly greater than the
time required to process the data by testing the cell entries against the
various criteria. It is for this reason that the above search strategy, in which
non-matching records are expeditiously eliminated and unnecessary data
retrieval and criteria testing avoided, was adopted. Immediately a record
fails to match one of the criteria the record can be discarded from the
search and the start of the next record sought.
However, the strategy can only be effective in reducing search times if
the search criteria are organised in such a way as to assist the early
elimination of non-matching records. Ideally, elimination of records on the
basis of not matching the first or primary criterion is sought. To illustrate
this point, consider the data file nn-forms.wkl shown in fig 6.6.
A search function is to be used to identify winding formers suitable for use
with RM5 cores and offering at least 6 pins for winding termination. Ignoring
the search range and concentrating solely on the search criteria, the relevant
columns are column A, which specifies the core, and column C, which states
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
CORE

B
SECTIONS

C
PINS

D
WIND.HEIGHT(rnrn)

RM5
RM5
RM5
RM5
RM5
RM5
R6
R6
R6
R6
R6
RM6
RM6
RM6
RM6
RM6
RM6
RM7

1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1

4
5
6
8
5
6
4
5
6
5
6
4
5
6
4
5
6
4

2.075
2.075
2.075
2.075
2.075
2.075
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2,425
2.425
2.425
2.425
2.425
2.425
3.18

Fig 6.6 A section of the data file rm-forms.wkl.
the number of pins. The search criteria argument may therefore, in the first
instance, be written logically as:
"RM5/a,>5/c"
signifying a search for records with RM5 in column A and a number greater
than 5 in column C. The primary test is for RM5 in column A. Records 3 to
8 inclusive satisfy this primary criterion and therefore additional secondary
criterion testing would be required to eliminate records 3, 4 and 7 and
establish that records 5,6 and 8 satisfy both criteria.
If the search criteria are described by ">5/c,RM5/a" then testing of the
primary criterion "greater than 5 in column C" would eliminate records 3, 4
and 7 immediately without the need for secondary testing. Secondary
criterion testing of records 5,6 and 8 would still be required to ensure that
both primary and secondary conditions are satisfied.
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Although the saving in search time is, in this trivial example, minimal the
principle of "search criteria ordering" is established. Tests on relatively
large data files up to lOOK and containing several hundred records have
established that with 4 search criteria set, search criteria ordering can
significantly reduce search times by up to 50%.
Since all secondary criteria are re-ordered by the searchO function and
tested in alphabetic column order, the order in which the secondary criteria
are presented is unimportant. The primary criterion should be carefully
selected to encourage early elimination of non-matching records.
Testing whether records satisfy multiple search criteria is equivalent to
testing for a logical AND. The record is TRUE (i.e. satisfies the search
criteria) only if criterion 1 AND criterion 2 AND .... criterion n are satisfied.
The search() function is not able to test for a logical OR; thus it cannot deal
with alternative criteria in the same column. The search criteria
"RM5/a,RM8/a", implying records with either RM5 OR RM8 in column A, is
illegal. The searchO function in this case returns zero matching records. As
a general rule, the same column letter cannot be paired with different
search criteria in the same search criteria argument.

6.5.4 Matching records
The only information returned to Crystal from the search function is the total
number of matching records. This may be assigned to a Crystal numeric
variable by the rule:
assign: total := search(.....)
No details of individual matching records are returned to Crystal from the
searchO function. Its primary purpose is to identify, to the interface,
the records which match the search criteria. The interface retains both
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the matching record numbers and corresponding record pointers indicating
the record's location on disk until the next search() function executes; the
same interface arrays are used to store record numbers and pointers for all
search functions, including the nearestO function described in the following
section, and are consequently refreshed when a new search is executed.
Although the total number of matching records will always be correctly
reported to Crystal, in order to limit the size of interface arrays the interface
is capable of retaining information about matching records up to a maximum
of 100 only.
Current information regarding matching records is available to a number
of database functions (e.g. the examcols() and examrecs() functions) which
are designed specifically to allow detailed investigation of the matching
records identified by the searchO.

6.6 THE NEAREST FUNCTION
A second, different type of numeric search, is available via the nearestO
function.
A problem common to many applications, for example design applications,
is that of trying to select an item, perhaps a component or a material, offering
the characteristic demanded by a calculation. Usually the exact, ideal
characteristic cannot be realised in practice and, in such cases, it is necessary
to select the item with a characteristic closest to the ideal, calculated value.
For example, the use of preferred-value components in electronic circuit
design is well known.
The nearest() function is a search function which sequentially investigates
a range of records and identifies the individual record which comes
closest to equalling the search number specified as one of the function
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arguments. The only information which the function can return to Crystal
is the numberof the record identified; a Crystal "assign variable" statement
should be used to assign the record number to a numeric variable. If a number
of records are equally near to, or exactly match, the numeric search criterion,
the function returns the number of the first "nearest" record.
This function shares a number of common features with the searchO
function described in section 6.5.
The interface retains both the "nearest" record's number and file
pointer until the next nearest() or search() function executes. The
arrays used to store the record number and file pointer are updated
by each new search function.
The record number and file pointer may be used by several other
database functions designed to investigate in detail the "nearest"
record.
A search with the nearest() function is described completely by the statement:
nearest(recl, rec2, number, "column")
The number and "column" arguments specify respectively the number to be
matched and the spreadsheet column in which the match is sought. Lotus
123's column lettering notation must be used to specify the column argument.
Two versions of the nearest() function are available and are used according
to the search range specified by numeric arguments reel and rec2. Version
1 requires that a search range be specified in exactly the same manner as
for the search() function in the preceeding section i.e. consecutive records
commencing with reel and ending with rec2 are searched. All comments in
section 6.5.1 pertaining to the search range apply to this version of the
nearestO function. The second version, used when both range arguments
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recl and rec2 are set to the value -1, assumes a search of the records identified
by the last search() function. Thus version 2 effectively ANDs together the
criteria set by the search() function and the numeric search criterion of the
nearest() function.
Fig 6.7 provides an overview of the function, the version used being
automatically determined by an initial built-in test of the range values, while
figs 6.8 and 6.9 respectively show the operations involved in executing
versions 1 and 2.

Fig 6.7 The nearest function
In order to appreciate the operation of the nearest() functions two notional
terms are introduced; the 'current difference" defines the amount by which
the record currently being evaluated deviates from the desired set value
while the "smallest difference" represents the corresponding difference
associated with the nearest record. A search for the nearest record is based
on a comparison of the smallest and current differences.
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continued on next page
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from previous page

Fig 6.8 The nearest function (version 1)
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continued on next page
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from previous page

Fig 6.9 The nearest function (version 2)
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In the version 1 function (see fig 6.8) the following sequence occurs in respect
of each record in the search range, or until the end of ifie marker is detected
should this occur before the end of the search range.
The function seeks to the start of the record, notes the record's file
pointer and reads through the record until the column under test is
located.
The numeric cell entry is read and the current difference is computed.
On the first pass, when handling the first record in the search range,
the current record is simply adopted as the "nearest" record and the
current difference is taken as the smallest difference. On subsequent
passes the current difference is compared with the smallest difference
associated with the "nearest" record. If the current difference is less
than the smallest difference then the current record is marked as the
nearest record and the smallest difference is replaced by the current
difference i.e. a new "nearest" record and smallest difference are
established and the "nearest" record number and file pointer are
updated; otherwise the current record is eliminated from the search.
The record number is increment and tested against the end of range
to determine whether the sequence repeats or the function
terminates.
In the version 2 function (fig 6.9) there is no need to sequentially increment
the record number on each pass. Instead, the ifie pointers to the matching
records, stored in an interface array by the search function, are used to jump
to the start of each record. This is considerably faster than seeking the start
of records by sequentially reading through the data file, as must happen in
the version 1 function. In all other respects the version 1 and version 2
functions are identical.
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6.7 THE EXAMCOLS AND EXAMRECS FUNCTIONS
The primary purpose of the two database search functions, search() and
nearestO, is to identify, to the interface, records matching particular criteria.
No display of matching records is provided by either search function; this
service is provided by both the examrecsO and examcols() functions.
The examrecs() function sequentially displays the complete records
identified by the last search function while examcols() displays selected
columns specified by the function argument.
The display generated by the examrecs() function (fig 6.10) is very similar
to the display produced by viewrecsO. The line and page formatting of the
actual record data are identical in both cases.

LF

El rm-forms.wkl RECORD 42

cs

MATCHING I >5/d

CORE
I RM12
SECTIONS
I 2
PINS
I 11
WIND.HEIGHT(mm)
I 5.1
WIND.WIDTH/SECN(rnin) I 6.77
MIN.NIND.AREA(sq.mir) 1 70
MAX.MTL(rnm)
1 61
MAX.OP.TEMP
I 180
ORDER CODE
I MM 822-1B11

records remaining 3
PgDn-next page

PgUp-last page

End-quit

Fig 6.10 Typical output from the examrecs function
No function arguments are required by examrecsO since the matching
record numbers are already known to the interface.
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The examcols() function displays, from the records identified by the last
search function, selected columns which must be specified in the function's
single text argument. The general format of the function's column argument
is:
"collIcol2/ .... /coln"
where coil .. coin are replaced by the Lotus 123 column letters of the required
columns. Note the use of the slash (I) separator. A maximum of seven
columns may be specified in a single argument.
Although the columns may be specified in the column argument in any
order, the function will automatically sort the columns and display them
from left to right in alphabetic order. This corresponds with the order in
which cells are saved in a disk file and hence simplifies the task of reading
and displaying the cell data.
The width of each display column is the same as the column width set in
the Lotus 123 spreadsheet. The column widths used in the Lotus 123
spreadsheet are obtained by the openfile() function when the file is initially
opened and are passed by the interface to the examcols() function. If the sum
of the widths of the individual columns listed in the column argument exceeds
the width of the screen display, the function issues a warning and displays
as many complete columns as can be accommodated on the display. If a
large number of columns are to be displayed successive examcolsO functions
may be used to display a few columns at a time. This also improves
presentation by limiting the volume of data presented on a single screen.
Depending on the total number of matching records identified by the search
function, several pages may be required to display the nominated columns.
A typical page display produced by an examcolsO function is shown in fig
6.11.
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FILE

=1

EsI COLUMNSI a/c/d/i
RECS MATCHINGI >5/d

RECORD CORE
40 RM12
41 RM12
42 RM12
43 RM12
44 RM14
45 RM14

PINS
11
12
11
12
10
12

WIND.HEIGHT(nen)
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
6
6

PgUp-last page

ORDER CODE
MM 822-1A11
MM 822-1Al2
MM 822-1B11
MM 822-1512
MM 824-lAiD
MM 824-1Al2

PgDn/End-quit

Fig 6.11 Typical page display produced by the examcols function
The following points apply to both the examrecs() and examcolsO functions:
The start of each matching record is located, with the minimum delay,
using the record file pointers identified by the search function and
stored in the interface.
As with the viewrecs() function display pages are memorised to a
maximum of either 4 or 8 pages depending on the graphics standard
adopted allowing the user immediate re-call of previously displayed
pages; refer to section 6.4 (The VIE WIRECS function).
The [PgDnj and [PgUpj keys control page switching. The [D key
may be used, at any time, to terminate the display and return control
to Crystal; this eliminates the need to view the entire sequence of
matching records.
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6.8 THE RECNUM, RETCELL AND RETCELL$ FUNCTIONS
The ability to both visually display matching record data and return record
data to Crystal are important requirements of the Quest interface. While
the two functions described in the previous section provide a visual display
of matching record data, this final group of database functions, recnumQ,
retcellO and retcell$Q, provide the interface with a data return service.
6.8.1 Recnum()
The recnum() function returns the individual record numbers of the matching
records. Matching record numbers are stored in sequence in a numeric array
in the interface. The single numeric argument required by the recnum()
function is interpreted as an index or pointer to this array. The function call:
recnum(n)
is an instruction to fetch the n array element or nth matching record number.
As with many of the other database functions, recnumQ, should be used in
a Crystal "assign variable' command to assign the record number to a
numeric variable.
The entire list of matching record numbers may be assigned to a Crystal
numeric array. The logic of such an operation is described by the following
source code:
n:=1;
while (n <= number of matching records)
rec[n] := recnum(n);
n:= n-fl;

Each time the loop defined by the while( .. ) statement is executed the nth
element of the interface's matching record number array is fetched and
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assigned to the corresponding element of a numeric array rec[I. The array
index n is incremented on each pass and the loop continues to execute until
n exceeds the number of matching records. The total number of matching
records is known, having previously been returned by the search function.
The equivalent Crystal rule screen is shown in fig 6.12.

Fig 6.12 Use of recnumO to return record numbers
It is assumed that prior to the rule screen of fig 6.12 executing:
the total number of matching records has been returned by a search
function and assigned to a numeric variable "total";
the numeric array rec[] has been dimensioned and initialised to zero;
the loop index n has been set to 1.

6.8.2 Retcell() and retcell$()
The retcell() and retcell$() functions are similar to the readcellO and
readcell$() functions in that they read and return numeric and text cells
respectively. However the two sets of complementary functions differ in one
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important respect.
While readcell() and readcell$() require both a column argument and a
record argument (see section 6.3) to identify the cell, only a single text
argument specifying the column is required by retcell() and retcell$Q. The
record number is produced by a search which must yield a unique record;
a single matching record must be produced by the search. Thus the intended
primary function of the retcell() and retcell$O functions is to return cell data
from the record identified by the nearest() search function, which always
identifies a unique record. Because a file pointer is available to locate the
matching record, the retcell() and retcell$() functions can respond faster than
the readcell() and readcell$() functions. If sufficient search criteria are set
to allow the search() function to identify a unique record, then the retcell()
and retcell$() functions may be used to return the record's details.
The need for separate, complementary numeric and text functions has
been discussed previously in section 6.3 (The READCELL and READCELL$
functions).
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7 QUEST LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

Since database files satisfy the accepted definition of a library as "any
collection of records" some clear distinction must be made between library
files and database files.
In the context of Crystal-Quest, database files and the associated database
functions described in the preceeding chapter:
are concerned with "static" data;
provide one-way communication; Crystal can read data from, but
cannot write data to, database files. This is acceptable in view of the
static nature of the data.
Library files and the library functions described in the following sections:
deal with "dynamic" data;
provide two-way communication; the library can either supply
information to, or accept information from, Crystal.
Library files are used either to:
provide, automatically, user responses which otherwise must be
entered manually via the keyboard; this is particularly useful when
a large number of user responses are required.
accept conclusions or other information derived from the rule base;
the library file can provide both short-term and long-term storage
facilities for intermediate and final conclusions. Reference to library
facilities for information storage was made previously in section 2.1.2.
User responses to the same question or menu frequently vary according to
the prevailing conditions while conclusions derived from a rule base are a
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function of the input responses which in turn may dictate the exact sequence
of rule execution. It is in this sense that library files are concerned with
"dynamic" information.
Library functions provide a completely flexible information input and
output filing system by allowing the user to select and control the
input/output location. Any information written to a library file can be
displayed and/or recalled by Crystal. The eight library functions available
are summarised in table 7.1.

FUNCTION

PURPOSE

source$()

select a response file

input$()

input data from a response file

destn$()

set the output location

libform()

save full-screen form to library

liblist()

list filenames in a library

liberaseO

erase a library file

libchg()

select a library

libread()

list the contents of a library file

Table 7.1 Quest's 8 library functions
7.1 THE SOURCE$ AND INPUT$ FUNCTIONS
7.1.1 Input$()
A library file used to provide user responses to rule base questions is termed
a "response file". The format required is discussed fully in appendix D.
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Essentially a response ifie comprises one or more label fields each of which
is linked to a corresponding value field. Each label field defines a quantity
while the associated value field defines the current value of that quantity.
For example, a label field (frequency) defines the quantity 'frequency' while
a value field [1000] would signify a current frequency value of 1000. Note
that value fields can contain either numeric or text values. A label field
(core designation) may be coupled with a value field [RM10].
The value of a label is retrieved from a response file via the input$()
function. When the input$() function is used in a Crystal "assign variable"
command the value of the quantity defined in the function's single text
argument is located, read and assigned to Crystal.
The operation of the input$() function, shown in fig 7.1, is described as
follows:
the file is read sequentially from the start until the opening brace ({)
associated with the start of a label field is detected.
the label is read and compared with the function's label argument. If
there is no exact correspondence the function reads to the start of the
next label field.
if the quantity in the label field corresponds with the function
argument, the function continues to read the file seeking the start of
the next value field defined by an opening square bracket ([).
the value is read and returned.
Care must be exercised if the value returned by input$() is to be interpreted
as a number. A response file is a text file and "numbers" entered in this
file are ascii representations of the number. For example the number 1000
is represented in the response file as a string of ascii codes 3130 30 30 (hex).
Thus input$() reads and returns a text string of ascii characters; the string
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Fig 7.1 The input$ function
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must be assigned to a Crystal text variable. If the string represents a number,
Crystal's value() function must be used to convert the string representation
of the number to the actual number e.g.
assign: freq := value(input$("frequency"))
is an acceptable method of retrieving a 'number" and assigning it directly to
a numeric variable.

7.1.2 Source$()
A "source file" is a text file containing a list of response filenames (see
appendix D). The response file currently open and accessible to the input$()
function is determined by the source$() function. The format of the source$()
function is:
source$("filespec" ,n,m).
Text argument "filespec" defines the source file i.e. the filename and,
optionally, its drive and directory. The first numeric argument n is an index
defining the logical position of the required response file in the list of
filenames contained in the source file. Thus the function:
source$("filelist",3 .... )
identifies the 3'' filename in a source file designated "filelist". The final
numeric argument m determines the action following the return of the last
response filename in the source ifie list as described below. The action of
the source$() function is described as follows (refer to fig 7.2):
prior to opening the named source file, any source file presently open
is closed. The reasons for limiting the number of files concurrently
open is discussed in section 6.2 (The OPEN-FILE function).
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Fig 7.2 The source$ function
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the file is sequentially read from the beginning until the start of the
th

field, denoted by an opening brace ({), is located. If the end of ifie

marker is detected before the start of the th field then the field does
not exist i.e. the list of filenames is exhausted. The subsequent action
is determined by the final numeric parameter. A value of 0 causes
rule base execution to terminate; a complete exit is performed. Any
other value will return text "end" and terminate the function. The
significance of this is illustrated in the example described below.
assuming the field is successfully located, the response file's
specification is read from the field;
the function checks for an open response file and, if found, closes it.
The new response file is opened.
the function returns the source file's field entry (i.e. the response
filename) to Crystal.

7.1.3 Source$() plus input$()
Above, in order to promote a clear understanding of the action of each
function, the source$O and input$() functions were described separately.
However the full potential and real purpose of each function can only be
realised if, in practice, they are used together. Automatic input of user
responses via input$() has already been referred to above. Input$O used in
conjunction with source$O, allows a rule, a set of rules or an entire rule base
to run several times, each time with a different set of input responses
automatically supplied.
The logic is illustrated in fig 7.3. With reference to fig 7.3:
the loop index n, which serves as the source$() function's numeric
argument, is set to 1;
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calculate response to each input data set
Rule
IF

initialise loop index n to 1
AND :Assign file$:=source$(11 filelist,n,1)
AND :Test
file$<>end
AND input data from response file via input$()

Sp

AND execute rules to determine system response

Sp

AND :Assign n:=n+l
AND :Restart Rule
OR

proceed to next rule

Fig 7.3 Source$ plus input$
the source$() function executes as described. The outcome of the
second line is that either a response file is opened and the filename
assigned to Crystal variable "file$" or the file list is exhausted and
text "end" is assigned instead of a filename.
variable "file$" is tested for "end". If found, the AND condition fails
and the OR alternative, which is a simple instruction to proceed to
the next rule, is processed. The test for "end" effectively controls the
loop and causes an exit when the response file list is exhausted.
assuming a response file was successfully opened, the next two AND
conditions will execute. These conditions may be meta-rules designed
to read, automatically via the input$() function, data input from the
open response file and process the data in some meaningful way.
the loop index n is incremented and the rule restarted to obtain the
next response file and new data set. The first line is not a special rule
and therefore only executes on the first pass through the loop.

The type of rule construction illustrated in fig 7.3 is frequently required in
"what-if' situations where the response of the system to different input
responses must be assessed. Significant improvements in the speed of rule
execution and overall system response can be achieved if user intervention
is minimised or completely eliminated by this technique.

7.2 THE DESTN$ FUNCTION
Destn$() is complementary to the source$() function; it provides an output
information filing service similar to the input information service available
via source$O/input$O. A "destination file", the format of which is described
in appendix D, contains a series of fields each describing an output location
or output file name. The function's format is the same as for the source$()
function i.e.
destn$("filespec",n,m)
and the meaning of each argument is precisely the same, with the exception
that "filespec" defines the destination, rather than source, file. The function
is described by fig 7.4.
A complete description of this figure is unnecessary in view of its similarity
with fig 7.2. However the one important difference between the two functions
source$() and destn$O must be highlighted. Source$() selects a response file
from a list of filenames and opens the response file; destn$() similarly selects
an output filename from a list but does not open the file. Thus destn$()
merely selects and identifies the next output location.
Destn$() can only provide a complete output filing service when used along
with two standard Crystal features, the output() function and "print form"
command. Destn$() determines the output location, outputO opens the file
identified by destn$() while 'print form" defines the information which is to
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Fig 7.4 The dest$() function
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Fig 7.5 Rule sequence for filing output information
be filed and writes the information to the file. The combination of destn$,
outputO and print form provides a "write to library" service. A typical rule
sequence is illustrated in fig 7.5.
A return to the rule screen of fig 7.3 reveals that no provision was made
for saving any results or conclusions derived from the rule. Consider now a
slightly amended versions of this rule, shown in fig 7.6, which provides an
output location via output() and a print form command.
The intention of this rule, intimated at the top of the rule screen, is to
"cakulate and save the response to each input data set". The rule will loop
as previously described until the source file is exhausted. On each pass the
results are directed to the same output location "outcome". No output
information is lost or over-written as a result of all output being directed to
the same file, since on each pass the results are simply appended to the
existing information in the file. However this rule creates a fairly inflexible
filing system and retrieving selectively the results for a particular input data
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calculate and save response to each input data set
< Rule
IF

initialise loop index n to 1
AND :Assign file$:=source$('filelistfl,n,l)
file$<>nendH
AND :Test
AND input data from response file via input$()
AND execute rules to determine system response
AND :Test
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output (outcome")

AND :Print Form
AND :Assign n:=n+1
AND :Restart Rule
OR

proceed to next rule

Fig 7.6 Amended ruse providing for single output location

calculate and save response to each input data set
Rule
initialise loop index n to 1
IF
AND :Assign infile$:=source$("1istl 01 n,l)
AND :Test

infile$<>"en&

AND input data from response file via input$()

Sp

AND execute rules to determine system response
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AND :Assign outf1le$:=destn$("list2,n,1)
AND :Test

output(outfile$)

AND :Print Form
AND :Assign n:=n+l
AND ;Restart Rule

Fig 7.7 Amended rule providing several output locations
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set could conceivably prove difficult.
If the intention is to save each conclusion in a different output location,
thereby providing a more versatile filing arrangement with improved user
access to the information, then the output rule in fig 7.5 must be integrated
with the input rule in fig 7.3.
A possible solution, providing automatic data input and output to different
locations, is shown in fig 7.7. Each time the loop executes a new input
response file is selected by the source$() function and a new output location
is set by the destn$() function. Fig 7.8 provides a generalised, schematic
representation of this important practical technique.
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Fig 7.8 The principle of automatic disk-file input and output
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7.3 THE LIBFORM FUNCTION
Libform() provides an alternative "write to library" service which allows
full-screen text displays to be saved. The display must be generated
immediately prior to calling the libform() function, normally via either the
Crystal "display form" or "view form" command. In any event, the entire
screen currently on display when the function is called, will be written to a
disk file.
The libformO function's single text argument is a file specification, including
drive and directory if required, defining the output location. If the output
file does not exist libform() will attempt to create the file and if successful,
will then write the form to the newly-created file. If the file exists, the file
is opened, the file pointer is positioned at the end of the file, and the form
written from this file position i.e. forms are appended to the end of existing
files.
Libform() does not change the current directory, even when the file
specification includes a directory other than that which is current. The point
of including a directory is to allow libform() to access any ifie in any directory
from the current directory.
Understanding the difference between what is saved by a Crystal print
form command and Quest's libform() function is important, particularly from
the point of view of using the correct form of the libreadO function (see section
7.4) to recall saved files. Print form operations are optimised by saving only
the active area of the screen and ignoring any borders; in effect the text
characters, rather than precise layout, are filed.
Irrespective of the actual screen area used, the libform() function always
considers the totality of the screen by saving the exact text, layout and
screen attributes. This it achieves by copying directly, from the video buffer
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to the output file, the 4K of display memory between addresses B800:0000
(H) and B800:OFFF (H) i.e. the 4K of display memory representing display
page 0 in text display mode 3. Hence each new form appended to a ifie
increases the ifie size by 4K.

7.4 THE LIBREAD FUNCTION
Two methods of writing information to library files are described in sections
7.2 and 7.3. The libread() function is designed to recall and subsequently
display on either the monitor or a printer, information from library files
created by either method. It may be used also to simply import into Crystal
external ascii text files such as may be prepared by any editor (e.g. dos's
"edlin" editor) or word-processor.
A libread() function is defined by:
libread("filespec" ,"mode")
where "filespec" defines the drive, directory and filename of the library file,
and "mode" is the file translation mode. Errors may occur when using
libread() to re-call files generated by Crystal's print form command. When
writing library files via print form, the output location is determined usually
by the output() function which accepts a filename with or without a file
extension. If no extension is supplied Crystal automatically allocates .prn
as the extension, indicating a print file. Unlike outputQ, libreadO makes no
assumptions regarding the file extension. If errors in locating library files
are to be avoided, the .prn, if appropriate, must be expressly supplied as
part of the libread() function's "filespec".
The purpose of the file translation mode is twofold. Firstly it determines
whether the file is sent for printing or is displayed on the monitor. Secondly,
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in order to generate the expected display format, it informs the function of
any special handling, pre-processing or filtering required of the raw file data.
Both the way in which the file was created and the needs of the chosen output
device determine precisely how the function should interpret the raw ifie
data, particularly embedded control characters.
7.4.1 File translation modes
Translation mode "p" should be used to send any file to a printer. For
displaying library files on the monitor, three ifie translation modes are
provided. While it may be necessary in some cases to experiment with the
various translation modes in order to achieve the desired display, the
following is generally true.
Mode "mtl"is most likely to succeed when importing "ordinary" ascii text
files created outwith the Crystal/Quest environment; for example, text files
created by a word processor or an editor such as the dos "edlin" utility. The
expected display with "mtl" file translation is shown in fig 7.9. Translation
mode "mtl" prints all characters exactly as read from the file i.e. the raw
data is printed.
Files created with Crystal's print form command and translated as "mtl"
files appear, as shown in fig 7. 10, with alternate blank lines. The reason for
this appears to be that the print form appends the line feed (OA) and carriage
return (OD) characters to each line saved. This is appropriate when the file
is directed to a printer. The libreadO function however writes information
to the screen via the ROM BIOS video services accessed through TNT 10(H).
The particular service used increments the cursor position after each
character is printed and provides automatic line wrapping; if the cursor is
at the end of a line it is automatically moved to the start of the next line.
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FILE

C:\LC\READ.ME

JULY 11, 1986
DATE:
SUBJECT: LATTICE MS-DOS C COMPILER, VERSION 3.10
This is supplementary documentation for Version 3.10 of the Lattice MS-DOS
C Compiler. You can use the PR command to obtain a printed copy of it.
Three types of information are presented:

A list of the problems that have been corrected since the
previous release, which was Version 3.00H.
A list of errata in the Version 3 documentation.
A description of features that are not described in the
Version 3 documentation.
If we need to issue any corrections to
section describing the problems being
be numbered 3.11, 3.12, and so on. If
find out if it has been fixed from one

Version 3.10, we will add a fourth
corrected. Correction releases will
you encounter a problem, you can
of these sources:

more (yin?)

Fig 7.9 Text file treated as "mtl" file by libread

FILE : C:\AESOP\DESIGNS\L2.80
REF: c:\aesop\designs\12.80
SPECIFICATION

Ii

II

II

II
II

I

1

CUSTOMER

I

I

I

PROJECT

II

I

II

II

I

II

COMPONENTI

II
II

II
more (yin?)

Fig 7.10 A .PRN file treated as umtl?? file by libread
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Printing of control character OA immediately after automatic line wrapping
moves the cursor and print position down one line generating a blank line.
These added control characters are unwanted and must be filtered out of the
raw data.
File translation mode "mt2" achieves this; it effectively detects and
suppresses the printing of control character OA. The .prn file displayed in
fig 7.10 as an "mtl" file, is reproduced in figs 7.11(a) and (b) using the "mt2"
translation mode. These screens are presented as a series of contiguous lines,
the unwanted blank lines having been eliminated.
Deliberately, in creating this file full-screen print forms were used. It is
seen that "mt2" translation is not particularly adept at displaying full-screen
forms. In fact, using "mt2" translation the original forms can never be
reproduced as full-screen displays, simply because the full screen is not
available for display of file data. Full-screen forms are necessarily spread
over more than one display page. The file reference at the top of the screen
and prompt at the bottom, always displayed with both "mtl" and"mt2"
translation, occupy display lines.
The "mt2" mode is useful for displaying files which can reasonably be
considered and viewed as a series of separate statements or lines. Where
one screen ends and the next begins should not detract from the meaning or
context of the information.
The final translation mode "ml"is similar to "mt2" in suppressing unwanted
control characters but it also views the file as a series of consecutive
full-screen displays. Thus where it is essential to preserve the exact
content and context of a full-screen by displaying it in its original form, "mf'
translation is used.
For display purposes the file is partitioned into blocks of 4K, each block
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FILE : C:\AESOP\DESIGNS\L2.80
SPECIFICATION

CUSTOMER
PROJECT
COMPONENT

10.0 %

INDUCTANCE

0.150 mH

MAX.RIPPLE

FREQUENCY

100.0 kHz

1AX.VOLTS DROP

0.20 V

VOLTAGE

24.00 V

MAX.RESISTANCE

0.133 C

1.500 A

AMBIENT TEMP.

40 C

7

DC.CURRENT

more (yin?)

Fig 7.11(a)

FILE : C:\AESOP\DESIGNS\L2.80
I

I

I

I

FINAL DESIGN =
CORE DETAIL
CORE RM8 160
MZ 808/160/L2

FORMER 5 pin CLIPS
MM 818-1A5

MM 808-1/2

WINDING DETAIL
TOTAL TURNS
WIRE

(grade 2)

31

2 layers @ 12 turns

0.560 mm

1 layer @ 7 turns

more (yin?)

\
Fig 7.11(b) A .PRN file treated as an "mt2" file by libread
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representing a full-screen display page. The full screen is dedicated to
displaying ifie data by eliminating the ifie reference and prompt. Files
generated by the libforni() function only should be translated as
files. Remember that only through the libform() function can a screen's
precise format and attributes be saved; this is not the case with files created
via the print form command. A typical page display generated via "mf' ifie
translation, minus colour attributes, is shown in fig 7.12.
Generally, "mf'translation is unsuitable for files created via outputO and
print form e.g. files with a .prn extension, and "mt2" translation is unsuitable
for files created by the libform() function.

Fig 7.12 A file displayed by libread as an "mf' file

7.5 THE LIBLIST, LIBCHG AND LIBERASE FUNCTIONS
The library functions covered in the preceeding sections 7.1 to 7.4 transfer
information between Crystal, Quest and the library files; they are library

write-read functions. The final group of three library functions, liblistO,
libchg() and liberaseO, are more appropriately designated library
management functions; they provide "housekeeping" facilities which can
generate an index to the files in all libraries, determine the current working
library and provide a file maintenance service which allows the user to select
and eliminate unwanted library files.
7.5.1 Liblist()
The liblist() function, approximately equivalent to the dos directory command
"dir", displays a directory or index of all files in a particular library. Both
the library and file must be nominated before information can be filed in a
library. If the filing system is to remain flexible and well-ordered, this may
well be information which the user is invited to provide at run-time rather
than information which the system builder will impose on the user when
developing the system. It is essential therefore that the user can refer to a
library index prior to deciding where information should be filed.
Liblist() can display all filenames in a library or can, using the dos global
file name characters ? and *, selectively display file names matching a specific
pattern. These global file name characters are described fully in the "file
spec" section of the dos reference manual. Basically, a ? character in either
the ifie name or ifie extension indicates that any character may occupy that
position while the * character indicates that any character may occupy that
position and all remaining positions to the end of the file name or extension.
For example, the function:
liblist("c: \ aesop\designs \*.*")
will list the files in library c:\aesop\designs which match ** i.e. files with
any file name and extension and therefore all files in the library. A typical
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No. of files matching *•* = 24

Library I c:\aesop\designs

L1.80
L2.LO
L4.HI
XT2.80
XT3.LO

Ll.HI
L3.80
L4.LO
XT2.HI
XT4.80

L1.LO
L3.HI
XT1.80
XT2.LO
XT4.HI

L2.80
L3.LO
XT1.HI
XT3.80
XT4.LO

L2.HI
L4.80
XT1.LO
XT3.HI

Press a key to continue

Fig 7.13(a)

library index produced by this liblist() function is shown in fig 7.13(a). File
names are sorted and displayed in alphanumeric order. Similarly function,
liblist("c: \ aesop\designs \L3.*")
will list all files with a filename "L3" irrespective of the file extension (fig
7.13(b)) and function,
liblist( 'c: \ aesop\designs\ *.hi")
lists all files with a characteristic file extension ".hi" regardless of the file
name (fig 7.13(c)).
Fig 7.14 illustrates the liblistO function. The order of events is as follows:
the current path (i.e. drive and directory) is noted and, if the library
specification includes a directory which is not the current directory,
the function will make that directory current.
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No. of files matching L3.* = 3

Library I c:\aesop\designs

L3.HI

L3.80

L3.LO

Press a key to continue

-I

Fig 7.13(b)

No. of files matching *.hi = 8

Library I c:\aesop\designs

Ll.HI
XT2.EhI

L2.HI
XT3.HI

L3.HT
XT4.HI

L4.HI

XT1.HI

Press a key to continue

Fig 7.13(c) Library indexes produced by liblist()
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Fig 7.14 The liblist function
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the file names are read and those matching the specified pattern are
saved.
if a change of directory was necessary to make the specified library
current, the original path is restored.
the selected file names are sorted alphanumerically and displayed
together with the library reference and number of library files
matching the specified pattern.
Temporarily changing to the directory specified in the liblist() function is
necessary to prevent the function prefixing each displayed file name with
the drive and directory. Reading the index of libraryl for example when
library2 is the current working library would result in all ifie names being
displayed with a prefix "c:\libraryl\.....". In view of the library reference
being displayed as a screen header this is unnecessary, and creates an overall
display in which the important file names and their file extensions are more
difficult to isolate.

7.5.2 Libchg()
Most of the library functions so far described can access files in a library
without the need to make the library current. The libchg() function combines
the dos 'make directory" and "change directory" commands. The function
will make, for whatever reason, the library specified as the function's
argument, the current library. If the library does not exist the function will
create the library then make it current. The function is therefore essential
in establishing new libraries.
An interesting and undocumented feature of Crystal's output() function
is that it will not accept a drive and directory as part of the output location
when supplied directly as the function argument; thus the function:
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output('c: \libraryl\file 1")
generates an error. The file name, and optionally the file extension, only can
be supplied directly. A complete ifie specification can however be passed to
the output() function indirectly via a text variable; the function will in this
case respond correctly to information supplied. For example:
assign: file$:="c:\libraryl\filel"
test: output(file$)
print form
will, assuming a directory "\libraryl" exists on drive c:, send the information
in the print form to a file "filet' in directory "\libraryl" irrespective of which
directory is current.
A file name used without explicit reference to a library is assumed in the
current directory. Thus when output() is supplied directly with a file name
the user is forced to accept that information can be saved in the current
directly only. This in turn implies that before output can be directed to a
specific library, that library must be made current.
The simplest method by which Crystal, without the support of Quest, can
change directory involves exiting the rule base and using the main menu
option "files" followed by "change directory" to select a new working directory;
this is hardly convenient from the point of view of either the user or the rule
base. The alternative is to use Crystal's dos() function to call the dos command
interpreter and execute a "change directory" command. Note that neither
method will create the directory if it fails to exist.
The straightforward approach to selecting or creating a new current
directory is via the libchg() function. Used prior to calling the output()
function and executing the print form command this provides the freedom
to direct output to any library.

There is no automatic return to the library which was current prior to the
libchg() function call. If required, this must be done explicitly with a second
call to libchg() or by either of the Crystal methods outlined in the previous
paragraph.
One general advantage of the libchg() function is that the user is spared
the need to constantly specify both a library name and a file name in order
to reference library files. Used for example with the destn$() function it is
possible to select the library via the libchg() function and reference specific
files in that library via a list of output file names in a destination file. In
this way the same destination file could serve several different libraries.

7.5.3 Liberase()
The liberase() function removes the specified file from the system. The
function argument can include a drive and directory but global file name
characters,? and *, cannot be used. That is, files are removed one at a time
and cannot be removed globally. A separate call to liberase() is required for
each file to be removed.
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8 QUEST VIDEO AND GRAPHICS FUNCTIONS

In terms of their ability to handle graphics displays, the standard Crystal
functions are limited. The functions presented in the following sections
redress the situation by providing a graphics service capable of not only
displaying both high and low resolution graphics files, but able subsequently
to enhance the displayed graphic by superimposing both numeric and textual
information on the screen and able to copy graphics screens to the printer.
The six functions in this category are summarised in table 8.1.

FUNCTION

PURPOSE

viewfile()

display a graphics or text file

endgraph()

terminate graphics display mode

addnum()

add a number to current screen

addtext()

add text to current screeen

messageO

display a message

prtscreen()

copy a screen to the printer

Table 8.1 Quest's 6 video/graphics functions
8.1 THE VIEWFILE FUNCTION
Crystal provides a number of utilities which allow screen displays to be
captured on disk. The "snapshot" program captures graphics displays which
have been prepared and presented by any appropriate graphics package
while the "maketext" utility and the "screen painter", provided as an integral

part of the Crystal development system, can be used to both build and capture
text screens.
Screen files created in this way will have one of the following file extensions:
.80

indicating a text file.

.lo

indicating a low resolution graphics file.

.hi

indicating a high resolution graphics file.

Normally, these text and graphic files are imported into a Crystal rule base
and displayed using either the graphics() or lographics() functions; these are
standard Crystal functions. There are two main disadvantages to these
functions:
with graphic screens, neither function allows the user to select the
display colours. Colour monitors are not used to their full potential
and displays appear rather uninteresting and out of character with
other screens displayed throughout the rule base.
because the functions use graphics display modes 4 and 6 the functions
clear the screen and return to the "standard' text display mode 3 before
allowing the rule base to proceed to the next rule i.e. the functions
provide a very basic "display-only" service. It is not possible for
example to retain the display and use succeeding rules to annotate
the screen or superimpose information derived from the rule base,
since succeeding rules can execute only after the graphics display has
been cleared.
The viewfile() function, an alternative to Crystals graphics() and lographics()
functions, provides a similar service without imposing either of the
limitations stated. The function's format:
viewfile(' filespec" ,palette,background)

allows the foreground and background display colours of both low- and
high-resolution graphics displays to be set via the numeric arguments palette
and background. Palette and background colours have no significance
with text screens (i.e. files with the .80 ifie extension) but must be supplied
to satisfy the viewfile() function syntax; any numbers may be supplied as
palette and background arguments. The "filespec" argument gives the file
name and file extension of the text (.80) or graphics (.lo or .hi) screen file and
may include the drive and directory.

.LO GRAPHICS FILES

Bios display mode 4, giving a 4 colour, 320 x 200 pixel display, is used with
low-resolution graphics files. This display mode is supported by the CGA,
EGA and VGA display adapters i.e by all colour monitors. The range of
foreground and background colours available are described in tables B.2 and
B.3 (see appendix B - the viewfile function). Any combination of the
foreground and background colours defined in tables B.2 and B.3 may be
used, irrespective of the colour combination used to prepare and save the
original screen.
.111 GRAPHICS FILES
High-resolution graphics files use bios display mode 6 to give a 640 x 200
pixel, 2 colour display. The term 'high-resolution" therefore refers to the
highest resolution attainable with the CGA graphics adapter and any
system equipped with a CGA or CGA-compatible adapter can display
high-resolution graphics files. Available foreground and background colour
combinations are fully described in the section of appendix B dealing with
the viewfile function.
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.80 TEXT FILES

Text files use display mode 3. The display reflects exactly the screen in its
original form; the background and all characters are displayed with their
former colour attributes. As previously noted the function's colour
arguments, palette and background, have no meaning.
In order to display screen files, the viewfile() function initially reads data
from disk into a temporary "graphics" buffer, the size of which is determined
by the -qb command line parameter (see appendix A - command line
parameters). The default buffer-size is 16K. The temporary buffer is copied
to the video display buffer to create the screen image.
Compared with moving data in memory, transferring data from disk to
memory is a relatively slow operation. Copying a screen file from disk directly
into the video display memory results in a gradual, "pixel-by-pixel" build-up
of the display; depending on the hardware the effect can be quite pronounced.
This effect is eliminated by initially creating the screen image in RAM i.e.
by reading the file into the graphics buffer, then copying the buffer to the
true display buffer to create an instantaneous screen image.
Text and graphics screens occupy 4K and 16K respectively. These figures
therefore represent the minimum buffer sizes required to display the
respective screen types in a single operation. Otherwise a number of "passes",
determined by the ratio of the screen size to graphics buffer size, are required
to generate each full screen. For example, a 2K graphics buffer requires 2
passes to display a 4K text screen. Figs 8.1(a) and (b) are typical displays
at the end of each pass. Notice that both odd and even numbered pixel lines
in the upper half of the screen are displayed in the first pass while the second
pass generates the lower half-screen.
This is not the case with graphics screens. Figs 8.2(a) to (d) illustrate the
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Fig 8.1(b) Text screen displayed via viewfile
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Fig 8.2(a)

Fig 8.2(b)
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Fig 8.2(d) Graphics screen displayed via viewfile
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build-up of a graphics screen requiring 4 passes. All even-numbered pixel
lines are displayed followed by all the odd numbered lines. Thus the first
pass displays even-numbered lines in the upper half-screen, the second pass
the even-numbered lines in the lower half-screen. The third and fourth
passes complete the upper and lower half-screens respectively by displaying
the odd-numbered lines. The number of screens in figs 8.1 and 8.2 may
appear excessive; they are however the minimum number of screens required
to illustrate clearly both intermediate and final output from viewfileO.
Although a complete text or graphics screen cannot be displayed
instantaneously when the buffer size is less than the minimum 4K or 16K,
the section of screen output from each 'pass" does appear instantaneously.
Operations performed by the viewfile() function are illustrated in fig 8.3.
After opening the appropriate graphics file:
the video mode determined by the file extension is set. Mode 3, 4 or
6 is set corresponding to file extension .80, .lo or .hi. The screen is
cleared in the process.
the colour palette and background colour are set by calling the
appropriate bios video sub-services via mt

io (H).

the number of passes required to build the screen is calculated (passes
= file size/buffer size).
for each pass required, the file is read into the ram graphics buffer
until the buffer is full and copied to the display memory to generate
the display.
the graphics file is closed and the function terminates without
resetting the display mode or clearing the screen.
It is worth emphasising that in addition to allowing the user to set the display
colours, viewfile() terminates without resetting the display mode or
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Fig 8.3 The viewfile function
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increment

clearing the screen. The graphics display must eventually be cleared and
the display mode reset to text display-mode 3 by calling the endgraph()
function (see section 8.3). However, the timing of this is determined by the
user and not by the graphics function terminating, which is the case with
Crystal's graphics() and lographics() functions.

8.2 THE ADDNUM AND ADDTEXT FUNCTIONS
Crystal's various 'form" commands are the main means by which information
derived by a rule base is conveyed to the user. Forms are built around output
fields which specify a variable name and determine where and in what form
the information is to be presented. When the form is displayed during rule
execution, the variable in the output field is replaced by the current value
of the variable. This output service is however available with text screens
only and is useful in presenting information in, for example, tabular form.
Crystal offers no comparable graphics screen service.
Quest provides an equivalent graphics screen service via a combination
of the viewfile() function and the addnum() and addtext() functions; viewffle()
provides the basic graphics display which may subsequently be annotated
via the addnum() and addtext() functions. Addnum and addtext define the
information to be displayed and an output field on the graphics display. The
output field specifies the screen co-ordinates, field width, alignment within
the field, and in the case of numeric information, the number of decimal
places. The function's arguments defining the output field are described fully
in the relevant sections of appendix B. Both functions operate equally well
with text and graphics screens; used to annotate text screens, the technique
described above may be used as an alternative to Crystal's "form" commands.
Neither function allows control of colour attributes; the colour attributes
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Fig 8.4 A template screen

Fig 8.5 The annotated template

already in use at the screen location where the information is displayed are
adopted. Since each function defines a single output field, successive calls
to addnum or addtext may be necessary to display the required information.
The functions do not "wait" after displaying information but move
immediately to the next rule line. After all information has been displayed,
Crystal's wait() function should therefore be used to pause the display.
Figs 8.4 and 8.5 illustrate the use of addnum and addtext. A standard
"template" for transformer design, displayed via viewfile() in fig 8.4, is
transformed into a specific design in fig 8.5 by superimposing the design
parameters via the addnum() and addtext() functions.
The library has an important role in managing this type of technique.
General "template" displays maybe saved as library files. Once recalled and
annotated, the detailed display created may again be filed in a library.

8.3 THE ENDGRAPH FUNCTION
The fact that the viewfile() function, after using graphics modes 4 and 6 to
display graphics files, neither clears the display nor resets the display mode,
was emphasised in section 8.1. This is necessary to allow the addnum() and
addtext() functions to annotate the graphics screen. The onus is on the system
builder to cancel the graphics display mode and return to text mode 3,
the standard 80 x 25 colour-text mode used by Crystal.
The endgraph() function must be called after the viewfile() function to
cancel a graphics display and reset the display mode. Thus a typical rule
sequence is:
TEST viewfile(.....)

/* display the graphics screen /

TEST addnum(.....)

/ if required, superimpose numeric
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TEST addnum(.)
TEST addtext(.)

and textual information *1

TEST wait()

1* pause to view screen

TEST endgraph()

/* clear screen and reset normal
text display-mode */

Failing to cancel the graphics display-mode does not prevent Crystal from
processing further rules;

it does however prevent Crystal from

communicating visually with the user.
The viewfile() function uses normal text display-mode 3 when displaying
text files with a .80 file extension. In this case it is unnecessary to use the
endgraph() function.

8.4 THE PRTSCREEN FUNCTION
Any graphic or text screen displayed via the viewfile() function or created by
a combination of the viewfileQ, addnum() and addtext() functions, may be
copied to the printer by the prtscreen() function.
With text screens, the function calls INT 5, the standard DOS print screen
service. When printing graphics screens the function scales the screen to
utilise fully A4 paper size. The screen aspect ratio of 5:4 (width:height)
therefore demands that the screen is printed using landscape, rather than
portrait, orientation i.e. the screen is printed with a 90 degree rotation (fig
8.6(a)).
The display buffer already contains the information indicating whether
individual screen pixels are on or off. Each byte in the display buffer controls
eight on-screen pixels, the binary representation of the byte determining
whether the pixel is on or off (binary 1 represents on and binary 0 off).
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180

For example, the pixel pattern shown in fig 8.6(c) is represented, in the
displaybuffer, by the decimal byte 180. Similarly, when graphics or bit-image
printing is used, the binary equivalent of each byte sent to the printer controls
the individual pins on an eight-pin print head.
The prtscreen() function must retrieve the screen information from the
display buffer, and send it to the printer, in an order which allows the print
head to travel normally i.e. from left to right and top to bottom. As shown
in fig 8.6(b) printing a screen with a change of orientation amounts to
transposing the pixel rows and columns. The required mapping of screen
pixels to printer pixels is shown clearly in fig 8.6(b). The bottom and top
pixel lines of the screen display map respectively to the left- and
right-margins of the printed graphic.
When working with graphics displays, prtscreen employs bit-image printing
and assumes an eight-pin print head, both of which are available on most
printers offering a graphics capability. An eight-pin print head allows eight
pixel columns to be printed simulatneously. Thus the first printed row
corresponds to the first eight screen pixel-columns numbered 0 to 7,
the second printer row represents screen columns 8 to 15 and so on. The
columns must however be printed in the reverse row order (i.e. from screen
row 199 to 0) to allow the print head to travel naturally from left to right
along each line of print.
Prtscreen operations are described by fig 8.7. The display mode, set by
the viewfile() function, is read and determines whether the DOS print screen
service or bit-image graphic printing is used. When the latter is used, each
complete print line, corresponding to a group of 8 screen-pixel columns, is
compiled in a buffer before the entire buffer is sent to the printer. The buffer
is then cleared and made ready to accept the next print line corresponding
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Fig 8.7 The prtscreen function

to the next group of 8 screen columns. High resolution graphics screens
comprise 80 groups of 8 pixel columns (640 columns total) and low resolution
screens 40 groups of 8 columns (320 pixel columns).

8.5 THE MESSAGE FUNCTION
The messageO function, an alternative to Crystal's display() function,
displays a one-line message on the bottom display line. The message appears
in the centre of the line and any combination of foreground and background
colours listed in table B. 1 of appendix B may be used.
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The function does not wait after displaying the message, but proceeds
immediately to the next rule line. When a rule base performs lengthy
operations such as matrix manipulation or a search of a database, it can
appear to the user inactive. A user-friendly system should keep the user
informed and advise of such operations. The messageO function is useful in
this context; the message should be displayed prior to the start of the
operation and should be displayed throughout the operation.
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9 THE FACTS INTERFACE

The Quest interface, described in chapter 4, provides Crystal with a direct
link to Lotus 123 data files. Recognition of the user's need to interrogate
directly the data files led to the development of the Facts interface. Many
of the services and facilities available to Crystal via the Quest database
functions are available to the user via the Facts interface. The main
differences between the Facts and Quest interfaces are operational i.e. how
the commands are accessed and the command parameters supplied. The
operational features of Facts are described in section 9.1 while sections 9.2
and 9.3 are devoted to the range of services provided by Facts.
9.1 OPERATIONAL FEATURES
In the following sections many of the examples used to illustrate the
operational features of the Facts program make reference to specific
commands. This does not imply that the features demonstrated are the
unique property of any particular command; they are general features of the
interface which apply throughout.
9. 1.1 General philosophy
Using the Facts program to interrogate data files involves much interaction
with the user. This demands a user-friendly approach with full on-line
documentation; help and advice must be available to the user at all times.
The program must be able to:
help the user to understand its various commands;
validate all information, input by the user, and report illegal input;
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trap errors and advise the user on corrective action necessary;
following any error report, provide an opportunity for corrective action
by the user.
Several levels of on-line help are provided; on initial entry to the program;
when prompted for input to a command; following error detection. This help
service is sufficiently detailed to enable the inexperienced user to use the
interface efficiently and without reference to additional documentation. A
comprehensive error-detection and error-reporting service is incorporated.

9.1.2 A menu-driven program
The main command menu, fig 9.1, is presented on initial entry into the
interface and on return from each command. The up- and down-cursor keys

(CE and j) move the command highlight which selects a command while the
key activates the command. This is the standard method of menu selection
adopted for each facts menu. When the command menu is displayed, the
last command selected is highlighted, except on first entry to the interface
program when the "initialise' command is highlighted. This serves as a
reminder that a directory must be selected via the "initialise" command
before any other database command can be used.
The "help" command is exempt and may be selected anytime the command
menu is displayed. When the command menu is subsequently displayed, the
last command selected is highlighted.

9.1.3 The help file
Facts provides comprehensive on-line help facilities. The main help-line,
which explains the interface's general services and provides an in-depth
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COMMANDS =
Initialise
Open file
Plot graph
View records
Read cell
Search file
List columns
Examine records
Help
Quit

Fig 9.1 The main command menu

HELP =
Initialising
Opening files
Plotting graphs
Reading cells
Viewing records
Searching files
Listing columns
Examining records
Error messages
Printing records
Prompts

Fig 9.2 The help menu

guide to each of the commands listed in the main command menu, is accessed
via the help option in the main command menu. This primary help facility
provides access to the complete help file via the help menu shown in fig 9.2.
A typical page from the help file is illustrated in fig 9.3. Each item listed in
the help menu may generate several pages of information. After displaying
the last page of information about the item selected, the program returns to
the command menu rather than the help menu. More specific, additional
help and advice is available when:
the interface requests user input;
an input error, caused by the user entering illegal information, or an
operational error, occurs.
These aspects of the help service are described in the following sections (9.1.4
and 9.1.5).

HELP
Initialising
opening files
Plotting graphs
= SEARCHING FILES
This option searches a range of database records and
lists the numbers of those records matching the
specified criteria.
If the number of matching records EXCEEDS 100, only
the first 100 matching record numbers will be listed.
The TOTAL NUMBER of matching records will always be
correctly reported.
The LiST COLUMNS and EXAMINE RECORDS options allow a
detailed investigation of up to 100 records
identified by the search.

= ?qtn-next page

PgUp-last page

End-return

Fig 9.3 A typical page from the main help-file
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9.1.4 User input
When user input to a particular command is required the interface invites
the user either to select an item from a list displayed in a window or to enter
the information via the keyboard. The former method is used where possible,
particularly where the interface must inform the user of the choices available.
For example, the user cannot be expected to know the current files in a
particular directory. Thus, the "openfile" command will supply this
information, by displaying in the "file window", a list of files in the current
directory (see fig 9.4); the user selects from the list displayed. The standard
procedure for menu selection, described in section 9.1.2, applies when
selecting and entering an item from a list.
When keyboard entry is required the system prompts the user and waits
for the user's response. If, for example, the "search file" command is selected
the user must input both the search range and the search criteria. The first
screen displayed, shown in fig 9.5, requests the search range. Note the Fl
F2 displayed in the top right-hand corner. This is a reference to the help

TE and H function keys which represent
different levels of help. The H key provides summary help which relates

services available through the

to the specific information being requested. The [J key recalls and displays
the pages in the main help file relevant to the current command; the need
explicitly to call the information via the help menu is avoided. These are
general features of Facts; whenever a help service is active the appropriate
flag is displayed.
From the display in fig 9.5, the user may therefore proceed in one of three
ways. The CR key accesses the primary help-file and displays the first page
of information relating to the "search file" command (fig 9.6). Successive
pages from the main help-file may be called if required.
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F2
:\AESOP\DATA3MTAPES .WX1
DIMTURNS .WK1
F-B-H.WX1
F-LOSS.WX1
H-AL .MX1
H-CODES.WK1
H-DIMS .WK1
H-E-PCU. K1
H-U-H .WK1
H SELECT. WX1
L2-E-PCU.WX1
L2-GAP .WK1
L2SELECT .WK1
LF-AL .WX1
LF-CODES .WK1
LF-DIMS.WX1

I

Fig 9.4 The file window displayed by the openfile command

Fl F2
M-FORNS.WK1
L~~ RANGEI

-

Fig 9.5 "search file" prompts for the search range
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Fl F2
FILE] RM-FORMS.NX1
RANGE
SEARCHING FILES
This option searches a range of database records and
lists the numbers of those records matching the
specified criteria.
If the number of matching records EXCEEDS 100, only
the first 100 matching record numbers will be listed.
The TOTAL NUMBER of matching records will always be
correctly reported.
The LIST COLUMNS and EXAMINE RECORDS options allow a
detailed investigation of up to 100 records
identified by the search.

PgDn-next page

Fig 9.6

PgUp-last page

End-return

H key accesses the main help file: page 1 displayed

Fl F2
FILEI RM-FORMS.K1
RANGE1

Identify the range by entering the start and
end records for the search.
Press a key to continue

Fig 9.7F1
= key informs on the search range
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The second option is to use the

H key to display information about the

search range; this informs the user what information to supply in response
to the on-screen prompt (fig 9.7).
The final option is to ignore the help keys and enter the information
requested; in this case the search range. Once the function has validated
the information it proceeds, if necessary, to the next input phase; the user
is invited to enter the search criteria (fig 9.8).

Fl F2
FILEI PN—FORNS.WIU

t
I

3 -> 30

-

col heading
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

CORE
SECTIONS
PINS
WIND.HEIGHT(mm)
NIND.NIDTH/SECN(mm)
MIN.WIND.AREA(sq.n'm)
MAX.MTL(mrn)
MAX.OP.TEMP
ORDER CODE

Fig 9.8 Second-phase input to "search file"
A command always builds on the existing screen when accepting input
from the user; a complete record of all information input to the command is
displayed. Several commands, including "search file", accept Lotus 123
spreadsheet columns as input; columns must be identified by their Lotus 123
column-letters. As an aid to the user, a "column window" in the bottom-left
corner of the display cross-references the current file's column letters and
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column headings (fig 9.8). The entries in record 1 of the spreadsheet are
assumed column headings. The user must, via the "initialise" command,
elect to use "column titles" in order to display the column window.
In displaying final output, each command includes the information input
by the user. Thus the final display generated by "search file" (fig 9.9) shows
the filename, search range and search criteria, which were input by the user,
together with the matching record numbers identified by the command.

FILEI RM-FORNS.NK1
3 -> 30

RANGEI

I!

CRITERIAI >3/d

OF MATCHING RECORDS = 11
20
30

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Press a key to continue

Fig 9.9 Final screen generated by the "search file" command

9.1.5 Error handling
Particularly at the input stage of each command, the interface must validate
the user's responses. illegal input must be detected, reported and the user
invited to re-enter correctly the information requested.
If the user replies to the display of fig 9.8 by entering a search criteria

PAV

FILEI RN-FORNS.WK1
__________

advice
ESC menu
OTHER continue

3 -> 30

RANGEI

CRITERIA I >3
error
Parameter missing from criteria.

Fig 9.10 illegal input reported to the user

advice
ESC menu
OTHER continue

FILEI RM-FORMS.W(1
RANGEI

3 -> 30
CRITERIA[ >3

Each search criterion must have an associated
column. The correct format for entering the
search criteria is:
critl/coll,crit2/col2, .. ,critn/coln
and ','.
Note particularly the separators "I"
You have entered an "unbalanced" string by
omitting either a criterion and/or column.

RE-ENTER SEARCH CRITERIA AND COLUMNS.
ress a key to contin

Fig 9.11 Advice on any error is available
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">3", the interface will detect an error in the search criteria and respond as
shown in fig 9.10. Thus initially the error is detected and reported.
As part of the interface's help service, the user may seek advice about the
likely source of the error. The

H

help-key expands the one-line error

message, displayed in the "error window", as shown in fig 9.11. Alternatively
the user may either abandon the command and return to the main
command-menu via the = key or by-pass the help service, clear the error
window and return immediately to the screen in fig 9.8 to re-enter the input.
The idea of entering input data in stages was described in section 9.1.4.
Conveniently, each stage serves as a "check point" for the command. In the
event of an error a command returns control to the last successful check
point, rather than to the start of the command. Prior to this check point user
input has been validated and accepted by the function. In the "search file"
example used, an error in entering the search criteria will return control,
either directly or via the help screen of fig 9.11, to the screen shown in fig
9.8.

9.2 RANGE OF COMMANDS AND SERVICES
With the exception of the "plot graph" command, described in section 9.3,
the database services offered to the user through Facts are similar to the
services the Quest interface offers Crystal. Table 9.1 lists the commands in
the Facts command menu and the equivalent Quest functions.
Although differences do exist between the equivalent Quest functions and
Facts commands, these are insufficient to justify any detailed exposition of
the latter. The descriptions of the Quest functions provided in chapter 6 are
relevant to the corresponding Facts commands. These descriptions together
with the Facts on-line documentation and help service are more than
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FACTS COMMAND

EQUIVALENT QUEST FUNCTION

Initialise

initialise()

Open file

openfile()

Plot graph

no equivalent

View records

viewrecs()

Read cell

readcellQ, readcell$O

Search file

searchO

List columns

examcolsO

Examine records

examrecs()

Table 9.1 The Facts commands and equivalent Quest functions
adequate in providing a good understanding of the services provided by Facts.
Many of the Quest functions provide a visual display only of information
retrieved from data files. In Facts, all information presented on the display,
including graphs generated by the "plot graph" command, can be re-directed
to a printer.
The 'View records", "Examine records" and "List columns" commands may
display several pages of information. In section 6.4 (The VIEWRECS
function) reference was made to the fact that once displayed, pages are
queued in memory and may be re-called. Because of the limited RAM
available when running Quest, the number of 4K display pages stored is
extremely limited. Facts similarly memorises previously displayed pages;
subject to available RAM, a maximum of 32 display pages can be specified
via the -qp command line parameter (see appendix A).
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9.3 THE 'PLOT GRAPIf' COMMAND
Before it is of any use to a Crystal-based system, information which may
traditionally be presented in graphical form, must be converted to a numeric
data file. A graph often conveys, immediately, more information than a table
of numbers. For example, general trends which may not be obvious from a
table, may be deduced from graphical presentations. It is reasonable
therefore to provide a graph service which reverses the process and presents
information to the user in a familiar form or provides the user with the option
of viewing information in either tabular or graphic form.
The majority of data files used in the design applications described in
chapters 10 and 11 were derived from original graphs; a "plot graph" service
allows the user to view these files as graphs.
Plot graph allows access to a suite of graph utilities which provide, in
addition to a basic plotting service, numerous facilities for superimposing
several graphs, enhancing and re-scaling the screen and a print graph
service. A separate "graph menu" controls function selection.
9.3.1 Graphics display mode and screen resolution
Facts sets automatically a graphics display mode to suit the hardware's
graphics adapter. The standard CGA colour graphics adapter is assumed
unless the command line specifies either an EGA or VGA adapter. Command
line parameters are described in appendix A. The graphic display modes
and associated pixel resolutions for each graphics adapter are set out in table
2.4. All display modes used are 2-colour graphic modes. These are adequate
to provide a clear, well-defined display while limiting the amount of display
memory required to build each page and provide Facts with the 2 graphic
display-pages it requires.
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The texture of any graph plotted on the video display is a function of the
vertical resolution i.e. the number of horizontal pixel-lines generated, and
the slope of the graph. For example, in plotting a point's vertical displacement
from the x-axis the function may not use the true displacement but is
constrained to use the nearest available horizontal pixel-line. A line with a
gradual slope, near zero, is displayed as a series of obvious steps. The effect
is exaggerated as the vertical resolution decreases and hence the width of a
pixel line increases.
The point is illustrated in fig 9.12 which shows the nearest pixels set to
represent the solid line; fig 9.12(a) has the same horizontal resolution but
half the vertical resolution of fig 9.12(b). The length and height of each step
are increased with the lower resolution.
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Fig 9.12 Effect of display resolution on graph texture
The VGA adapter provides a vertical resolution of 480 lines and therefore
the "smoothest" display; as visualised by the user, the "stepped" effect
referred to is minimised. At the other extreme, the CGA adapter generates
200 horizontal lines resulting in a poor texture, particularly as the slope
approaches zero.
Figs 9.13, 9.14 and 9.15 provide a direct comparison of the graphic quality
produced by the CGA, EGA and VGA display adapters respectively. The
same graph is plotted in each case. Remember that any differences in quality
evident in these reduced graphs, are exaggerated on a full-size screen display.
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Fig 9.13 640 x 200 pixel, CGA graphic-display
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Fig 9.14 640 x 350 pixel, EGA graphic-display
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Fig 9.15 640 x 480 pixel, VGA graphic-display

9.3.2 Plotting the graph
Selecting "Plot graph" initially invites the user to specify the columns to be
plotted on each axis; the vertical axis is requested first, followed by the
horizontal axis. The display, after both columns have been specified, is as
shown in fig 9.16. Note the help indicators Fl F2 and the column window
listing the Lotus 123 column letters and column titles. After the horizontal
column is entered:
the numerical entries in the columns stated, are read from the disk
file into separate arrays in the interface. Records which do not have
corresponding numerical entries in both columns cannot be plotted
and are ignored. Each interface array provides storage for a maximum
of 500 entries i.e. a maximum of 500 records only can be plotted.

II

Fl F2

FILE F-LOSS.WK1
PLOT
Vertical Axis:

Column f

Horizontal Axis: Column b

= col heading
A FERRITE
B FREQ(kHz)
P(m/g) (25C/5OmT)
C
P(mWIg) (100C/5OmT)
D
P(mW/g) (25C/lOOmT)
E
P(mW/g) (100C/iOOmT)
F
P(mW/g) (25C/200mT)
G
P(mW/g) (100C/200mT)
H

Fig 9.16 The initial "plot graph" screen accepts the column identifiers
both the horizontal and vertical scales, and a suitable spacing for the
grid lines, are determined automatically from the minimum and
maximum values in each array; scaling is arranged to ensure
maximum use of the available display area.
a graphics display-mode is selected, as described in section 9.3.1; the
horizontal and vertical grid lines are drawn and scaled.
the appropriate worksheet column titles are used to label the axes and
the file name is presented as the graph title.
the array values are plotted i.e. the graph is drawn and the graph
menu-window is superimposed on the display.
The graph corresponding to the file and columns specified in fig 9.16, is shown
in fig 9.17. An EGA graphics-standard has been adopted in this, and
subsequent, examples.
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Fig 9.17 The graphic display corresponding to fig 9.16.

9.3.3 The graph services
A range of graph services, which perform additional operations on the initial
graph, are accessed through the graph menu. All graph services are
controlled by function keys. The services available are summarised in table
9.2.
The H function-key is described as the "window" key which toggles the
menu window on and off. On returning from each graph service the menu
window is superimposed on the graph; the

H

key clears the window,

providing an unimpeded view of the graph. A new graphic session with the
same data file may be started, without returning to the main menu "Plot
graph" command, via the

restart-key. The current display is abandoned

and the user returned to the screen displayed when "Plot graph" is selected
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F

YE
SERVICE
access graph help-file
re-scale the graph
enhance graphic screen
superimpose graphs
print graphic screen
restart with new graph
toggle menu window onloff

CJ

return to main menu

Table 9.2 Graph service summary
(fig 9.16). The [1 key provides an immediate return from the graph menu
to the main command menu. Services provided by the other function keys
listed in table 9.2 are detailed in the following pages.

The

H

function-key accesses a help service which explains the various

function keys and describes the services they provide. Fig 9.18 shows the
display generated by the W key. Notice that the screen currently on display
when the help key is pressed, remains in the background. On return from
the help service the original screen is immediately restored. This is a general
feature of the graph services. When a service is selected via the appropriate
function key, the current screen is saved, before any modifications are
allowed. This allows the user the option of either accepting the revised screen
or restoring the original screen. Thus any modifications to a screen can be
either permanent or temporary.
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Enhance the graph allows text/numbers to be
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partially over-written when the scale is
tored. The bottom 3 lines are reserved and
not be altered. See also FA-restore.
gDn-next page PgLJp-last page End-

Fig 9.18 Graph services available are described by the

H key

RE-SCALING
The [J function-key enables the user to over-ride the automatic scaling
selected by "plot graph" and alter the graph title and axis labels, which
initially were taken from the file name and column titles. The primary
purpose of this service is expand any portion of the graph to full-screen size
i.e. to "zoom-in" on any section of the display.
When the (J key is pressed:
the entire current graphic screen is saved;
the screen in fig 9.19 is displayed although the three windows are
displayed consecutively rather than simultaneously. Each window
displays the current values; the user may enter, where required, new
values of graph title, label, range and grid spacing for both the
horizontal and vertical axes.
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Graph Title

E

WER LOSS versus FREQUENCY

Vertical Axis
LABEL: POWER (mW/g)
RANGE: from 0
GRID SPACING: 20

to 200

= Horizontal Axis
LABEL: FREQ (kHz)
RANGE: from 0
GRID SPACING: 20

to 200

Fig 9.19 Defining the re-scaling operation

POWER LOSS versus FREQUENCY
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ESC-graph menu FIB-restore

Fig 9.20 The graph of fig 9.17 after re-scaling
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the new graph is drawn with the necessary changes incorporated. For
the vertical and horizontal ranges specified the scales selected will
ensure that the full display-area is utilised.
A return to the original graph is possible via the

M key while the [E1J

key accepts the re-scaled graph and superimposes the menu window.
The modified version of fig 9.17, corresponding to the re-scaling operation
defined in fig 9.19, appears in fig 9.20. In addition to a new title and
horizontal- and vertical-axis labels, the range along each axis is reduced to
0 - 200. When re-scaling, it is not necessary to include the original origin;
any portion of the graph may be expanded.

9.3.4 Superimposing graphs
Any number of graphs, from the same file, may be superimposed on the
same screen. For each additional graph, the user specifies the columns to
plot in exactly the same manner as for the original graph. Normally the
same horizontal column will be specified in each case. Irrespective of the
range of horizontal and vertical co-ordinates read into the interface, new
graphs are superimposed on the original grid and therefore are plotted over
the same ranges as the original graph. The graph title, horizontal- and
vertical-axis labels remain unaltered. Depending on the original column
titles used as axis labels, these may no longer be appropriate when several
graphs are represented. The "enhance graph" service, provided by the

YJ

function-key and described in the next section, can be used to re-label the
axes.
In fig 9.21 two additional graphs representing columns G and D are
superimposed on the graph in fig 9.17. It is seen from fig 9.16 that column
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Fig 9.21 Several graphs can be plotted on the same screen
F, the original "vertical" column, and columns G and D have different titles;
the vertical axis label, which refers strictly to column F, is therefore
somewhat inappropriate.

9.3.5 Enhancing the display
To a very limited extent, the screen may be enhanced during a re-scaling
operation, since the user can alter both the graph title and axis labels.
Existingitems only can be altered by this means. When modifying the display
via the H function-key, existing labels can be deleted or altered and new
information can be added.
This service is particularly useful in preparing a final graphic display prior
to sending the display to the printer. It does however have another important
application. Crystal rule-bases can display graphic screens captured on disk.
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If the fully-enhanced graph screen is captured via the Crystal "screen
capture" utility, the graph may be presented in any Crystal rule-base. Used
in this way, Facts is regarded as a convenient graphics package capable of
preparing graphic displays for Crystal. It should be remembered however
that the screen capture utility, provided with version 3 of Crystal, can handle
graphic screens displayed on the CGA adapter only.
Immediately this service is called, the existing display is modified; as an
aid to the user in positioning items on the display, the horizontal and vertical
axis scales are replaced by column and row co-ordinates. The display
corresponds to that shown in fig 9.22.
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Fig 9.22 Preparing to enhance the screen
The user is invited to enter the line and column co-ordinates, together with
the characters to be displayed. The character string is displayed starting
at the co-ordinates specified. Once all items are displayed, the
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[ESC

key

terminates the service by re-instating the graph scales. As a typical example,
fig 9.23 is an enhanced version of fig 9.21. The superimposed graphs have
individual labels added and the graph title and axis labels are modified.
POWER LOSS versus FREQ(J}$CY

88
graph I
68

48
graph 2

--graph3
a

a

58

tee isa zaa

-

25a 3e0 358 408 458
FBEQ(kIlz)

Fig 9.23 The enhanced graph.

9.3.6 Printing graphic displays
Any graphic display can be copied to the printer. The

M function-key

accesses the print service which is similar to Quest's prtscreen() function but
is able to handle CGA, EGA and VGA graphics. Windows superimposed on
the display, including the graph menu-window, are automatically cleared
prior to printing. The graphic screen-display is scaled to utilise fully A4
paper-size. In order to preserve the screen aspect ratio of 5:4 (width: height),
the printed copy is presented with landscape, rather than portrait,
orientation.
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10 HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER DESIGN:
A RULE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM

10.1 SCOPE
A Crystal knowledge base, "XFORMER", for the design of high-frequency
power transformers is described. Designs produced by this rule-based
expert-system software employ the RM-series of L2 ferrite square module
cores, which are able to support power ratings up to a maximum of 500 W
approximately.
The XFORMER rule-base, a prototype, imposes the following design
constraints:
a single primary winding and a maximum of 6 secondary windings
are allowed on the same core;
secondary windings, if tapped, are assumed to be centre-tapped;
the input waveform is a symmetrical, bi-polar, square wave. The
duty-cycle is variable.
operating frequency is 100 kHz.
The global status of the XFORMER rule-base is reported in table 3.1.
Intentionally, the system is highly interactive and requires that the user
has a knowledge of transformer design methodology. Each decision made
by the rule-base, and the outcome of each step in the design procedure, is
reported to the design engineer, who may either accept the system's findings
or over-ride them. Thus the purpose of the software is to assist the user to
develop a design rather than to dictate a design.
In any design work, quality of design is important. The design engineer
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must address the problem of whether to produce a basic design which just
satisfies the specification, an improved design, or a "best possible" design.
In the context of transformer design, a satisfactory electrical design neither
guarantees nor implies a satisfactory mechanical design or good thermal
performance. It may be necessary to compromise one aspect of a design in
order to improve another.
While it is inappropriate to discuss design philosophy in detail, it is
important that the software allows the designer to exercise any of the above
options and generate a design of the required quality. The rule-base provides,
initially, an average-quality design which, at the designer's discretion, may
be fine-tuned to improve quality and performance.
Software design-times vary according to the input specification and final
quality of design but generally are measured in minutes compared with the
hours required to produce manually a similar design of comparable quality.

10.2 OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE "XFORMER" RULE-BASE
The overall structure, shown in fig 10.1, can be sub-divided into three distinct
areas:
the input stage which describes, to the rule-base, the transformer's
specification.
the design stage which produces an initial design and, if required,
allows the designer to make and assess any modifications necessary
to improve the quality of the design.
the output stage which allows the final design to be filed and printed.
The rule-base is therefore essentially modular in design. The input, design
and output stages are described in detail in sections 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5
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Fig 10.1 Overall structure of the transformer design software
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respectively.
After each design is completed, including filing and printing, the designer
may either return to the start, re-initialise all variables, clear all rule
conclusions and results and re-run the rule-base to proceed with a new design
or exit from the design software.
In the following sections a specific example is used to demonstrate the
operation and design capability of the rule-base. In particular, important
"snapshots" of the video display, representing the visual interface between
designer and software, are included. Because a printer cannot offer the wide
range of display attributes available on a video display, the printed snapshots
fail to convey the full information and do not create the same visual impact
as the actual screen displays which they represent. Principally, colour and
highlights which may be used to emphasise areas of the video display or
suggest to the designer the most appropriate menu-choice are not shown.
Certain ascii codes which produce characters on a video display are
interpreted differently by a printer. A number of diagrams are therefore
incomplete and are not exact replicas of the screen display.

10.3 DESIGN SPECIFICATION: THE DATA INPUT STAGE
Following the initial decision, shown in fig 10.1, to use either keyboard entry
to describe the transformer or read the data from a prepared response file
on disk (see appendix E), the rule-base is directed to the input stage described
by fig 10.2.
10.3.1 Keyboard input
The designer provides, in response to a number of input forms, the
information listed in table 10.1. The variables used to accept information
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Fig 10.2 Data input stage of rule-base
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F

INPUT DATA REQUESTED BY XFORMER

ces : customer, project and component

Duty cycle, transformer efficiency and
ambient temperature
Primary input voltage
Total number of secondary windings and which
of the windings, if any, are centre-tapped
The nominal output voltage and current of
each secondary winding.

Table 10.1 Data requested by the input stage of XFORMER
are, where appropriate, initialised to a commonly used value. For example,
a per-unit transformer efficiency of 0.85 is frequently assumed. Where this
is the case, the forms are presented with these values in place; the designer
is free to accept the suggested value or enter a different value. Forms use
input fields to accept information. When an item of information is requested
the appropriate input field is highlighted; when forms contain several input
fields the rule-base will sequentially highlight each field. While a form is on
display, entry errors can immediately be corrected by cursoring to the input
field and re-entering the information.
Examples of completed input forms are shown in figs 10.3 to 10.7. These
relate to the design of a transformer with a 140 V primary input and 3
secondary windings required to provide 0.6 A at 32 V, 0.2 A at 24 V, and 0.1
A at 12 V. The 32 V and 24 V windings are centre-tapped.
The input forms in figs 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 are common to all transformer
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DATA

H-1

customer reference
Edinburgh University

project reference
Transformer Design Software Validation

component reference
SMPS / XFORMER 140/32-24-12 V

Fig 10.3 Input specification (stage 1)

INPUT

I
I

Per-unit duty cycle
(ratio t/T)
0
0.50

Per-unit efficiency

0.85

Ambient temperature

90 C

Fig 10.4 Input specification (stage 2)
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INPUT DATA

PRIMARY WINDING
Enter PEAK voltage

140

volts - end

SEC.

PRIM.

0 volts -start

Fig 10.5 Specifying the primary winding voltage

Voltages entered should
include any allownce
for volts drop.

INPUT DATA

SEC.WINDING No. 1
Enter voltage and current

tap - 0 volts

0.600

amps

end - -33.5 volt

Fig 10.6 Defining a centre-tapped secondary winding

Voltages entered should
include any allownce
for volts drop.

INPUT DAf]

SEC.WINDING No. 3
Enter voltage and current

140.0

end - 12.7

volts

0.100

amps

PRIM.

0

start— U

volts

Fig 10.7 Defining an untapped secondary winding
designs. A graphic display, with input fields for voltage and if necessary
current, is used to specify each winding. When specifying the secondary
windings the rule-base will automatically generate an appropriate style of
input form for each winding according to whether the winding is tapped (fig
10.6) or untapped (fig 10.7). Note that the secondary voltages entered in the
input forms are not the nominal voltages but reflect an allowance for voltage
drop.
By definition an expert system is intelligent; it learns as it executes.
Consequently, once a value has been assigned to a variable, all subsequent
references to the variable, including input or output fields in forms, will use
the current value of the variable in place of the variable's name. Thus the
input forms for the secondary windings, when first presented, include against
the primary winding, the information learned from the input form of fig 10.5
i.e. in this example, the primary voltage of 140 V is displayed.
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The final stage of keyboard entry is to present, via the output form of fig
10.8., all data entered for final checking. If the response to the question
displayed below the data table is "yes' the system proceeds to the design
stage described in section 10.4., otherwise the sequence of input forms is
repeated. There is however one important difference; when re-displayed, all
input forms must include the information previously entered. The user need
therefore modify fields containing incorrect information only.
The input data described above is requested prior to the design stage.
Further information is requested during the design process.

customer - Edinburgh University
project - Transformer Design Software Validation
component- SMFS / XFORMER 140/32-24-12 V
primary volts - 140.0 duty - 0.50 effic - 0.85 amb.temp - 90
No. of secondary windings SEC.WDG.

wdg 1

wdg 2

3
wdg 3

1

VOLTS
start
tap
end

33.5
0.0
-33.5

25.5
0.0
-25.5

12.7

AMPS

0.630

0.200

0.100

INPUT DATA CHECK -- IS

wdg 5

wdg 6

0

1

TAPS

wdg 4

0.0

:NPUT DATA CORRECT ?

yes

no

Fig 10.8 Check on input data before proceeding

10.3.2 Disk input
The XFORMER design rule-base requires the same input information
regardless of whether the data is provided by a disk file or is entered at the
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keyboard. However, both the initial information described in section 10.3.1
and all subsequent information required during the design stage, must be
included in the response file, if disk input alone is used.
The pro forma response ifie used for the XFORMER rule-base is shown in
appendix E. This includes, for example, the winding coupling factor, which
when keyboard entry is used, is requested at a later stage of the design
process rather than at the initial data entry stage. The response files in
appendix E were prepared using Lotus Manuscript, although in practice any
wordprocessor or text editing facility can be used to prepare a similar file.
For each design, the design specification is entered in the outline response
-file. The detailed response-file thus created is saved to disk under a
particular response file name.
Following the initial decision to use disk input at the data entry stage (fig
10.2):
the designer is invited to specify the particular response-file. This
identifies the drive and filename under which the completed pro forma
response file was saved.
if the response-file specification refers to a floppy disk drive (A: or B:)
then a form is displayed advising the user of the filename and drive
in which the file is required. The system waits until the user has
installed the appropriate disk in the drive.
the system tests for the existence of the response file. This serves to
detect any errors in response-file identification, drive or disk selection.
If the file is non-existent, the user is advised, and invited to re-enter
the response file specification.
data is read from the response file and assigned to appropriate
variables in the rule-base.
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all input data read in to the rule-base is presented, on an output form
similar to fig 10.8, for final checking.
the system proceeds to the design stage described in section 10.4. if
the input data displayed is accepted. Incorrect data implies an error
in the response file; the current design must be abandoned. The user
is advised and may either quit the rule-base to allow modification to
the response file or re-start the rule-base to continue with other
designs.

10.4 TRANSFORMER DESIGN STAGE
The design procedure, described in fig 10.9, comprises three distinct stages,
executed in the following sequence:
core selection and estimation of winding turns;
primary winding design;
secondary winding design.
A modular approach to design ensures that the output from any stage is to
the designer's satisfaction before the system can proceed with subsequent
stages. After each of the two latter stages the designer may either accept
the design offered by the rule-base or initiate a re-run of the procedure to
re-design or modify interactively the winding designs.
Similarly on completion of the secondary winding designs the entire design
is presented allowing the user to either accept the design or carry out a
complete or partial re-design. When modifying a design to improve the
quality, the rule-base tends, as far as possible, to work from the original
design i.e. in assisting the user to improve a design the rule-base will always
"build" on information derived from the original design.
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continued on next page
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from previous page
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re-design

I

I

present

I completed

secondary

design

winding

sated wire
size and no.
of strands

select the
winding

yes

re-design a
secondary
winding?

no

accept
overall
design?

yes

end

Fig 10.9 Transformer design stage
For example, when a winding is re-designed, given the same core and
working core-flux the number of winding turns necessary to produce the
required terminal voltage cannot be altered. The wire size only can be
adjusted either to improve the physical layout on the winding former or alter
the current density. Based on the original wire used, the rule-base is able
to suggest to the designer sensible wire sizes for the new design. Similarly,
if the designer elects to use a different core, the core or choice of cores offered
by the rule-base will be influenced by the original choice of core.
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10.4.1 Initial calculations and core selection
The rule-base executes, in sequence, the initial calculations described below.
These calculations yield information pre-requisite to the selection of an
acceptable RM core and calculation of the primary and secondary winding
turns.
Primary and secondary winding volt-amps.
The total volt-amps of the secondary windings are calculated from the
secondary voltages and currents as:
S

(VA),

V2 1, xI 1

=

volt-amps

equation 10.1

n=1

where V2 ,, = voltage of secondary winding n,
12,n = current of secondary winding n,
s = number of secondary windings.

The primary winding volt-amps are then determined from:
= (VA)

(VA)p,j

equation 10.2

volt-amps

Ti

where 1 = per-unit efficiency.
The RM-series of L2 ferrite cores employed in these transformer designs
support a maximum of 530 volt-amps (i.e. the RM14 core). If the primary
VA determined by equation 10.2. exceeds this figure the design cannot
succeed. The user is advised accordingly and the design is terminated.
R.m.s voltage, average voltage and form factor.
The input to the primary winding is a symmetrical, bi-polar square wave of
peak voltage

(fig 10.10).
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0

T/2
Fig 10. 10 Symmetrical, hi-polar, square-wave input
The waveform has a duty cycle

equation 10.3

D=

where t = the "on" time, and
T = the periodic time.
The r.m.s. value of the waveform is defined by:
{%2} t12
V1

=

= x

T/2 =

equation 10.4

while the average value of the waveform

V1 = V 1 x

t/2

equation 10.5

= V 1 xD

The form factor is the ratio of the r.m.s. voltage to the average voltage. Thus,
form factor

v1rtT

if =

V 1 x'J
V 1 xD

1
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equation 10.6

Primary current.
The primary current
(VA)

equation 10.7

=Amps

Core selection.
The primary winding volt-amps, derived from equation 10.2, is used together
with the information presented in table 10.2 to select a suitable core.

CORE

Pm (W) © 100 kHz

RM5

10

RM6

20

RM7

33

RM8

61

RM1O

134

RM12

310

RM14

530

Table 10.2 Maximum power ratings of RM-cores
The data in table 10.2. is stored in file "rm-power.wkl" in the database. The
design rule-base searches this file and selects the core with a power rating
nearest to, but greater than, the primary volt-amps. A core will always be
available, the system having established previously that the maximum
rating of the RM14 core is not exceeded.
If the primary volt-amps is less than 90% of the maximum power rating
of the selected core i.e. if the core offers at least a 10% power margin, the
rule-base will proceed. Otherwise, if the core is operating within 10% of its
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maximum rating, the designer is advised via the form displayed in fig 10.11.
This provides the estimated primary volt-amps together with the core
designations and maximum power ratings of the selected core and the next
larger core size. The designer is free to continue with the selected core or
may select the next core size advised by the rule-base.
There is one exception. If the core initially selected is an RM14 core then
no larger core is available. The designer is still advised when the estimated
primary volt-amps is within 10% of the core's rating; however the choices
available are either to continue the design with the RM14 core or to abandon
the design.

CORE SELECTION

Estimated primary VA =

RM8

60.8

core may be used but would be operating
within 10% of its maximum rating.
and RM10 cores.

Ratings are shown for both RM8

CORE
RM8
RM1O

MAX. 0/P
61
134

RM8
Please advise which core to use
RM1 0

Fig 10.11 Core selection: operation near maximum rating
(e) Core flux density.
The B/H characteristic of an L2 ferrite is temperature-dependent. Thus an
estimation of the working core-flux, which determines the winding turns
required, must be based on the final working temperature of the device i.e.

the expected ambient temperature and temperature rise of the transformer
must be taken into account.
The database holds B/H characteristics for the L2 material at temperatures
of 20 C and 100 C. From these characteristics, by interpolation or
extrapolation, the saturation flux density B52, at the estimated working
temperature is obtained. The estimated working temperature is the ambient
temperature, entered at the data input stage, plus an allowance for
temperature rise, usually assumed to be 40 C.

B sat
:>

TITIii

,

t=100

t

t=20

Fig 10.12 Linear variation of

with temperature t

Assuming the linear relation between saturation flux density and
temperature shown in fig 10. 12, the saturation flux density BSaJ( ,) at working
temperature t is

B$(,) =

B$(

-20)

+

BS(, = 100)

t - 20} {

80

= 20)

equation

10.8

1

Designs are based on a nominal, working flux density Bnom(t) of 50% of the
saturation value. Thus, at temperature r
B51()

equation 10.9

B() = 2

The estimated saturation and nominal, working flux densities are conveyed
to the designer via the form displayed in fig 10.13. The designer either accepts
the value determined by the rule-base or may modify this value.
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NLJMINCL

wutucisu

tiUA

usnoiji

Ambient temperature =

90 C

Estimated maximum working temperature =
(allowing temp. rise of 40 C)
Bsat 9 20 C =

510 ml

Bsat 9 100 C =

Estimated saturation flux density
Bsat at working temp 130 C

=

130 C

330 ml

263 mT

ENTER to accept the working flux
density shown or type NEW value.
131

ml

Fig 10.13 The core's working flux density is estimated
(f) Primary and secondary winding turns.
With the working flux density Bnom(t) expressed in millitesla (mT), the
winding turns per volt, ipv, is given as
106
tpV

=

4 x (if) x

X

equation 10.10

A x

where AC = core cross-sectional area in nim2 and f= frequency in kHz.
For the selected core, the core area A, is obtained automatically from the
database.
The ideal number of primary turns required, for a primary voltage V r is

equation 10.11

N1 = tpvxV t rms
which in practice, is rounded to the nearest integer value.
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The winding coupling factor must be supplied, either via keyboard input or
from the disk response-file before the secondary winding turns can be
established. The system proposes a nominal, default value of 0.85. For a
per-unit coupling factor C, the number of winding turns required of secondary
winding n, to produce a voltage V2 ,, is

N2,

-

tpvxV2,

equation 10.12

—

Whole winding-turns, which simplify winding termination on the former's
pins, are preferred but may produce unacceptable winding voltages; in such
cases half-turns are acceptable.
In the first instance, the actual, computed secondary winding-turns are
presented as shown in fig 10.14.

SECONDARY WINDING nominal volts & computed turns

SEC. WDG.

Nom. Volts

Computed
Turns

wdg 1

-33.5

8.31

wdg 2

-25.5

6.33

wdg 3

12.7

3.15

wdg 4
wdg 5
wdg 6

Do you want ALL winding turns
rounded to whole numbers ?

yes

no

Fig 10.14 The computed secondary winding turns
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SECONDARY WINDING

Please enter turns required

SEC. WDG.Mom. Volts

Modified

Computed
Turns

Turns

wdg 1

-33.5

8.31

8.5

wdg 2

-25.5

6.33

6.5

wdg3

12.7

3.15

3

wdg 4
wdq 5
wdg 6

Fig 10.15 The computed turns are rounded to the nearest half turn
The designer may elect to either round globally the number of turns on all
secondary windings to the nearest integer value or specify, for each winding,
the number of turns required. In the latter case, half-turns are accepted as
shown in fig 10.15.
Modifying the number of turns, by either method, does not imply final
acceptance of that number of turns. A form similar to fig 10.16 allows the
designer to assess the effect, on winding voltage, of modifying the number
of winding turns. The process, described by the forms in figs 10.15 and 10. 16,
is iterative.
Estimation of the primary and secondary winding-turns and core selection
completes the first phase of the design process. The system must now
consider the physical layout and arrangement of the windings, including
insulation, on the winding former.
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SECONDARY WINDING

SEC. WDG.

modified turns / volts

Nom. Volts

Computed

Modified

Estimated

Turns

Turns

Volts

wdg 1

-33.5

8.31

8.5

-34.27

wdg 2

-25.5

6.33

6.5

-26.20

wdg 3

12.7

3.15

3

12.09

wdg 4
wdg S
wdg 6
Are the modified turns and
estimated volts acceptable ?

yes

no

Fig 10.16 The estimated voltages for the modified turns are displayed

10.4.2 General aspects of winding design
For the specified voltage and estimated core flux, the number of winding
turns, which determines the electrical characteristic of the winding, is
already established (section 10.4.1, paragraph (f)). The second, more difficult
stage of winding design is therefore to produce an actual layout for the
winding which can be realised in practice on the winding former i.e. the
physical or "mechanical" aspects of the winding must be designed.
This implies that in addition to simply accommodating the required number
of turns, winding design must allow for winding insulation and practical
aspects of the winding operation and winding termination. Although the
number of turns is fixed, the designer has considerable choice in determining
a suitable layout and, together with the rule-base, must be able to influence
and direct the design.
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Conductor insulation, interleave insulation between layers of a multi-layer
winding, and interwinding insulation between windings must all be
considered. Interleave and interwinding insulations each serve a dual
purpose; to provide electrical insulation and to improve the 'bedding"
between successive winding layers. Thickness of insulation may be
determined by mechanical considerations i.e. the need to provide a sound
bedding layer, rather than by any need to provide electrical insulation, which
in this type of relatively "low" voltage transformer is minimal.
During the winding operation, possible slippage between the adjacent
winding turns in any layer can affect the number of turns which can be
accommodated in each layer while bulge can increase the effective height of
a layer. In determining realistic winding dimensions, a reduction in the
former's true width and height are generally assumed, in order to allow for
possible slippage and bulge. For example, if the winding's width is designed
for 90% of the former's actual width, then a 10% allowance for slippage is
automatically allowed for.
The chosen wire size, and wire insulation, dictate the number of turns in
each layer. Incomplete layers generally result in a less satisfactory
mechanical design and, even when turns are uniformly distributed over the
layer, invariably provide poor bedding for successive layers.
It is perhaps natural to consider skin effect when selecting a conductor for
operation at high frequency. A conductor with a diameter exceeding twice
the skin depth is not fully-utilised in terms of current distribution and
therefore is wasteful of copper; part of the cross-section is redundant.
Electrically, therefore, the maximum wire diameter should not exceed twice
the skin depth. However, if increasing the wire size, above the optimum size
dictated by skin depth, provides a more satisfactory "fill", and
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distribution of turns, in each layer i.e. a better mechanical design with
improved bedding of layers, then mechanical design considerations must
take priority when determining the best wire-size. It is, in practice, the
rule rather than the exception, to have to increase wire size in order to achieve
a satisfactory winding layout; copper redundancy is of secondary importance.
Skin effect is certainly present at 100 kHz; whether, in the present context
of transformer design, it is significant, is yet to be established. Skin effect
creates a non-uniform current distribution, decreases the effective current
carrying-area of the conductor, and increases both the current density, J,
and a.c. resistance.
CURRENT DENSITY
For copper conductors operating at a frequency off kHz, the skin depth
0.0661
=mm

equation 10.13

I7

At a frequency of 100 kHz, equation 10.13 yields a skin depth of 0.209 mm.
Any conductor with a diameter greater than 0.418 mm i.e. 2 x S, is therefore
not fully-utilised and has a non-uniform current density.
For a conductor of diameter D > 26 i.e. exceeding twice the skin depth (fig
10.17(a)), the effective current-carrying area of the conductor

A

=

it (D,.,)2

it (Dy, - 25)22

4

4

= {(D)2 - (( D)2 -4W+4ö2 )}

=
= ic{D

-

4 2}

equation

- 61
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10.14

_____

=

current-carrying

D
D
(a) D>26

(b) D<26

Fig 10.17 Current distribution: wires with Dw >26 and Dw < 26
For a conductor current I (A), the corresponding average current density

J

=

I
A

-

I

A/mm2

-

-

61

equation 10.15

At a constant frequency and hence skin depth 6, the current-density, from
equation 10.15, is seen to decrease with increase in conductor diameter D.
A similar analysis, for a conductor of diameter D :!~

26 (fig 10.17(b)) shows

a fully-utilised current-carrying area

equation 10.16

A.
=

and an average current density over this area
41

1
-

Ajmm2

-
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equation 10.17

In this case the current density varies inversely as the square of the conductor
diameterD, and therefore increases significantly as the diameter decreases.
Practical experience suggests that the maximum useable wire-size, for the
type of winding former employed with RM-cores, should not exceed 0.63 mm.
Larger wire sizes are difficult to terminate and stress the winding former's
terminal pins.
This maximum wire size of 0.63 mm is therefore not significantly greater
than 0.418 mm, the size above which skin effect is present. Table 10.3
compares, for standard wire-sizes above 0.418 mm but not exceeding 0.63
mm, the current densities obtained from equations 10.15 and 10.17.
Equation 10.15 yields the true average current density allowing for skin
effect while equation 10.17 ignores skin effect and assumes a uniform current
distribution over the entire cross-section.
As the wire size tends to the optimum diameter of 2 x 6 = 0.418 mm, the
current densities given by equations 10.15 and 10.17 converge, and the

WIRE DIA.

J

J

ERROR

(mm)

(eq. 10.15)

(eq. 10.17)

(%)

0.63

3.621

3.211

11.3

0.6

3.891

3.541

9.0

0.56

4.331

4.061

6.2

0.53

4.741

4.531

4.4

0.5

5.231

5.091

2.7

0.475

5.721

5.641

1.4

0.45

6.321

6.291

0.5

Table 10.3 Error in current density J when skin effect is ignored
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error in using equation 10.17 tends to zero. In any case, the current density
obtained from equation 10.17 tends to underestimate the current density,
although with the wire size limited to a maximum of 0.63 mm, the error
introduced by ignoring skin effect is not significant. Only when D>> 2 x
is it necessary to consider skin effect when estimating the current density;
this is not the case with the present transformer designs. Note that the final
column of table 10.3 also represents the percentage of redundant copper;
thus the maximum acceptable wire diameter of 0.63 mm has a utilisation
factor of 0.887 (or a redundancy of 0.113).
Current ratings of the standard sizes of copper winding-wires contained
in the database are quoted at a current density of 4.65 A/mm2, equivalent to
3000 A/in2. A satisfactory thermal performance of the windings can be
assumed at current densities up to this value. In extreme cases, current
densities of twice this value (9.3 A/mm2 ) can succeed.
For a current density of 4.65 A/mm2 , the current rating of 0.63 mm diameter
copper wire is approximately 1.45 A. If the limiting current density of 9.3
AJmm2 is accepted, the current rating is 2.9 A. This does not restrict designs
to transformers with a maximum winding current of 2.9 A; this is only the
case if monofilar winding-wire is employed. Without violating the maximum
wire-size, larger currents, up to 5.8 A at maximum current density 9.3 A/mm2
can be catered for by using bifilar wire i.e. 2 strands of 0.63 mm. Multifilar
wire could conceivably increase current ratings further; the rule-base is
however not programmed beyond 2 strands, since in practice multifilar wires
are difficult to terminate.

Excessive current density is therefore

characteristic of transformers with currents exceeding 5.8 A.

A.C. WTNI)1NG RESISTANCE
With a non-uniform current density, the effective resistance of the wire is

increased. Generally in cases where D>> 2 x 6

R

equation 10.18
- 4xxö

As the conductor diameter D - 2 6 so R, —* R. Between these extreme
cases the curve of fig 10.18, suggested by Carter", applies.
With the maximum wire diameter restricted to 0.63 mm and a skin depth
of 0.209 mm, the maximum ratio of conductor diameter to skin depth
RacEdc

z

1.8

1.6

'4

11

jL

0

1

Z

3

5

4

6

7

9
0
(dia)/(skin depth)

Fig 10.18 The effect of skin depth on a.c. resistance
encountered in the present designs, is 3. As seen from fig 10.18, the ratio

R,JRd, is approximately unity; any increase in conductor resistance, due to
operation at high frequency, is insignificant. Again the case for ignoring
skin effect in any winding resistance calculations is established.
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In summary, overall winding design and selection of wire size should be based
on:
complete layer fill, as far as possible, to ensure a sound mechanical
design and good bedding of successive winding layers;
maximum utilisation of the former's volume i.e. complete former fill
and maximum copper volume to reduce current densities;
a maximum wire diameter of 0.63 mm;
normally, a current density up to 4.65 AJmm2 but in exceptional cases
up to 9.3 A/mm2. Bifilar winding-wire should be used to accommodate
large currents and limit current densities.
In any particular design or winding, it may not be possible to satisfy,
simultaneously, all the above criteria. The designer must then decide on the
order of priority.
Skin effect should not influence the choice of wire size; the need to vary
the wire size in order to ensure a good mechanical design and acceptable
thermal performance is considerably more important than any need to
eliminate redundant copper associated with "over-sized" conductors.

10.4.3 Primary winding design
Once the designer has specified the fraction of the available former depth to
be assigned to the primary winding, or accepted the system's default value
of 0.53, the rule base proceeds with primary winding design as follows:
the former's overall winding width and depth are recovered from the
appropriate data file;
based on the per-unit allocation, the depth assigned to the primary
winding is calculated; final wire selection is aimed at filling 80% only
RMI

of this depth, the remaining 20% being necessary to allow for bulge,
winding insulation and the final winding cover, all of which must be
accommodated within the overall primary winding depth.
from the wire tables in the database, the wire size with a current rating
nearest to, but not less than, the primary current is selected. This
ensures an initial current density not exceeding 4.65 A/mm2. The
subsequent course of action is a function of this initial wire size. If
the selected wire size is not greater than the maximum size of 0.63
mm the rule-base proceeds with a monofilar winding design.
Otherwise, in order to limit current densities and wire size, monofilar
design is abandoned and the rule-base proceeds, immediately, to a
bifilar winding design. Thus, immediately, a new wire size is selected
for the bifilar design.
Once the initial number of strands and wire size have been finalised, the
rule-base proceeds on the following common course:
the wire's copper cross-sectional area and overall diameter, which
includes the wire's insulation, are noted.
the number of complete turns per layer, based on the overall wire
diameter and number of strands, and number of layers required to
accommodate the total winding turns are calculated. To allow for
slippage, the true former width is reduced by 10% when estimating
the turns per layer.
the primary winding depth is estimated from the number of layers
and overall wire diameter. This is tested against the 80% of primary
winding depth available to accommodate the winding wire.
Although possible, it is extremely unlikely that the initial monofilar or bifilar
winding-design generated by the above procedure will satisfy many of the
MI

design criteria listed at the end of section 10.4.2. Starting from this initial
design, the rule-base is programmed to improve the design iteratively by
modifying the wire size in order to optimise the design criteria referred to.
The "final" primary winding design is reported to the designer as shown
in fig 10.19. This refers to a single-strand winding-wire; a similar report is
available for a bifilar design.

Single strand wire

PRIMARY WINDING DESIGN -

Selected wire size not exceeding
0.63 mm to achieve maximum fill
Number of layers =

11

21
1.97 A/mrs

% of PRIMARY volume filled =

Do you want to :

0.630 mm

2 Maximum turns per layer =

Actual winding turns =
Current density J =

=

96

accept this design
consider stranded wire for improved fill
modify the per-unit primary volume 0.53

Fig 10.19 An initial monofilar design for the primary winding
The report identifies clearly the important primary winding parameters,
namely:
the selected wire diameter;
the number of layers, maximum turns per layer and actual winding
turns.
the current density and "utilisation" of the available primary depth.
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The 'layering" of the primary winding is determined easily from the
information presented. With reference to this particular example, 21 turns
in 2 layers, with a maximum of 11 turns per layer, requires a first layer of
11 turns and a second layer of 10 turns. With 2 layers only and 21 turns it
is not possible to completely fill both layers; the wire size selected has
maximised both the layer fill and the former fill and it is unlikely that this
layout can be improved. The low current-density is a feature of the wire
diameter being increased to improve the mechanical aspects of the primary
winding design.
In the case of the first design being a single-strand design, the possibility
exists that the design may be improved by considering bifilar winding-wire.
This is one of the options the designer is invited to consider when the
single-strand design is presented. Alternatively, the single-strand design,
as presented, may be accepted, in which case the system proceeds with
secondary winding design, or the primary winding may be completely
re-designed if the former fill or layering of the turns is unacceptable. In the
latter case the volume of the former, allocated to the primary winding, must
be re-defined.
Electing to investigate a second, bifilar design for the primary winding,
does not at this stage reject the final single-strand design already available.
The single-strand design is saved, and on completion of the alternative, bifilar
design both designs are displayed and compared as shown in fig 10.20.
It is interesting to note that although the multi-strand design claims a
better utilisation of the available primary volume i.e. primary winding
depth, the layering of turns, with layers of 8, 8 and 5 turns, is much poorer.
On the evidence presented, the designer must decide whether to accept
the single-strand design or multi-strand design, or may again elect to
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PRIMARY WINDING DESIGN - Comparison of single-strand
and multi-strand designs.

SINGLE-STRAND
Selected wire size (mm)
Number of turns

1 x

0.630
21

Maximum turns per layer
Number of layers

11
2

Current density (A/mm )
% of winding volume filled

1.97
96

Do you want to

MULTI-STRAND
2 x

0.425
21
8
3
2.16
100

accept single-strand design
accept multi-strand design
modify the per-unit primary volume 0.53

Fig 10.20 Alternative primary winding designs are compared
re-design the primary winding with a different winding height.
Before the rule-base can proceed to the next stage, the secondary winding
design, it must finally, for the primary winding:
select, a suitable interlayer insulation if the design results in a
multi-layer winding, and the over-winding insulation and final
winding "cover". The final cover provides the necessary bedding
between the final layer of the primary winding and first secondary
winding. An insulation and winding cover suited to the working
temperature of the device is automatically selected from the database.
determine the final depth of the primary winding i.e. the depth of wire,
wire insulation, interlayer and over-winding insulation, and winding
cover. With an allowance of 20% for insulation and bulge, it is unlikely
that the design depth of the primary winding will be exceeded. Any
increase in depth over the design depth is likely to be small. Should
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this occur, the system will make no attempt to correct the design at
this stage. Minor adjustment to the design are possible once the
secondary-winding design stage is completed.

10.4.4 Secondary winding design
Before any detail of the secondary winding layout can be designed, the
following preliminary steps are necessary:
The former depth available for secondary winding is obtained from
the total former depth less the final depth of the primary winding.
In designs with several secondary windings, the winding order must
be established. This usually is based on the wire size, which is a
function of the winding current, rather than on the number of turns
which relate directly to the winding voltage. Thus windings are
arranged in order of decreasing current, such that the smaller wire
size is wound on top of the larger wire size; this improves the bedding
of layers.
The secondary-winding former depth is tested to determine whether
the design is likely to succeed.
With reference to the last point, by selecting for each secondary winding a
wire size consistent with the maximum current density of 9.3 A/mm2 then
determining for this wire size the turns per layer and number of layers in
each secondary winding, the rule-base can establish quickly whether the
depth available for the secondary winding is likely to prove adequate.
The designer is advised if excessive current densities are probable. In
such cases the designer must decide whether to persist with the current
design or modify the design. In modifying the design, the user effectively
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decides how far back in the design process the re-design should commence.
Either the selected, core is retained and the primary winding re-designed
with a view to reducing its depth or, anew core is selected prior to re-designing
the primary winding (see fig 10.9).
The first option returns control to the start of section 10.4.3. If a new core
is selected then some, but not all, of the initial calculations must be repeated;
control returns to the procedure described in section 10.4.1, paragraph (f)
i.e. the primary and secondary winding turns, dependent on the core's
cross-section, must be re-calculated.
On the assumption that the design can proceed, the detailed layout of the
secondary windings is determined. The secondary windings should again
satisfy the design criteria stated at the end of section 10.4.2 and the method
of design is very similar to that described for the primary winding (section
10.4.3). Each secondary winding should provide, as far as possible, complete
layer-fill, while collectively, rather than individually, the secondary
windings should be designed for complete former-fill.
Based on a normal current density of 4.65 A/mm2 , the number of layers
required for each winding is established. The first priority thereafter is to
adjust, for each winding if necessary, the wire size to improve the layer ifiL
For example, a 2 layer, 14-turn, winding with layers of 8 and 6 turns based
on the initial wire size, would have the wire size increased with a view to
achieving 7 turns in each layer.
On the other hand, it might appear sensible in a 10-turn winding with
layers of 9 turns and 1 turn, to reduce slightly the wire size in order to
accommodate all 10 turns in the same layer. The rule-base ignores this
possibility and always increases the wire size, thereby reducing current
density below 4.65 A/mm2 , when adjusting wire size to maximise layer-fill.
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It can be guaranteed therefore that the current density in each monofflar
secondary winding does not exceed 4.65 A/mm2.
Allowing for winding insulation and final cover, the total depth of this
preliminary secondary winding design can be obtained and compared with
the available former depth. If the secondary depth is within the target depth,
the design is accepted and the overall design, including details of the core,
primary and secondary windings, winding insulation and final cover, is
presented as shown in fig 10.21.

L

INAL uroiL,r

Fc-o;;

RM8 -MZ 808/T/L2 FORMER: 12 pin -MM 818-1Al2

WINDING DETAIL - in ORDER OF WINDING
Wire size
(grade 2)

CLIPS: MM 808-1/2

All insulating tape - "3M"
Interleave
Insulation

Winding Cover

No. of
turns

Layers

Prim.

21

2

1 x

0.630

1 turn no.56

2 turn no.56

sec 1
sec 2
sec 3

2 x 8.5
2 x 6.5
1 x 3

2
1
1

1 x
1 x
1 x

0.375
0.300
0.170

1 turn no.56

1 turn no.56
1 turn no.56
1 turn no.56

Winding

FINAL COVER:
1 turn no.69 tape

Do you want to :

accept this design
re-start the design
alter winding order
view sec.winding designs

Fig 10.21 The complete, preliminary transformer design.
When the total secondary depth exceeds the available former depth, the
rule-base must initiate, automatically, a re-design of the secondary windings.
The first method used by the rule-base to reduce the secondary winding depth
is to convert windings designed with single-strand winding-wire to
equivalent bifilar designs. The advantage gained from this is, at first, not
obvious.
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12(A)
D

D
2

I2 (A)
Fig 10.22 Conversion of monofilar design to bifilar design
With reference to fig 10.22, replacing a winding wire of diameter D. with
two strands of diameter Dj2 reduces the layer depth by one-half without
affecting the layer fill i.e. exactly the same former width is utilised. Since
the diameter of the single-strand winding wire was previously adjusted to
ensure maximum utilisation of the former width, and hence good bedding of
layers, the bifilar design must provide the same.
The disadvantage is the increase in current density. A conductor of diameter
DW carrying a current 12 operates at current density
412

12

=J

(D

= it

1 —Ti

(Dj

equation 10.19

The equivalent density when the same current 12 is shared between 2 strands
each of diameter D/2 is
- 812
'2
=equation

10.20

2x(TJ 4 j

which is double the previous current density.
The rule-base converts monofilar windings to bifilar windings in order of

lowest current density, checking the secondary winding overall depth after
each conversion, until a fit is achieved. Because the rule-base always
increased the size of wire when filling layers in the monofilar designs, all
monofilar secondary windings have a current density not exceeding 4.65
AJmm2. Depending on the extent to which the monofilar wire was increased
in size to optimise layer fill, the lowest current density is likely to be much
less than 4.65 A/mm2. Doubling the current density therefore is not a
problem.
If, after all windings have been converted to bifilar design, the secondary
depth still exceeds the target depth, the rule-base must resort to reducing
the wire diameters, again in order of lowest current density. This increases
current density and upsets the layering arrangement but is unavoidable.
Returning to fig 10.21, which is presented either immediately following the
first design of the secondary windings or after modifying the secondary
winding designs as described above, the designer is presented with a number
of options. The first is to accept the design as final; the rule-base proceeds
to the output stage described in section 10.5.
Alternatively, the secondary winding designs can be viewed in more detail
as shown in fig 10.23. Direct switching between the forms shown in figs
10.21 and 10.23 provides the designer with immediate access to both the
overall design and secondary winding designs proposed by the system.
The third option, available directly from the menu in fig 10.21, is to alter
the secondary winding order. Windings are not re-designed or modified in
any way. The order in which windings are arranged on the former may be
dictated by the designer; occasionally, in the light of the secondary winding
designs presented, altering the winding order can improve the mechanical
design, particularly the bedding of successive layers, and simplify the

winding process.
The remaining options in both fig 10.21 and fig 10.23 are concerned with
re-designing elements of the transformer, under the user's control, and are
described in section 10.4.5.

SECONDARY winding designs

Sec.
wdg.

Selected
wire dia.
(mm)

% sec. fill =

Layers

Turns

%former fill =

98

Max.turns
per layer

Current
density
(A/mm

wdg 1

1 x

0.375

2 x 8.5

2

18

5.43

wdg 2

1 x

0.300

2 x 6.5

1

22

2.83

wdg 3

1 x

0.170

1 x 3

1

37

4.41

wdg4

x

lx

wdg5

x

lx

wdg6

x

lx

Winding order:
1 2 3

Do you want to:

99

view overall design
re-start the design
re-design a winding

Fig 10.23 Secondary winding designs displayed

10.4.5 Modifying the design and re-designing
Various opportunities, during the separate design stages, for re-selection or
re-design of the core and primary winding have already been described.
Altering the proposed preliminary design, by modifying any secondary
winding, to improve the winding layout, alter the current density, or simply
to vary the amount of former fill, is also possible. The starting point is the
existing winding design; after selecting the winding, the designer is invited
to specify the wire size and number of strands (see figs 10.24 and 10.25).
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SECONDARY WINDING 2

Wire size

Winding
turns

2 x 6.5

1 x

0.300

J(A/mm

No. of
layers

Max. turns
per layer

2.83

1

22

Select new wire size
present wire size

0.355

0.335

0.315

0.300

0.280

0.265

0.250

Fig 10.24 Secondary winding modification: new wire size selected

SECONDARY WINDING 2

L

Winding
turns

2 x 6.5

Wire size

1 x

0.300

Selected new wire size

Max. turns
per layer

J(A/rnrn

No. of
layers

2.83

1

22

0.280

Please select number of strands

1

2

Fig 10.25 Secondary winding modification: no. of strands selected
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The current design parameters for the winding under consideration are
isolated from the overall design and presented in both fig 10.24 and 10.25.
In specifying a new wire size (see fig 10.24), the designer selects from a range
of wires immediately above and below the present wire size; very fine
adjustment to the secondary design is therefore possible. Since the designer
is at liberty to select either 1-strand or 2-strand wire (see fig 10.25),
irrespective of the original winding design, monofilar designs can be
converted, manually, to bifilar designs. The wire size selected, in this case,
should reflect the increase in the number of strands.
After each modification, the new overall design conforming to the layout
of fig 10.21 is presented. The entire range of options available through figs
10.21 and 10.23 are again available to the designer i.e. the designer can
modify repeatedly the same, or any other, secondary winding or select any
other menu option.
The final option, available via the forms in figs 10.21 and 10.23, enables
the designer to attempt a more serious re-design, rather than a minor
modification, of the transformer. When the "re-start the design" option is
selected, the user decides, via the form in fig 10.26, whether to:
retain the existing core and re-design the primary winding; the user
will be invited to specify a new former volume for the primary winding.
select a new core (see fig 10.27) prior to re-designing the primary
winding. The user is presented with the existing core, together with
a list of available RM cores.
These represent the same choices available when the secondary winding fails
the test of the available former depth and is unlikely to succeed at normal
current densities (see section 10.4.4 - Secondary winding design, and fig 10.9
- Transformer design stage).
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Do you want to
Re-design windings only
Re-design with new core size

Fig 10.26 Re-design requested

Present core

RNB

Select new core

> 1

RM5

R6

R6

RN]

RN8

RN10

RM12

Fig 10.27 Re-design with new core
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RN14

10.5 THE OUTPUT STAGE: FILING AND PRINTING
The filing and printing operations are described by fig 10.28. Both filing and
printing are optional.
When filing, the user defines an output location by entering both a library
name and a filename (see fig 10.29). The normal DOS conventions are used
when naming both library and file.
If no file extension is explicitly supplied, the system assumes, and
automatically appends, a .PRN extension to the filename entered. This is
consistent with Crystal's filename conventions. To avoid the possibility of
corrupting existing library files, the system must immediately check the
library catalogue to determine whether a duplicate filename and extension
exist.
Where this is the case, the user is advised via the form shown in fig 10.30,
and must proceed via one of three options, namely:
enter a new library and/or file name; the system returns immediately
to the form shown in fig 10.29;
display the list of files in the library. The system subsequently returns
to the library information form (fig 10.29); a new library and/or ifie
name may be entered.
decide to over-write the existing file. The existing file is erased,
otherwise filing to an existing file will attach the new information to
the existing, rather than over-writing it.
There may be two reasons why no duplicate file is found; either the library
exists but the ifie does not or the library may not exist. In the event that no
duplicate file is reported, the rule-base must also check whether the library
exists. If not the library will be created.
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from previous page

Fig 10.28 The design output stage
Once the user, and rule-base, are satisfied with the output location the
information is filed.
Filing a final design without the original specification is meaningless; the
final design is the system's response to a particular input specification and
the design must relate to that specification. Thus the information filed in
the library is:
the input data describing the transformer, shown in fig 10.8;
the final design (fig 10.21);
the time and date of filing, derived from the hardware's internal clock.
Each library file requires approximately 4K of disk space.
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Please specify
the library
c:\aesop\designs
and filename designi

in which the design is to be filed.

Fig 10.29 Specifying the library and file

The library file specified already exists.

c:\aesop\desiqns\designl.prn

Do you want to :

enter a new file name
overwrite the file
list filenames in the library

Fig 10.30 The options when the file exist
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REF: c:\aesop\desiqns\desiqn2.prn
r1¼ir 1Lt1L

customer - Edinburgh University
project - Transformer Design Software Validation
component- SMPS / XFORNER 140/32-24-12 V
duty 140.0
primary volts 90
ambient temperature 3
No. of secondary windings SEC.WDG.

wdg 1

wdg 3

wdg 2

0.50

wdg 4

0.85

efficiency -

wdg 5

wdg 6

0

TAPS

1

1

VOLTS
start
tap
end

33.5
0.0
-33.5

25.5
0.0
-25.5

12.7

AMPS

0.600

0.200

0.100

0.0

REF: c:\aesop\designs\design2.prn
t £INPL L)r11N

I

CORE: RM8 -MZ 808/T/L2 FORMER: 12 pin-MN 818-1Al2

WINDING DETAIL - in ORDER OF WINDING
Wire size
(grade 2)

CLIPS: MM 808-1/2

All insulating tape
Interleave
Insulation

- 11 3M"

Winding Cover

No. of
turns

Layers

Prim.

21

2

1 x

0.630

1 turn no.56

2 turn no.56

sec 1
sec 2
sec 3

2 x 8.5
2 x 6.5
1 x 3

2
1
1

1 x
1 x
1 x

0.375

1 turn no.56

1 turn no.56
1 turn no.56
1 turn no.56

Winding

0.300
0.170

FINAL COVER : 1 turn ro.63 rape

Time: 16:36:01

Date: 21110/1991

Fig 10.31 The final printed design
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A design, when printed, appears as shown in fig 10.31. Again the input
specification, final design and system time and date are listed. If the
design was previously filed, the library reference is printed as a header.
Although prior to printing a display-form advises the user to ensure
that the printer is on-line, there is no check on whether the printer is
ready to receive the transmitted data. If for any reason e.g. printer busy,
out of paper, the printer is not ready the print operation will fail. It is
advisable therefore to file designs since these can be recovered from disk
and printed independently of the design software i.e. directly from the
DOS operating system.
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11 DESIGN OF INDUCTORS CARRYING D.C.:
A RULE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM

11.1 SCOPE
The operation of an expert knowledge-base,"DC—CHOKE", and the
methodology for designing energy storage inductors (smoothing inductors)
for operation at frequencies up to 100 kHz, are described.
The core geometry and core material employed in a particular design are
determined by the operating characteristics required. Designs produced by
the design software are based on two core geometries, namely RM-series
square module cores with air-gap and toroidal (or ring) cores. The former is
an L2 ferrite core; the standard range available supports a maximum energy
storage of 13 mJ approximately. Toroidal cores employ either 'LF' or 'HF'
(genalex H) nickel iron alloys and provide maximum energy storage up to 25
mJ and 800 mJ respectively.

11.2 OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE 'DCCHOKE" RULE BASE
The overall structure is identical to the structure of the XFORMER rule-base
for the design of power transformers, described previously in section 10.2.
The three discrete, but interdependent, stages can be defined as:
the input stage, which enables the component specification to be input
to the rule-base;
the component design stage;
the output stage, which permits both the input specification and the
final design, satisfying that specification, to be filed and printed.

The input stage is very similar to the input stage of the XFORMER rule-base
(see section 10.3). Rather than describe fully the input stage of DC-CHOKE,
section 11.3 subsumes the information presented in section 10.3 and
highlights any minor differences between the input stages of the two
rule-bases.
The procedure for filing and printing transformer designs, described in
section 10.5 and illustrated in fig 10.28, applies to the output stage of
DC_CHOKE. No further description of the ouput stage is necessary (refer
to section 10.5).
The emphasis in this chapter is therefore on the design stage of the
DC-CHOKE rule-base and the associated design methodology.
Depending on the inductor's working conditions and desired operational
characteristics, several alternative designs based on different core
geometries and core material may satisfy the design specification. Where
this is the case, it is important that the designer is aware of, and can evaluate,
such alternative designs. The design software is able to:
advise on different design possibilities;
allow a full investigation of the magnetic and electrical properties of
each design;
This enables the designer to reject immediately unsuitable designs and to
build a catalogue of "possible" designs before making any decision regarding
the final design.
This however implies that the design stage of DC-CHOKE requires a more
complex control structure than the corresponding transformer design stage
(see fig 11.3).
The status of the DC-CHOKE rule-base is reported in table 3.1.
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r

PUT DATA

-7

Inductance L (mH)

0.200

Direct current Idc (A)

1.200

Ripple current

I (%)

10.0

Operating frequency f (kHz)

100

Operating voltage Vrms (V)

15.0

Max. volts drop Vdrop (V)

0.20

Ambient temperature T (C)

80

Fig 11.1 Input of technical data to DC-CHOKE

[PUT DATA CHECK

- Kererences
Edinburgh University
Customer
d.c. inductor design software validation
Project
Component : D.C.CHOKE / 0.2 mH / 15 V / 1.2 A / 100 kHz

-

Component spec.
0.200
1.200
10.00
100.0
15.00
0.20
80

Inductance L (mH)
Direct current Idc (A)
Ripple current I (%)
Frequency f (kHz)
Voltage Vrrns (V)
Volts drop Vdrop (V)
Ambient temp. T (C)

Is the data correct ?

no

yes

Fig 11.2 Validating the input data before proceeding
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11.3 THE INPUT STAGE
The only procedural difference from the XFORMER input stage described in
section 10.3 is that DC—CHOKE is not programmed to accept input from a
disk file. Direct keyboard input is adequate for the small volume of input
data required to describe the inductor.
The screen displayed in fig 10.3 (see previous chapter) is used for component
identification and referencing while the technical specification of the inductor
is entered via the screen shown in fig 11.1.
A summary of all data input is presented as shown in fig 11.2. This provides
the opportunity to validate, and correct if necessary, the data before the
rule-base proceeds with the inductor design.

11.4 INDUCTOR DESIGN STAGE
Compared with transformer design, described in section 10.4, a choice of core
geometry, allied with the alternative types and range of grades of core
material, suitable for inductor design, conspire to make inductor
core-selection a more difficult process than transformer core-selection.
Several different core options may satisfy the design specification; because
of the different magnetic characteristics of each core, the choice of core
determines the winding design i.e. the number of winding turns and
consequently the layering of turns.
Conversely, the need to accommodate a single winding only on the core,
rather than multiple windings as in the case of transformer design, simplifies
winding design.
The point has been stated previously in section 11.2, but bears repeating,
that, as a result of the former, the design stage of the DC—CHOKE rule-base
demands a more complex control structure, shown in fig 11.3, than the
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continued on next page
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Fig
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XFORMER rule-base, if the designer is to be able to evaluate alternative
designs prior to choosing a final design.
11.4.1 Initial calculations and core selection
Ignoring cost and physical factors such as size and weight, the following
operational factors are instrumental in determining the type of core and
core material likely to produce a suitable design:
operating frequency;
operating temperature;
thermal stability;
the amount of energy storage required.
LF iron toroidal cores are capable of operating at frequencies up to 50 kHz
normally but may exceptionally provide satisfactory performance at
frequencies up to 70 kHz. Both the Genalex HF iron and L2 ferrite cores can
be operated at frequencies up to 250 kHz.
The accepted maximum working temperature for both toroidal LF iron
and L2 ferrite RM-series cores is 200 C approximately while genalex HF iron
toroidal cores are capable of operating at a maximum temperature in the
region of 500 C. However, this does not imply that satisfactory performance
of the inductor, including the copper winding, is obtained at these
temperatures.
Thermal stability is a characteristic of nickel iron alloy cores. As shown
in table 11.1, which compares the main magnetic characteristics of the core
materials, both LF and HF iron are stable over a wide range of temperatures.
The range of saturation flux densities quoted are a result of the different
grades of LF and HF iron available, rather than as a result of any variation
due to temperature. The core flux density of L2 ferrite on the other hand is

MATERIAL

PERMEABILITY

Beat (mT)

LFiron

45-90

840-930

(depending on grade)

(all temps. 20C-100C)

26-140

470-1310

(depending on grade)

(all temps. 20C-100C)

3000

330 @ 100 C

HFiron

L2 ferrite

510@ 20C
Table 11.1 Magnetic properties of core materials
heavily dependent on temperature.
The maximum energy storage associated with each core type and material,
referred to in section 11. 1, shows that both LF iron and L2 ferrite are limited.
Genalex HF iron is most likely to be used in any high-energy design.
For the chosen core type and material, the particular core size and material
grade required, are dependent on:
the amount of energy storage required;
the copper loss.
Selector charts", which show for each core and grade of material the
maximum energy storage E and copper loss P, allow the optimum core size
and material grade to be selected.
Although energy storage in a magnetic field is calculated normally as:
E = LI2

joules

the selector charts ignore the multiplier of 1/2 and assume an energy storage:
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E = L(I)2 joules

equation 11.1

where L = inductance (H);
= direct current (A);
and a power loss or copper loss:

1'c

= (I)2Rmax

watts

equation 11.2

From the input data, the maximum allowable inductor winding-resistance:
- {maximum volts drop}
Rmax

-

equation 11.3

Note that in respect of copper loss, L2 ferrite cores are low-loss cores; nickel
iron cores produce significantly larger core losses than L2 ferrite cores.
Typically, under similar working conditions, the power loss in an HF alloy
core is the order of 10 times the loss in an equivalent L2 ferrite core.
The operational limits described above, together with the device's energy
storage and copper loss calculated from the input data via equations 11.1 to
11.3, are used by the rule-base to select the appropriate core type (or types),
core size and material grade. The initial core selection is presented as shown
in fig 11.4. Note that the selection presented in fig 11.4 is appropriate to the
inductor specified in fig 11.1. Thus the operating frequency of 100 kHz
eliminates the use of LF iron toroidal cores.
There is no guarantee at this stage that core size and material grade
selected will produce a satisfactory final design. Although any core selected
is capable of supporting the calculated energy storage and copper loss, this
being the basis on which it was selected, it has yet to be seen whether the
core can accommodate the number of winding turns in a wire size which
yields an acceptable current density and winding resistance.

Suitable core types

1-1
DESCRIPTION

CORE

GRADE

L2 ferrite/gapped RM core

RN6

100

Genalex H/ring core

G62

NH

Please select preferred core

Fig 11.4 The initial selection of inductor cores

11.4.2 Number of winding turns and core condition
For a particular core, the relation between the core's inductance and the
number of winding turns is expressed, by the core manufacturer, as an
inductance factor:

AL

L
=

2

equation 11.4

ni-I/turn2

Transposing equation 11.4, the number of turns N required to yield an
inductance L (nH) is:

N

equation 11.5

=

If, as is the case with the input data, the inductance is expressed in mH
rather than in nH, equation 11.5 may be re-written as:

ME

N

6

=
y AL

equation 11.6

= iO\J
XL
L

In equation 11.6:
L = inductance (mH);
AL = core inductance factor (nH/turn2 )
For the chosen core, the rule-base determines the core inductance factor from
the database and the number of winding turns required from equation 11.6.
Core inductance factor ignores completely operational factors such as
winding current and core flux density i.e. the inductance factor is determined
entirely by the core's geometry and number of winding turns rather than the
device's working conditions.
The condition of the core under working conditions and with d.c. applied
must however be investigated, since adverse core conditions can reduce the
inductance. Beyond a certain limit of d.c. current, peculiar to each individual
core and material, a core will experience a reduction in inductance. Up to
this d.c. limit, inductance is constant and equal to the value associated with
equations 11.4 to 11.6. i.e. the value of L with no d.c. applied. The variation
of inductance with d.c. current, for both LF & HF nickel iron alloys and L2
ferrite, is expressed graphically in fig 11.5.
Both the onset and rate at which the inductance of these materials decreases
with d.c. current applied are significantly different, and can be related to the
magnetic characteristics in table 11.1. L2 ferrite is a high permeability, low
saturation flux density material compared with nickel iron. L2 ferrite is
therefore easily forced into saturation at lower values of current and
consequentlythe characteristic shown infig 11.5 has a very pronounced "knee
point". Nickel iron on the other hand, because of its low permeability and
high saturation flux density, is more tolerant of higher current values and
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ZJL

130

lie

90
LF

a

HF iron

70

12 ferrite
50

30
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
Direct Current

Fig 11.5 Drop in inductance when d.c. is applied
saturation is a very gradual process.
Note that the horizontal 'direct current" scale in fig 11.5 is not intended
to represent the current in amps; no particular unit is intended but simply
a numeric scale which allows the relative performances of the two materials
to be compared.
When assessing the core's d.c working, because of the sudden loss of
inductance with d.c. in L2 ferrite, it is necessary to ensure that an L2 core
will not saturate under d.c. working; the core should therefore be operated
before the knee point of the characteristic i.e. before the onset of
saturation. This guarantees no loss of inductance when d.c. is applied.
Because of their very gradual loss of inductance with d.c., this is not the
case with nickel iron cores; the effect of saturation in reducing inductance is
less pronounced. Consequently it is possible to operate nickel iron cores on
the knee point, at high flux density, and accept that inductance will be
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reduced by the order of 10% when the device operates with d.c. The selector
charts referred to", for both HF and LF iron, are based on an accepted
reduction of 10% inductance.
For a toroidal core of N turns carrying I (A), the magnetising force:

H=

N Id,,
in,

equation 11.7

A/rn

where im = mean circumference of the toroid (magnetic circuit length).
Characteristics describing the loss of permeability i with magnetising force
H, for each size and material grade of toroidal core, are contained in the
database. The rule-base therefore is able to use equation 11.7 to determine
the probable drop in permeability, and hence inductance, when d.c. is applied.
A report is produced as shown in fig 11.6. As mentioned previously, a drop
in permeability the order of 10% is usually acceptable; as a rule, a larger core
should be chosen if the loss exceeds 15%. Different core reports are generated
according to whether the permeability drop is likely to result in an acceptable
or unacceptable design.
It should be noted that neither the working temperature nor the ripple
current, supplied to the rule-base at the data input stage, have been
considered when evaluating the core's d.c. performance. The thermal
stability of nickel iron eliminates the need to consider temperature.
Superimposing the ripple current on the d.c. will increase the resultant
current. However, in practice, unless the ripple is abnormally large, the
increase in total current due to the ripple is slight and will not reduce
significantly the core inductance, as shown by fig 11.5.
The comments in the previous paragraph are certainly not true in the case
of L2 ferrite cores. If a ferrite core is selected on the basis that the d.c. current
alone produces a working point just below saturation, there exists a real
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Preliminary core selection

Genalex H/ring core
G62

grade-WH

Estimated drop in permeability
under working conditions ...........9 %
Core conditions are satisfactory.

Do you want to:

continue with this core
view design options available

Fig 11.6 A report on a toroidal core's d.c. working condition

= Preliminary core selection
L2 ferrite/gapped RI1 core
Al = 100
Estimated operating flux density under
working conditions :65 % of saturation flux density

Do yo .ant to:

continue with this core
view design options available

Fig 11.7 A report on the condition of an L2 core with d.c. applied
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possibility that the ripple could force the core into saturation; a pronounced
drop in inductance is likely. It is necessary, therefore, to consider both the
d.c. and ripple current when testing for possible saturation in ferrite cores.
The effect of temperature in reducing the saturation flux density must also
be considered (see table 11.1).
Superimposing the d.c. and ripple current, the maximum current:
( %ripple"
I. = Id*l+ 100

Amps

equation 11.8

Thus in the core's air-gap, the flux density:

Bmsx

=

tc,H

4t Nimax
= 107

tesla

equation 11.9

19

where tg = air-gap length.
In the core condition report produced by the rule-base, the maximum flux
density produced by equation 11.9, is expressed as a percent of the saturation
flux density for the estimated working temperature. How near to saturation
the core is operating is more meaningful than the absolute value of core flux
density.
The method of obtaining the saturation flux density of the L2 ferrite at
the working temperature has been described previously in section 10.4.1
(paragraph (e)). Equation 10.8 applies. Thus a typical core report, for an L2
ferrite core, produced by the rule-base is shown in fig 11.7. It is at the
designer's discretion to accept the core or investigate other possibilities.
Referring to fig 11.3, if the maximum working flux density, calculated from
equation 11.9, exceeds the saturation flux density of equation 10.8, then no
core report is generated by the rule-base. Instead the core will be rejected
and the next size of core is selected automatically.
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With either form of core report (see figs 11.6 and 11.7), the designer is
presented with the choice of either:
continuing with the present core; or
viewing the design options available.
The first options leads to winding design, described in section 11.4.3. The
second option is described more fully in section 11.4.4, which describes the
various routes through the rule-base structure and options open to the
designer i.e. the overall design strategy illustrated in fig 11.3 is described.

11.4.3 Winding design
The procedure for designing the winding layout is described by the flowchart
of fig 11.8. The winding turns are known from equation 11.6. The problem
therefore is to accommodate, on either a toroidal core or RM winding-former
as appropriate, the required number of winding turns in a wire size which
will produce:
a winding resistance; and
a current density;
which are acceptable and within the design specification.
Initially, the rule-base must determine from the database the dimensions
of the toroidal core or winding former. The important dimensions are, for a
toroidal core:
the inner diameter Dl;
the outer diameter D2;
the core height H;
and for an RM former, the dimensions required are the former's:
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continued on next page
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Fig 11.8 Inductor winding design
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winding width W;
winding height H;
diameter D.
The above dimensions, together with the number of turns, allow the rule-base
to design a suitable winding layout by establishing the winding turns per
layer and number of layers.
Winding wire.
Grade 2, enamelled copper-wire is suitable for inductor winding-wire. The
wire tables in the database describe both their dimensions and electrical
properties. Although the current rating of each wire is available at current
densities of 3 A/mm2 and 5 A/mm2 , all designs produced by the software are
based on the higher current density of 5 A/mm2 . Thus, initially, the rule-base
will select, from the database's wire tables, the wire size able to carry Id, at
a current density nearest to, but not exceeding, 5 AJmm2 .
Toroidal winding design.
The number of turns which can be accommodated in a single layer on a
toroidal core is a function of the toroid's inner diameter. With reference
to fig 11.9, which shows only the winding turns arranged on the inner
diameter, the pitch circle diameter of the first winding layer is:

where d = overall diameter (including enamel insulation) of the winding wire.
Thus the turns in the first layer must be accommodated in a circumference:

With a 10% allowance for possible slippage of conductors during the winding
process (refer to section 10.4.2), the actual winding circumference on which

NM

C'

0

Fig 11.9 Toroidal core and multi-layer winding
the number of turns in the layer should be based is:
0.97t(D1 —d)

For an overall wire diameter d, the maximum number of turns, N1 , which
can be accommodated in the first layer is therefore:

N1 =

0.9 it(D1 -d)

equation 11.10

d

The number of turns, obtained from equation 11.10, must be rounded down
to a whole number.
Generalising, for a multi-layer winding, the maximum number of turns in
layer i is:

N

=

0.9it(D1 -(2i- 1)d)

equation 11.11

d

The number of turns in successive layers decreases as the available pitch
circle diameter and hence winding circumference decreases.
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(c) RM winding design.
For a former offering maximum dimensions width W and depth (or height)
H (see fig 11.10), winding design is based on dimensions 0.9 x W to allow for
slippage of the winding wire during the winding process, and 0.8 x H to allow
for winding bulge and interlayer insulation (refer to section 10.4.2).

winding
insulation
winding
former

width W

Fig 11.10 RM former and winding
With reference to fig 11.10, for a wire size of overall diameter d, the
maximum turns in each layer:
0.9xW
d

equation 11.12

which must be rounded down to the nearest integer value. For a total
winding turns N, the number of layers is therefore:
N
= LNI J

equation 11.13
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If the number of layers is rounded up to the nearest integer, the overall depth
of copper winding-wire is Fn] x d.

Thus the former can accommodate the

winding turns if:
rnlxd 5 0.8xH
In the event that the toroidal core or RM winding former cannot accommodate
the number of winding turns in the selected wire size, the rule-base will
successively reduce the wire size, each time re-designing the winding layout,
until a physical fit is achieved. The current density will, inevitably, increase
as a result.
Once a physical fit of the winding has been achieved, the winding resistance
and current density are determined as described in the following sections.
(d) Winding resistance.
The winding resistance is a function of the core geometry, the number of
winding turns and winding layers, and the winding-wire diameter.
For a toroidal core of inner diameter D1 and outer diameter D2, the radial
width of the magnetic circuit (see figs 11.9 and 11.11):
D2 —D1
= 2

equation 11.14

and the mean turn length for layer i:
(mtl),

= 2{W+(2i-1)d}+2{H+(2i-1)d}
equation 11.15

= 2W+H+2(2i-1)d}
where H = height (or thickness) of the toroid.

For an RM former of diameter D (see fig 11.10), the mean turn length for
layer i:
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W+5d
W+3d

I

W+d

width

3 Ia
winc

core

Fig 11.11 Section through toroidal core and winding
(mt!)1

=

equation 11.16

ic{D +(2i-1)d+2(i—l)t}

where t = thickness of the interlayer insulation.
For both types of winding, assuming Ni turns in layer i, the length of winding
wire in layer i is:
(mtl)1 xN1
giving, for a winding of n layers, a total length of winding wire:

1

=

equation 11.17

(mtl)1 xN1

Thus, ifR is the characteristic resistance per unit length of the winding wire,
the total winding resistance:

R

= R x Iw = R x (mtl)1 x Ni
Pt

Q

equation 11.18

As shown in fig 11.8, if the winding resistance R does not exceed the
maximum allowable resistance Rm (equation 11.3), the rule-base can
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proceed with the calculation of current density J as described in paragraph
(e) below. Otherwise, the wire size must be modified in an effort to reduce
the winding resistance i.e. the priority must be to ensure thatR <Rm before
considering whether the current density is acceptable.
Wire diameter, turns per layer, number of layers, total length of winding
wire and winding resistance are interdependent. Whether the winding
resistance increases or decreases, as the wire diameter is altered, depends
on the relative changes in both the cross-sectional area of the wire and total
length of winding wire (since Rod/A).
Although it is possible, for a particular core geometry, to determine
mathematically how the resistance varies with change in wire diameter, it
is unnecessary to make such precise mathematical analysis, or indeed any
assumptions, in this respect. The rule-base is programmed already with
the necessary rules for designing a winding and determining the winding's
parameters, including resistance; therefore allow the "expert" rule-base to
make the decision as to how the wire size must be altered to effect the required
change in winding resistance. It is a simple task for the rule-base to:
consider both increase and decrease in wire diameter and hence to
determine which, if any, will decrease the winding resistance.
continue this iterative process until the winding resistance is within
limits; or
decide that the resistance cannot be reduced sufficiently to satisfy the
design specification.
With each change in wire diameter, the winding layout must be re-designed
completely i.e. the rule-base must return to either paragraph (b) or (c) above.
In particular, if the wire size is increased, it is incumbent on the rule-base
to again check the physical fit of the winding.
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(e) Current density.
Ignoring the a.c. ripple, a direct current I (A), distributed uniformly in a
wire of copper diameter d (mm) i.e. the diameter of the bare wire, produces
a current density:
4 'dc
dc =

2

ic(d)

equation 11.19

A/mm2

The a.c. ripple penetrates the conductor to a depth of 8 (see equation 10.13).
The maximum current density, due to both the direct current and a.c. ripple,
is therefore greater than the value suggested by equation 11.19.
If d, :!~ Th then both the a.c. ripple and direct current are distributed
across the entire conductor area; current density may be assumed uniform.
When d > 28 the current density is non-uniform; the maximum current
density occurs between diameters d

28 and d (the outer surface), the

-

diameters between which the high-frequency ripple is constrained to flow.
It is shown in section 10.4.2, in the paragraph dealing with current density,
and table 10.3, that for a wire diameter not exceeding 0.63 mm, operating
at frequencies up to 100 kHz, skin effect can be ignored; the error in assuming
uniform a.c. distribution in all cases is minimal.
The same argument holds true when RM-series cores are employed in the
present designs. However, when toroidal cores are employed there is no such
limit (0.63 mm) on the maximum wire size. A more rigorous assessment of
the true maximum current density is therefore required in this case,
otherwise errors introduced, by assuming a simplified, uniform
current-distribution, are significant. Rather than use different rules and
equations for RM and toroidal cores, the rule-base uses, for both core types,
the following equations to determine accurately the maximum current
density.
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d !~ 28
Superimposing the d.c. and a.c. ripple, the uniformly-distributed maximum
current in the wire (equation 11.8) is:

'max =

( %ripple
'd*1+ 100

Amps

and the corresponding maximum, uniform current density:
i(i +100)

'max
J.. =

dc

mm2

(xd

(d

equation 11.20

> 28

The current density due to the d.c. is given by equation 11.19. The a.c. ripple:

is, from equation 10.14, distributed over a wire area:

The a.c. current density is therefore:

J.

=

(%rippleIlOO) xI
ith{d —}

equation 11.21

A/mm2

and the maximum current density:

+

J.. = J
d.
=

=

41dc

ac

+ (%ripple/100)xI 1
+

L (d)2

A
(d

-

)

I
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equation 11.22

Note that in (i), when d :5 2, an a.c. ripple of x%, since it distributes uniformly
across the conductor, will increase the d.c. current density by x%. In (ii)
however d> 28 and the percentage increase in the d.c. current density, in
the outer, maximum current-density area of the conductor, is greater than
x% by virtue of the a.c. ripple being compressed into an area less than the
cross-sectional wire area. These observations are confirmed by equations
11.20 and 11.22.
(f) The winding report.
Assuming that the chosen core was found able to physically accommodate
the winding, the rule-base will generate a report on the winding design.
Depending on the value and acceptability of the winding resistance and
current density, different reports are generated. In relation to the winding
resistance, there are two possibilities. Either:
the winding resistance is less than the maximum allowable resistance;
or
the winding resistance cannot be reduced below the maximum
allowable value, in spite of the rule-base re-designing the winding
layout using various wire sizes. Usually, this occurs when the chosen
core is unable to accommodate the number of turns required in a wire
size large enough to ensure that resistance is below the maximum
allowable.
For these two cases, typical winding reports are shown in figs 11.12 and 11.13
respectively. In each report the designer is presented with the final wire
size, the current density and a direct comparison between the maximum
allowable and actual winding resistances. It is usual for the wire size to
differ from that chosen initially, as described in paragraph (a), the rule-base
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WINDING DETAIL

062 -NH

Genalex H/ring core

Selected wire size

No. of winding turns

0.560 mm

F881

4.87 A/mm

Current density J

Max. allowable
winding resistance
for v.d. 0.200 V

0.167 U

Winding resistance
for selected wire
0.560 mm

0.152 U

The optimum wire size at 100 kHz, determined by the skin depth
is 0.400 mm. There is scope for reducing the above wire size.
DO YOU WANT TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF REDUCING WIPE SIZE ?

yes

no

Fig 11.12 Report on a "successful" winding design

WINDING DETAIL

P116 -100 L2 ferrite/gapped RM core

No. of winding turns

Present wire size

F451

Current density J

15.40 A/mm

Max. allowable
winding resistance
for v.d. 0.200 V

0.167 U

Winding resistance
for selected wire
0.315 mm

0.269 U

EHE

DESIGN INTERRUPTED - An acceptable balance between resistance and current
density is NOT possible. CORE IS UNSUITABLE AND WILL BE REJECTED.
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE

Fig 11.13 For the chosen core, winding design does not always succeed
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having adjusted the size to obtain the best compromise between physical fit,
winding resistance and current density. In particular, note that in the
"successful" design reported in fig 11.12, current density is the order of 5
A/mm2, which represents the ideal value.
The design reported by fig 11.13 is unsatisfactory; both the winding
resistance and the current density are, in this instance, unacceptably high.
These forms, in addition to reporting the winding's parameters, may be
used by the rule-base either to (a) advise the designer on its intended course
of action, where this is in no doubt, or (b) ask the designer what course of
action it should take when a design is regarded as border-line. For example,
in fig 11.13, the designer is left in no doubt that the design will be rejected.
The winding report forms described by figs 11.12 and 11.13 represent the
extreme cases. Although not shown, several other forms are available for
reporting on the winding design. Each is used as appropriate to report the
possible combinations of acceptable and unacceptable winding resistance
and current density or the fact that the core is experiencing difficulty in
accommodating the winding. A general feature of these report forms is that
they include, in the case of an unsuccessful design, the reason for design
failure and, where appropriate, highlight the unacceptable values.
Although the ideal operating current density is in the region of 5 AImm2 ,
devices can operate satisfactorily at much higher current densities. The
action taken by the rule-base in relation to the reported maximum current
density is as follows:
J :5 5

A/mm2

For all core types and materials, the design is regarded as acceptable and
will be "saved" by the rule-base. The design maybe "rejected" by the designer

at a later stage if required.
5

A/mm2 <

Jx

9.3 A/mm2

5

The designer must advise the rule-base whether to 'accept" or "reject" the
design. The decision must be based on the type of core and core material
employed. Current densities in this range should be acceptable with nickel
iron alloy cores but represent the upper working limit for RM-series ferrite
cores.
9.3 A/mm2

<

<

15 A/mm2

As with the previous range of current densities, the designer is required to
advise the rule-base on the acceptability of the design. Generally, this range
represents the upper limit for iron cores while RM-cores should not be
operated in this range.

max

:~! 15 A/mm2

The current density is unacceptably high; the rule-base will reject the design
and cannot be over-ruled by the designer.
(g) Optimising the wire size.
In transformer winding design, the primary consideration in determining
the wire size is the need to achieve, if possible, complete layer fill and hence
proper bedding of successive windings (refer to section 10.4.2). Achieving a
uniform current distribution by eliminating redundant copper is of secondary
importance. Thus in transformer design, rather than using a wire size
dictated by skin effect, "oversized" conductors are frequently employed.
Since a single winding only is required in the case of inductor design, an
incomplete "final" layer is of no consequence. Where possible, if the wire
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diameter dc is greater than twice the skin depth, the winding wire should be
reduced in size, such that any non-uniform current distribution and density,
associated with the a.c. ripple, tend to be eliminated. This can only improve
the design.
Reducing wire size is subject to the winding resistance and current density
remaining acceptable. The optimum wire size, which ensures complete
uniformity in the current distribution, has a copper diameter d = 28.
If the initial winding report shows, for the chosen wire size and core:
a winding resistance R less than the maximum allowable resistance
R;

AND

a current density not exceeding 9.3 AJmm2; AND
a bare wire diameter d > 2;
then there is scope for reducing or optimising the wire size.
The rule-base will advise, as part of the winding report, when optimisation
is possible as shown in fig 11.12. The decision to optimise and the
optimisation process are under the designer's control. Although the rule-base
selects the next smaller wire size, re-designs the winding and displays a full
winding report, similar to the initial report, the designer dictates the
subsequent action.
If the report is satisfactory, the designer can elect to either continue
reducing wire size, interrupt the process and accept as final the current wire
size or return to the previous wire size (see fig 11.8). Thus the effect of varying
the wire size can be investigated without the designer being forced to accept
the changes made. At some point in the procedure, further reduction in wire
size may not be possible either because the current density J,,,,, or winding
resistance R, or both, would be unacceptable. Since the rule-base is
monitoring the changes in Rw and Jm as the wire size is reduced, it is able
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Present
= 0.560 mm
wire size

Optimum
= 0.400 mm
wire size

Further reduction in wire size not possible.
Reducing the wire size results in winding
resistance exceeding the maximum allowable
0.167 0.

Fig 11.14 Rule-base reports further reduction in wire size unacceptable
to predict and report if this is the case. These points are illustrated by the
following examples.
According to the winding report shown in fig 11. 12, the conditions outlined
above are satisfied, and optimisation is apparently possible. If the wire size
is reduced, instead of generating a winding report, the rule-base will display
immediately the report shown in fig 11.14. Although current density is well
within the upper limit and is able to stand a reduction in the wire size,
reducing wire size will exceed the allowable winding resistance. The smallest
acceptable wire diameter is therefore 0.56 mm, and the "best" design is that
presented in fig 11.12.
If the initial winding report had been as shown in fig 11.15 and the designer
had elected to reduce wire size, the rule-base would display the modified
winding report of fig 11.16. Whether this new design is acceptable, or indeed
whether optimisation was advisable in the first place in view of the
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WINDING DETAIL RN7 -160 L2 ferrite/gapped RN corE

No. of winding turns

Current density J

Max. allowable
winding resistance
for v.d. 0.200 V

36

Selected wire size

0.450 mm

7.55 A/mm

0.167

Winding resistance
for selected wire
0.450 mm

The optimum wire size at 100 kHz, determined by the skin depth
is 0.400 mm. There is scope for reducing the above wire size.
yes

DO YOU WANT TO ASSESS THE EFFECT OF REDUCING WIRE SIZE 7

no

Fig 11.15 The initial report inviting wire optimisation

WINDING DETAIL : RN7 -160 L2 ferrite/gapped RN core

No. of winding turns

Current density

J

36

Selected wire size

0.400 mm

9.55 A/mm

Max. allowable
winding resistance
for v.d. 0.200 V
Winding resistance
for selected wire
0.400 mm

0.148

DO YOU WANT TO ACCEPT THIS REDUCED WIRE SIZE 7

yes

no

Fig 11.16 The report after the wire size has been reduced
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fairly high current density shown in fig 11.15, is for the designer to decide.
The rule-base merely advises that optimisation is possible; the designer must
decide whether to accept the invitation.

11.4.4 Building a catalogue of designs
The above sections 11.4.1 to 11.4.3 inclusive explain in detail the procedure
and rules for core selection and winding design. The present section describes
how these subroutines are integrated into the rule-base, communication and
transfer between the subroutines, and concentrates generally on the overall
structure of the rule-base, illustrated in fig 11.3. In particular the various
menu options available to the designer, presented for example with the core
and winding reports, which control the sequence of rule execution and
influence the particular route taken by the design rule-base, are explained.
Thus an overview of the system, which allows the designer to investigate a
number of design options, and build a catalogue of possible designs, is
presented.
The first major subroutine shown in fig 11.3. allows the working
characteristic of a number of cores to be investigated and compared, without
the need to consider the winding layout.
At the start of the design stage, the first report produced by the rule-base,
displays the initial core selection (see fig 11.4). For the core selected from
this list, the rule-base will produce a report on the core's magnetic condition.
Depending on the core type selected this report is in the form of either fig
11.6 or 11.7. At this point the designer starts to direct the rule-base through
the structure shown in fig 11.3.
As indicated in both core reports, the designer may elect either to complete
the design with the present core, in which case the rule-base proceeds with
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PRESENT CORE SELECTION

G62

Genalex H/ring core

- NH

Do you want to:
continue with above core
select new Genalex H/ring core
select L2 ferrite/gapped RN core

Fig 11.17 The options available to the designer
winding design, or may elect to investigate other core options. Selecting the
second option does not eliminate the present core from further investigation.
Information relating to this core is catalogued so that the designer may, if
required at some later stage, re-select the core and complete the design i.e.
the core is temporarily set aside.
In response to the designer's request to "view design options available"
the rule-base displays the form shown in fig 11.17. Implicit in this report,
is the fact that the designer selected the Genalex H ring core, G62-WH, from
the initial list in fig 11.4. Thus in this particular example the designer is
able to:
continue with the original G62-WH core;
select and investigate a different core of the same type;
select a different type of core (L2 ferrite RM-core).
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A number of points are noted. Firstly, the rule-base provides immediately
the opportunity to continue with the present core, an option which
accompanied the core report in the previous form shown in fig 11.6. This is
sensible in view of the wording of the second option in fig 11.6. The designer
should be able to "view the design options available" before deciding whether
or not to continue with the present core but should not be forced into selecting
a different core.
Secondly, if the last option in fig 11.17 "select L2 ferrite/gapped RM core"
is chosen, the rule-base, rather than allowing the designer to specify the
particular ferrite core, will produce a core report for the previously selected,
but as yet unused, RM6-100 ferrite core presented in the initial core list.
The remaining option presented in fig 11.17 allows further investigation
of different sizes and material grades of the same core type. Since the
initial core selected by the rule-base, G62-WH, has been investigated the
rule-base must resort to selector charts which enable the designer to make
further core selections. Selector charts displayed by the rule-base are based
on the SET selector charts", but differ in one important aspect. Based on
the device's energy storage and copper loss (equations 11.1 and 11.2) the
rule-base can preview each core and determine which cores are likely to
support the design. The selector chart displayed, rather than showing the
entire range of cores available, will highlight only suitable cores.
Thus, for the current example, the selector chart displayed for genalex H
cores is as shown in fig 11.18. Cores are identified by their core size (G60 G9) and material grade (SH - VH). Note that the selector chart provides also
a record of cores which have been selected already. The designer is free to
select any core, shown as suitable, which has not been investigated. Similar
charts are produced for both LF nickel iron and L2 ferrite cores and are called
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GENALEX 'H' SELECTOR CHART - Please select new core and grade
SH

ZH

YH

NH

NH

VH

060 -

- G60

G62—

- G62

G29—

- G29

G57—

- G57

G56—

G56

-

- 048

048—
Gi -

1G1

G6 -

- G6

I-

G9 SR

= suitable cores

VH

NH

NH

YH

ZH

G9

X = already selected

Fig 11.18 The genalex H selector chart (for the current example)

DESCRIPTION

CORE

%DROP
IN L

B as % TURNS
of Bsat

Genalex H/ring core

062

NH

9

88

Genalex H/ring core

029

NH

3

90

L2 ferrite/gapped RN core RM6

100

65

45

L2 ferrite/gapped RN core RN7

160

70

36

Do you want to:

WIRE
mrs

WDG.R
0

J
A/mrs

continue with one of the above
select new L2 ferrite/gapped RN core

max. allowable
R = 0.167 12

select Genalex H/ring core

Fig 11.19 The catalogue of incomplete, possible designs
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upon by the rule-base after the initial core size and grade, selected by the
rule-base, has been considered.
Each time a new core is investigated i.e. for each "pass" around the loop
described, a core report is generated and the core's details are recorded in
the list of potential designs. Thus after more than one iteration, since more
than one core is available, the form displayed in fig 11.17 is modified as
shown, for example, by fig 11.19. The designer may continue to investigate
other cores or can select any core from the list, forcing the rule-base to proceed
automatically to the next phase; design of the winding layout for the chosen
core.
It is already noted in section 11.4.3 paragraph (f), when describing the
winding design subroutine, that the rule-base will either accept or reject
automatically the winding design, depending on the value of winding
resistance and current density, or it may call on the designer to make this
decision in the case of border-line designs. In the context of the overall
structure, what was not made clear in paragraph (0 is that a design deemed
satisfactory by the rule-base does not imply acceptance of the design by the
designer.
For example, the winding design for the G62-WH core, shown previously
in fig 11.12, is considered by the rule-base to be satisfactory. Following the
winding report in fig 11. 12, the rule-base will display immediately, the form
shown in fig 11.20. As suggested by the menu options in fig 11.20, the designer
may reject the design or accept it as final. Alternatively by agreeing with
the rule-base to accept the design and designating the design "a possible
design", the winding details are recorded in the design catalogue, beside the
appropriate core information. The designer is therefore free to pursue further
possible designs without, at this stage, either accepting or rejecting the
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= WINDING DETAIL : G62 -NH Genalex H/ring core

No. of winding turns

Current density J

Max. allowable
winding resistance
for v.d. 0.200 V
Winding resistance
for selected wire
0.560 mm

Do you want to:

88

Selected wire size

0.560 sun

4.87 A/mm

0.167 Q

I
0.1SJ

accept above as final design
reject the above design
save as a "possible" design

—I

Fig 11.20 Options available to the designer after the winding report
design. The updated design catalogue is shown in fig 11.21.
Alternatively, if the RM6-100, L2 ferrite core in fig 11.19 is selected, the
winding report is unsatisfactory (see fig 11.13) and the core must be
eliminated automatically from the design catalogue which now appears as
shown in fig 11.22. The designer cannot over-ride the rule-base's decision
to reject the core.
At this stage the design catalogue contains, possibly, a number of incomplete
designs, representing cores which have been investigated although the
windings have not been designed, and complete designs offering both core
and winding information.
The second major subroutine in fig 11.3 is concerned with winding design.
This enables the designer to complete, selectively, the design for any core
listed in the design catalogue for which no winding design exists. On each
iteration, assuming a satisfactory winding report and acceptance of the
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DESCRIPTION

CORE

%DROP
IN L

B as % TURNS
of Bsat

Genalex H/ring core

G62

NH

9

88

Genalex H/ring core

G29

NH

3

90

L2 ferrite/gapped RN core RM6

100

65

45

02 ferrite/gapped RN core RN7

160

70

36

Do you want to :

WIRE
mm
0.560

F
WDO.R

J
A/mm

0.152

4.87

max. allowable
R = 0.167 Q

continue with one of the above
investigate other cores

Fig 11.21 The winding design is added to the updated list

DESCRIPTION

CORE

%DROP
IN g

B as % TURNS
of Bsat

Genalex H/ring core

062

NH

9

88

Genalex H/ring core

029

NH

3

90

L2 ferrite/gapped RN core RN7

Do you want to :

70

160

continue with one of the above

WIRE
mm

WDC.R
Q

J
A/mm

0.560

0.152

4.87

36

max. allowable
R = 0.167 ü

investigate other cores

Fig 11.22 RM6-100 is unsuitable and is eliminated from the catalogue
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DESCRIPTION

CORE

%DROP
INL

B as % TURNS
ofBsat

Genalex H/ring core

G62

NH

9

88

Genalex H/ring core

G29

NH

3

90

L2 ferrite/gapped RN core RM7

70

160

WIRE
mm

NDG.R

J
A/mis

0.560

0.152

4.87

36

Please select preferred design

max. allowable
R = 0.167 (

Fig 11.23 The designer selects from the list of designs presented

A complete specification for core and
winding exists.
Do you want to:
accept as final design
consider other designs

Fig 11.24 The final opportunity to consider alternative designs
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design, the winding information is added to the design catalogue.
If in fig 11.22 (or 11.21) "continue with one of the above" is selected the
user is invited to highlight one entry in the list (fig 11.23). The cursor keys
move the highlight to the design of the user's choice. There are then two
possibilities:
if the winding has been designed previously, the rule-base will display
an appropriate reminder. For example, selecting the first design in
fig 11.23 produces the display shown in fig 11.24. The designer must
either confirm that the design selected is final or can return to the
design catalogue of fig 11.22. Accepting the design as final generates,
in this particular example, the final-design report shown in fig 11.25.
No additional design work is required; the rule-base compiles the final
design report from design parameters already known. The menu
offered in fig 11.23 represents the last opportunity to consider other
possible designs.
when no winding design exists, the winding is designed, the winding
report displayed and the design catalogue is updated, if the design is
accepted; otherwise the core is eliminated from the list.
The second menu option in fig 11.22, "investigate other cores", provides a
link between the winding design subroutine and the core selection
subroutine. Irrespective of the status of the design catalogue, the user may
leave the winding design subroutine, and add further cores to the list i.e. it
is not necessary to complete all winding designs before returning to the core
selection subroutine. With the structure shown in fig 11.3, the designer has
complete freedom to move between the the two main subroutines described.
The same form, displaying the same information, is used in both subroutines
to provide the latest summary of all designs to date.
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FINAL DESIGN
CORE DETAIL

DESCRIPTION G62 NH
ORDER CODE

G62WH

WINDING DETAIL

TOTAL TURN S

WIRE (grade 2)

88

LAYER TURNS

0.560 mm

-

1

42

2
3

36
10

Press any key to continue

Fig 11.25 A final design for a toroidal-core inductor

Fig 11.26 A final design for an RM-core inductor
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REF: c:\aesop\designs\chokel.prn
ariL¼.,Lr IL,ttitUL'I

CUSTOMER

Edinburgh University

PROJECT

d.c. inductor design software validation

COMPONENT

D.C.CHOKE / 0.2 rnH

/ 15 V / 1.2 A / 100 kHz

10.0 %

INDUCTANCE

0.200 mH

MAX.RIPPLE

FREQUENCY

100.0 kHz

MAX.VOLTS DROP

VOLTAGE

15.00 V

MAX.RESISTANCE

D.C.CURRENT

1.200 A

AMBIENT TEMP.

0.20 V
0.167
80 C

REF: c:\aesop\designs\chokel.prn
Lbth UiL,IN

CORE DETAIL

DESCRIPTION

G62 NH

ORDER CODE

G62WH

WINDING DETAIL

TOTAL TURNS
WIRE (grade 2)

88

LAYER

0.560 mm

1
2
3

Time: 17:31:20

TURNS
42
36
10

Date: 26/11/1991

Fig 11.27 The final design as filed and printed
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The form summarising the possible designs, and the rule-base arrays used
to save design information, can accommodate a maximum of 8 designs. Before
additional designs can be added the designer is required to eliminate one
design.
Eventually, either by direct design i.e. direct acceptance of the core and
winding reports as final, or by nominating one design from the catalogue, a
final design is adopted. This final design is detailed as shown in fig 11.25
for toroidal cores or, for RM ferrite designs, as shown in fig 11.26. In each
case the winding turns and layering arrangement are shown.
Final designs which are filed in the library or are printed, conform to the
style used for transformer designs, shown in fig 10.31 (see section 10.5). Both
the input specification and the final design satisfying that specification,
together with the system time and date and, if appropriate, the library
reference are included. An example of a filed, toroidal design is shown in fig
11.27.
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12 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The early chapters dealing with the computing environment, architecture
and control strategies provide an overview of decision-support systems. The
need to incorporate both knowledge and data in any decision-support
software, and the interaction between the knowledge base and the database,
are emphasised. Many of the factors which influence the choice of
decision-support software are discussed.
Based-on the information presented in these chapters, an informed guess
as to what architecture, database and expert system software could possibly
provide the facilities in which to develop the transformer and d.c. inductor
design software described in chapters 10 and 11, led to the development of
the Aesop network, incorporating both Lotus 123 for data file preparation
and management, and Crystal as the expert system shell.
Individually, the reasons for selecting Lotus 123 and Crystal to manage,
respectively, data and knowledge, are set out in chapters 2 and 3.
Collectively, when linked directly via the Quest interface and integrated into
the Aesop environment, their performance and that of the Aesop network as
a whole, can only be judged in terms of:
the systems responsiveness to the needs of the expert system developer
i.e. the ease with which the expert rule-bases for transformer and d.c.
choke design were developed;
the quality of the final designs produced by the expert design software.
The fact that no real difficulties were experienced in developing the database
or either of the expert rule-bases, that the full range of features necessary
to build these applications were readily available, and that the final designs
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compare favourably with similar, existing designs, justify the choice of
architecture and software.
The Quest interface was invaluable in servicing the large number of
database enquiries within each rule-base and justifies the decision to develop
this interface rather than relying on the available "ltcr" interface. The
modular design of Quest allows easy interface maintenance and enabled the
interface to develop in parallel with the component design expert software.
The range of Quest functions detailed in chapters 6, 7 and 8 differ from the
functions proposed originally for the interface; the functions included in the
present version of the interface were, to a certain extent, dictated by the
needs of the transformer and choke rule-bases. Only as these developed was
it possible to be specific about the services the interface must provide.
Some of the functions in the original version of the interface have been
omitted, either because standard Crystal functions were able to provide a
similar service or because they were unlikely to be used, while new functions,
more appropriate to the current applications, have been added. Conversely,
a number of interface functions which have not been used in the present
applications remain in the interface; these are seen as necessary to provide
a full-range of database services and could conceivably be useful in other
applications.
When developing the Quest interface, there was concern initially that the
size of the interface might be too large and that insufficient memory would
be available to allow rule-base development, unless expanded memory was
used. Both the design rule-bases developed are of medium-size, as reported
in table 3.1, have been developed and run without the need of expanded
memory, and show that this concern was unfounded.
Generalising on the usefulness of the Quest interface and the Aesop
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network, it is beyond doubt that the range of facilities and services offered
would prove more than adequate in many applications areas.
Correct interpretation of both the header section and data section of Lotus
123 files, as described in chapter 5, is crucial to the successful operation of
many of the interface functions. No guarantee can be given that the
interpretation in chapter 5 is absolutely correct and will apply to all data
files prepared via Lotus 123. The interpretation presented in chapter 5, is
deduced from an investigation of the structure of a fairly significant number
of Lotus worksheet files and is thought to be correct. The interpretation
given applies certainly to all data files used in the current work.
The quality of design produced by the transformer and choke design
software is a function of the user's depth of knowledge of the design
methodology. Interaction with the designer is a feature of both systems;
although both are capable of producing satisfactory designs with minimum
help from the user, they are not intended to be used in this way. Both are
capable, if directed properly by the designer, of generating high-quality
component designs.
As regards suggestions for future work in this area, there are two aspects.
Firstly improvements to the existing design rule-bases could increase their
scope. The transformer design software was described as a prototype and
as such is limited. If the input stage only was modified to enable the user
to input the operating frequency, rather than assuming a single operating
frequency of 100 kHz, then designs for any frequency up to 100 kHz could
be produced, without altering the existing rule-base structure or design rules.
L2 ferrite cores, on which the transformer designs are based, are capable of
operation at frequencies up to 250 kHz. Modification of the particular rules
pertaining to the calculation of current density, to allow for skin effect, would
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allow designs up to this frequency.
Similar modification to the rules associated with both current density and
winding resistance calculations, in the DC-CHOKE rule-base, could produce
both L2 ferrite and HF nickel iron alloy designs suitable for operating at up
to 250 kHz.
Secondly there is scope for applying the expert software design methods
described in this work to a much wider range of wound components, shown
in fig 12.1, at both power- and high-frequencies.

INDUCTORS

power
choke

high Q
filter

tunable
high/low
frequency

3-ph

TRANSFORMERS

I
fet drive

current

power

auto

h.f.
convertor

400 Hz

50 Hz

1-ph
3-ph

1-ph
3-ph

pulse

signal

isolation

I
5-15 V

Fig 12.1 A range of wound components
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APPENDIX A: COMMAND LINE PARAMETERS

When starting Aesop, optional parameters may be included in the command
line. These parameters over-ride particular default values assumed by the
software and, consequently, alter the operational characteristics of Aesop's
constituent programmes (refer also to section 2.4.1).
Crystal, Quest and Facts can all be modified by appropriate command line
parameters; each parameter may affect one or more programs. Irrespective
of which particular program a parameter relates to, all required parameters
must be written on the same, initial command line used to load and enter
the Aesop network. Multiple parameters, separated by either a dash (-) or
a slash(/), may be written in any order after the Aesop command. Aesop
will ensure that relevant parameters are passed to any program selected
from the Aesop menu.
Details of available command line parameters, and how they affect the
individual Aesop programs, are listed below.
CRYSTAL
Refer to section A (Introduction) of the Crystal user's manual for a description
of command line parameters appropriate to Crystal. Note however that these
parameters should be appended to the Aesop command rather than to the
CR command used normally to load Crystal. Thus, for example, the
command:
cr/alOO/g
used to load Crystal directly should, when running Crystal under the
control of Aesop, be replaced with:
aesop/a 100/g
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Crystal's command line parameters, as listed in the user's manual, affect
Crystal only; neither Quest nor Facts will recognise, nor will they be affected
by, any of the Crystal parameters.
QUEST
Parameter: -qbXX
This sets the size of the graphics buffer, used as a temporary store for
screen files (refer to section 8.1 - The VIE WFILE function). The buffer
size requested is specified as XX kilobytes e.g -qb8 will allocate 8 Kb
of memory to the graphics buffer. The minimum and maximum buffer
sizes are 1 Kb and 16 Kb respectively; preferred values are 1, 2, 4, 8
and 16 Kb. Specifying an intermediate value sets the buffer size to
the next greater preferred value. By default, Quest will assume a 16
Kb graphics buffer (see footnote on the following page).
Parameter: -qcXX
Lotus 123 worksheets can accommodate up to 256 columns. The Quest
interface is required to reserve RAM in which the column widths and
column titles are retained. If the datafiles interrogated by Quest
contain significantly fewer columns, then the -qcXX parameter should
be used to indicate the maximum probable worksheet size. This avoids
unnecessary reserves of memory for column information; the memory
reserved is a direct function of the expected maximum number of
columns XX.
The number of columns XX lies between 1 and 256. By default
Quest reserves memory for the maximum 256 columns.
The memory used to store each column's title and width is 25 bytes;
in excess of 6 Kb are required for 256 columns. Any memory released
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by Quest is available automatically to the Crystal rule-base; reducing
the number of worksheet columns can therefore increase the
rule-building capacity by several kilobytes (see footnote below).
Parameter: -qega or -qvga
When displaying information from datafiles, the number of text
display pages retained by Quest is a function of the available video
display memory and hence the hardware's display adapter. Each
display page requires 4 Kb of display memory.
The standard CGA (the default assumed by Quest) offers 16 Kb of
display memory and therefore can support 4 display pages.
If the hardware offers either an EGA or VGA adapter then a
minimum 32 Kb of display memory can be assumed. When either the
-qega or -qvga parameter is included in the command line, Quest can
utilise this additional display memory by increasing the number of
display pages to 8. Note that neither Quest nor Crystal are able to
utilise the higher-resolution graphic display-modes offered by EGA
and VGA displays. All graphic display-modes are CGA-compatible
(mode 4 for low resolution graphics, mode 6 for "high-resolution"
graphics).

NOTE:
Under Aesop, the memory available to Crystal for rule-building is 200 Kb
approximately. Both the -qb and -qc parameters allocate memory to Quest
at RUN-TIME. By limiting the graphics buffer size and number of worksheet
columns via these command line parameters, the memory available to
Crystal can be INCREASED by up to 20 Kb.
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FACTS
Parameter: -qega or -qvga
The number of text display pages is increased, from the default CGA
value of 4, to 8, as described above (see corresponding section under
Quest).

Additionally, higher-resolution graphic displays are

produced by the "plot graph" command (see section 9.3). Specifying
an EGA adapter and display presents graphs in display mode 16 (640
x 350 pixel resolution) while VGA employs mode 17 (640 x 480 pixels).
Facts assumes, by default, a CGA adapter with a graphic display
mode 6 (640 x 200 pixels) and 4 text display pages.
Parameter: -qpXX
Facts utilises unused RAM, rather than the display memory, to store
text pages. Irrespective of the hardware's graphics adapter, the
number of display pages XX, up to a maximum of 32, can be set via
the -qpXX parameter. In determining the number of display pages,
-qpXX takes precedence over the -qega and -qvga parameters. The
system will advise if insufficient RAM is available to support the
number of pages requested.

Note that Facts does not recognise either the -qb or -qc parameters. Sufficient
base memory is available always to support 256 worksheet columns and a
buffer size of 16 Kb.
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APPENDIX B: QUEST FUNCTION REFERENCE

The Quest interface functions supplement Crystal's standard set of functions.
When Crystal is run with the Quest interface active, Quest's functions are
incorporated into Crystal's function dictionary. A unified function set is
therefore presented and all functions may be accessed by the builder via the
function dictionary key.
All Quest functions have a return value, including those where a return
value would appear to have no meaning, allowing all Quest functions to be
used with Crystal's Test Expression and Assign Variable commands. The
convention for naming Quest functions is consistent with that used in
Crystal; a function name ending with the string character $ signifies that
the function returns a text value as opposed to a numeric value.
The 26 available Quest interface functions are summarised below.
addnum

superimpose a number on the current screen.

addtext

superimpose a text string on the current screen.

destn$

set the ouput location.

endgraph

terminate graphics display mode.

examcols

display named columns from a lotus data file.

examrecs

display records from a lotus data file.

initialise

set the display format.

input$

input data from a response file.

libchg

select library.

liberase

erase a library file.

libform

write full screen form to library file.

liblist

list filenames in a library.
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libread

list the contents of a library file.

message

display a message.

nearest

numeric search of Lotus data files.

openfile

open a lotus data file.

prtscreen

copy a screen to the printer.

readcell

read a numeric cell entry.

readcell$

read a text cell entry.

recnum

return a lotus data file record number.

retcell

return contents of a numeric cell.

retcell$

return contents of a text cell.

search

numeric/text search of lotus data file.

source$

select a response file.

viewfile

display a graphics or text file.

viewrecs

display records from a lotus data file.

Function arguments, where required, are either text or numeric and text
arguments are shown in double quotes e.g. "filename". Text arguments may
be any of the following:
a text string enclosed in double quotes;
the name of a text variable;
a function returning text.
Similarly, a numeric argument may be:
a number;
the name of a numeric variable;
a function returning a number.
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Some functions require no arguments. In such cases opening and closing
brackets after the function name are still required to distinguish between a
function name and a variable name. Arguments are shown by appropriate
numeric or text identifiers which are replaced by the actual arguments
when the function is used in a rule-base. All references to argument
identifiers and Quest function names are shown in bold print.
The following pages describe the Quest functions in detail and include
references to the error messages generated by each function when either
syntactic or operational errors occur. Appendix C lists separately the full
range of Quest interface error messages and cross-references the functions
which can generate each error message. Correct usage of each function is
further discussed in chapter 6 (Database Functions), chapter 7 (Library
Functions) and chapter 8 (Video and Graphics Functions).
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FUNCTION addnum()

11

A1)DNUM

SYNTAX acldnum(y,x,num,accuracy,width,alignment)
PURPOSE

Superimpose the integer or decimal number num on the
current screen.
Num is displayed in a field of width characters which starts
at screen text co-ordinates y (row number), x (column number).
Num may be left-justified (alignment = 0) or right-justified
(alignment = 1) within the field. The integer argument
accuracy determines the number of decimal places displayed.

RETURNS This function always returns the value 1.
NOTES

The primary purpose of the addnum() function is to
superimpose numeric information on graphics/text screens
displayed via the viewfile() function.
The type of graphics/text file currently on display determines
the allowable range of text co-ordinates used to define the start
of the numeric field. For files with .40 or .LO extensions the
screen dimensions are 25 rows by 40 columns. Rows are
numbered 0 (top) to 24 (bottom) and columns 0 (left) to 39 (right).
The corresponding dimensions for files with .80 and .HI
extensions are 25 rows (0 to 24) by 80 columns (0 to 79).
This function will not wait after displaying the information and
will move immediately to the next line in the rule base. After
all data has been displayed on the screen (perhaps after several
calls to addnumO) use Crystal's wait() function to pause the
system while the user reads the screen.
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EXAMPLES 1. TEST addnum(10,5,17.5,2,8,1)

result: row 10 -- XXX17.50

{X=space)

column 5
2. TEST addnum(0,0,5000,0,6,O)
result: row 0 -- 5000XX
column 0
SEE ALSO

addtextO, viewfileQ, endgraphO.
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(X=space)

FUNCTION

addtextO

SYNTAX

addtext(y,x,"text",width,alignment)

PURPOSE

Superimpose string "text" on the current screen.
"Text" is displayed in a field of width characters which starts
at screen text co-ordinates y (row number), x (column number).
"Text" may be left-justified (alignment = 0) or right-justified
(alignment = 1) within the field.

RETURNS

This function always returns the value 1.

NOTES

The primary purpose of the addtextO function is to
superimpose textual information on graphics/text screens
displayed via the viewfile() function.
The type of graphics/text file currently on display determines
the allowable range of text co-ordinates used to define the start
of the text field. For files with .40 or .LO extensions the screen
dimensions are 25 rows by 40 columns. Rows are numbered 0
(top) to 24 (bottom) and columns 0 (left) to 39 (right). The
corresponding dimensions for files with .80 and .HI extensions
are 25 rows (0 to 24) by 80 columns (0 to 79).
This function will not wait after displaying the information and
will move immediately to the next line in the rule base. After
all data has been displayed on the screen (perhaps after several
calls to addtextO) use Crystal's waitO function to pause the
system while the user reads the screen.

EXAMPLES

TEST addtext(0,25,"Sales figures - May 1980",30,1)
result: row 0 -- XXXXXXSa1es figures - May 1980
column 25
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{X=blank)

SEE ALSO

addnumO, viewfileO, endgraphO.
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DESTh$

—11

FUNCTION

destn$()

SYNTAX

destn$('fflespec",n,m)

PURPOSE

Obtain the ne" filename from the list of filenames in the
destination ifie ifiespec'.

RETURNS

If n is less than or equal to the number of filenames in the
destination ifie then this function returns the ne" filename. If
n is greater than the number of filenames in the destination
file the action taken is determined by the value of integer
argument m. If in = ithis function will return the string "end",
signifying that the list of filenames is exhausted. If m = 0 the
function does not return but causes a complete exit from
Crystal.

NOTES

A destination file is a disk file containing a list of other filenames
(which may include a drive and/or directory) or output locations.
It requires a particular format which is discussed fully in
appendix D.
The "filespec" argument may contain a drive and/or directory
in addition to the filename. The destination file is assumed to
be in the current drive and directory if none are explicitly
specified.
Crystal's print form command allows data from a knowledge
base to be saved in a disk file, directed to the printer etc. The
output location is set by Crystal's outputO function. Frequently
it is necessary to run a rule, group of rules or perhaps a complete
rule base a number of times, each time with a different input
data set, and to save the conclusions with a view to eventually
comparing them. If the output location is "hard coded" e.g.
output("datafile"), then each successive run will output data to
the SAME location; the file "datafile" contains all conclusions
derived from each run and consequently re-calling a particular
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set of conclusions may be difficult. This may be acceptable; on
the other hand we may want to direct the information obtained
from each run to a DIFFERENT output location. Each time it
is called, destn$() can return a different output location from
the list in the destination file. Passed to the output() function
this ensures that on each run print form sends data to a new
output location. A numeric variable, incremented on each run,
should be passed to destn$O as the n argument. Remember
to pass the destination or output location returned by destn$O
to the Crystal outputO function.
Destn$O is most useful when used with the complementary
input function source$O to allow automatic input of data from
a pre-prepared disk file and output of the corresponding
conclusions and information to pre-defined output locations.
ERROR
MESSAGES

Can't open destination file.
This usually occurs as a result of mis-spelling the filename or
because the file is not in the drive/directory specified. Be
particularly careful if the file is on a floppy disk. A change of
disk may be required to allow access to the file. Always use a
display form to advise the user to insert the appropriate disk
in the disk drive. This function has a better chance of locating
the file if the full file specification is used i.e. if the drive,
directory and filename are supplied.
Illegal destination file format.
A destination file must contain at least one output location
contained in a field delimited by braces C .. 1. The destination
file does not comply with this requirement. The likely cause of
this error message is omitting either the opening or closing
brace or the field length exceeding 50 characters.
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EXAMPLES

ASSIGN f$
result:

destn$C'c:\files\dest1",4,1)
return the 4th output location from the list in file
"desti" in directory c:\files. Assign the result to
text variable f$.

SEE ALSO

source$()
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Hj

FUNCTION

endgraph()

SYNTAX

endgraph()

PURPOSE

Clear the screen and reset the monitor to "normal" video mode.

RETURNS

This function always returns the value 1.

NOTES

In order to display graphics files the viewfile() function

I

changes the display mode to a suitable graphics mode.
EndgraphO, which MUST be used following the viewffle()
function, resets the normal video text mode. The screen is
cleared in the process. If the endgraph() function is not used,
Crystal may be unable to display rule screens.
EXAMPLES

A typical function sequence is:TEST viewfile( ..... )

/*display graphics file*/

TEST addnum(.....)

/*superjmpose numbers

TEST addnum(.....)

and/or text messages

TEST addtext(....)
TEST wait()

if required*/
/*pause to view screen*/

TEST endgraph()

/*clear screen and return
to normal video mode*/

SEE ALSO

viewfileQ, addnumQ, addtextO.
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FUNCTION examcolsO
SYNTAX

examcols("cols")

PURPOSE

From the Lotus data file records identified by the last search,
display the columns specified by "cols".

RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

This function can only be used after a successful search of a
Lotus data file via the search() or nearest() functions.
The text argument "cols" defines the columns to be displayed.
A maximum of 7 columns may be specified in the following
format
"collIcol2I ... Icoln"
where coil to coin are column letters.
Columns may be specified in any order but will be displayed
alphabetically i.e. in the order in which they appear in the lotus
worksheet.
The display width of each column is the same as the width set
in the lotus worksheet. If the total width of all columns specified
by "cols" exceeds the width of the available display area then
examcolsO will only display as many whole columns as it can
accommodate in the display area. An appropriate 'warning"
message is issued.

If

large number of columns are to be displayed use successive

examcolsO functions to display a few columns at a time.
If the number of records identified by a search exceeds 100,
examcolsO can only deal with the first 100 records.
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ERROR
MESSAGES

No previous valid search.
Examcols() operates on Lotus records identified by either of
the "search" functions i.e. search() or nearestO. This error
message is produced when examcolsO is used prior to a valid
search being performed. A valid search is one returning a
non-zero number of matching records.
Too many columns.
More than 7 columns have been specified in the "cols"
argument.
Column or row out of range.
A column has been specified which is outwith the maximum
column range of a Lotus worksheet i.e A to IV or is outwith the
range which may have been set via the -qc command line
argument. For example the command line parameter -qc20
limits the worksheet size to 20 columns designated A to T. Any
column beyond "T" is therefore illegal.

EXAMPLES

1. TEST examcolsC'c/b/flw/ak")
2. ASSIGN c$:= "AJB/CID"
TEST examcols(c$)

SEE ALSO

Command line parameters, examrecsO, searchO, nearestO.
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FUNCTION examrecs 0
SYNTAX

examrecs()

PURPOSE

Sequentially list the complete Lotus data file records identified
by the last search function i.e. search() or nearestO.

RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

This function can only be used after a successful search of a
Lotus data file via the search() or nearest() functions.
If the number of records identified by a search exceeds 100,
examrecs() can only deal with the first 100 records.
Records are displayed with a maximum of thirteen columns per
screen page and several screens may be required to display long
records. Column entries exceeding 60 characters will be
truncated and only the first 60 characters are displayed. Such
entries are terminated by an asterisk (*) on the screen display.

MESSAGES No previous valid search.
Examrecs0 operates on Lotus records identified by either of
the "search" functions i.e. search() or nearestO. This error
message is produced when examrecs() is used prior to a valid
search being performed. A valid search is one returning a
non-zero number of matching records.
EXAMPLES TEST examrecs()
SEE ALSO

examcolsO, searchO, nearestO.
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FUNCTION

initialise()

SYNTAX

initialise(titles)

PURPOSE Specify whether column letters or column titles should be used
when displaying data.
RETURNS This function always returns the value 1.
NOTES

Set integer argument titles = 1 to display data using the Lotus
spreadsheet column titles or titles = 0 to display data against
column letters.
Before electing to use column titles, ensure that titles were
included in the Lotus worksheet and that these appear as record
1.
Use the initialiseO function as frequently as necessary to alter
data presentation.

EXAMPLES TEST initialise(1)
result:

Display data extracted from Lotus spreadsheet files
against the appropriate column title.
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INPUT$

FUNCTION

input$()

SYNTAX

input$('label")

PURPOSE

From the current response file, obtain the string in the first
value field after 'label'.

RETURNS

If successful this function returns the string in the FIRST value
field after "label".

NOTES

The input$() function allows input of string data from a disk
file (the "response" file). Refer to appendix D for the format of
the response file.
Both text and numeric data are represented in a response file
and are returned by the input$() function as a string of "ascii"
characters. When input data is to be interpreted as numeric
remember to pass the value returned by input$() to Crystal's
value() function which converts the string into its numeric
equivalent.

MESSAGES

No response file opened.
Before the input$() function can obtain data from the response
file, the file must be opened via the source$O function.
Label not found in response file.
No label field matching that specified in the input$() function
was found. An ascii string of characters matching "label" will
NOT be recognised as a label unless it has been enclosed in
braces (.. ). i.e. is part of a properly defined label field.
Value missing from response file.
A label field has been correctly identified but there is no
associated value field {..]. This error message may occur if the
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field has not been properly defined by brackets [ .. 11 or exceeds
50 characters in length.
EXAMPLES 1. ASSIGN ref$ := input$C'customer reference')
result:

search the current response file for a label field
(customer reference} and assign the contents of
the NEXT value field [.. ] to text variable ref$.

2. ASSIGN size := value(input$C'height")
result:

the string value of label "height" is returned by
the input$O function and reformatted as a
number by Crystal's value() function. The
numeric result is assigned to numeric variable
size.

SEE ALSO source$O.
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FUNCTION

libchg()

SYNTAX

libchg('"libspec")

PURPOSE

Change the current library (i.e. directory) to "libspec". If the
library does not exist create it then make it current.

RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

This is in effect the DOS "change directory" command. The same
purpose may be served by Crystal's dos() function but this
suffers from the disadvantage that valuable memory space
must be made available to run the dos command interpreter
command.com.
The "libspec" argument must define a drive and path. The drive

MUST be c: and is included as a reminder that libraries can be
established on the fixed disk only.
The reason for the libchg() function is to allow output from
Crystal's output() function/print form command to be
conveniently directed to any library i.e. use libchg() to
select/establish the library BEFORE using outputO/print form
to save data in a named file in that library.
There is no return to the directory which was current prior to
the libchg() function being called unless this is explicitly done
via a second call to libchg() with "libspec" set accordingly.
ERROR
MESSAGES Can't use library commands No drive C:
-

All libraries are held on drive C:. This system has no fixed
disk.
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Illegal library specification.
Either the drive (c:) has been omitted from the 'libspec"
argument or a drive other than C: has been specified.
Can't create requested library.
This usually occurs because the library path (i.e. the part of
"libspec" following the drive C:) is illegal. Refer to the DOS
manual for legal path definitions.
Can't find requested library.
Since libchg() has already established that the library exists
this is an unlikely error but one which may occur due to the
operating system being unable to make the library current.
EXAMPLES

1. TEST libchgC'c:\libl")
result:

If it exists change the current working directory
of drive

C:

to \libl. If the library doesn't exist

create it, then make it current.
2. TEST libchg('c:lib2")
result:

A subdirectory lib2 in the current directory is
created and/or made current.

SEE ALSO

liberaseO, libformO, liblistO, libread.
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FUNCTION

liberase()

SYNTAX

liberase("filespec")

PURPOSE

Erase file 'filespec".

RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

Although the filename is the only essential part of "filespec"
it is advisable to use the full file specification
i.e. drive: \ directory\ file. extension
to improve the chances of success with this function. If no
directory is specified the file is assumed to be in the current
directory of the C: drive. The current directory however may
not be the one which was current when the file was saved.
Remember that a call to the libchg() function will normally
alter the current working directory.
Although not explicitly specified in the output() function, files
written to disk via outputO/print form have an extension .prn
appended by Crystal. Remember to include this extension in
"ifiespec"

e.g. if output('fllel") was used as the output

location for a print form command the file must be referred to
in any Quest library command as "fllel.prn".
ERROR
MESSAGES

Can't use library commands - No drive C:
All libraries are held on drive C:. This system has no fixed disk.
Can't erase - file not found.
Mis-spelling the filename or omitting the .prn file extension
(refer to note above) are the most likely causes of this error.
Alternatively the file may not be in the library specified in
"filespec" or if no library is specified may not be in the current
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library (see notes above).
Can't erase library file.
Since the liberase() function has already established that the
file exists this is an unlikely error but one which may occur as
a result of the ifie attribute being changed to read-only or
because of an operating system fault.
EXAMPLES 1. TEST liberaseC'c:\libl Vile 1.prn')

result:

remove ?fil e1 pm't from directory of library
"\libl" (on drive C:).

2. TEST liberaseC'oldfile")
result:

remove "oldifie" from the current directory of the
C: drive.

SEE ALSO

libchgO, libformQ, liblistO, libreadO.
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LIBFORM

FUNCTION libform()
SYNTAX

libform ("filespec")

PURPOSE

Send a fall-screen form to library file "filespec".

RETURNS

The function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

Although the filename is the only essential part of "filespec"
it is advisable to use the full file specification
i.e. drive: \ directory\ file.extension
to ensure that the form is sent to the expected library (i.e.
directory) and file. If no directory is specified the current
directory of the c: drive is assumed.
If the library file does not exist it will, if possible, be created
before the form is saved to the file. If the file already exists
then the form is appended to the existing content.
Each form represents a full text-screen display and therefore
increases the file size by 4K. The form to be saved should be
created via Crystal's "display form" or "view form" command
immediately prior to libform() executing, although any screen
on display at the time the function executes may be saved.

ERROR
MESSAGES Can't use library commands - No drive C:
All libraries are held on drive C:. This system has no fixed disk.
ifiegal file specification.
A drive other than drive C: has been included in "filespec".
Drive C: only is valid with library functions.
Can't open library file.
The library file specified could not be found or created. The
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most likely cause of this error is mis-spelling the filename or
because the library ifie is not in the directory specified.
Write to library file failed.
An unlikely error but one which may occur as a result of an
operating system or hardware fault.
EXAMPLE

TEST libformC'c:\libraryl\filel")
result:

The text screen currently on display is saved in file
"file 1" in library c:\libraryl.

SEE ALSO

libchgQ, liberaseQ, liblistO, libreadO.
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FUNCTION liblist()
SYNTAX

liblistC'filespec")

PURPOSE Display a list of all filenames matching 'filespec".
RETURNS The function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.
NOTES

Text argument "filespec" should specify the library (i.e. the
directory) and the filename pattern. If a drive is included in
"filespec" this must be C:.
Wildcard characters * and ? may be used in the filename
pattern; refer to the DOS manual.
If no library is specified then the current directory of drive C:
is assumed.
The list of matching filenames is sorted and displayed in
alphabetic order.

MESSAGES Can't use library commands - No drive C:
All libraries are held on drive C:. This system has no fixed disk.
Illegal file specification.
A drive other than drive C: has been included in 'filespec".
Drive C: only is valid with library functions.
Can't find requested library.
The directory specified in 'filespec" does not exist.
Too many files in library.
The buffer used to hold and sort the list of filenames is too small
to accommodate all the matching filenames. This may occur if
the command line parameter -qb was used to reduce the buffer
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size to a small value e.g. 1 or 2 kbytes.
EXAMPLES

1. TEST liblistCc:\lib1\*.*?t)
result:

list all files in library c:\libl.

2. TEST lib1istCt*.8OI)
result:

list files in the current directory of drive C: with
a .80 extension.

SEE ALSO

libchgO, liberaseO, libformO, libreadO.
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FUNCTION

libread()

SYNTAX

1ibreadC'filespec","mode")

PURPOSE

Output the contents of library file "filespec". The output, after

II

L1BREAD

suitable filtering, can be directed to either the printer or the
monitor.
RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 i successful, otherwise value
0.

NOTES

The drive, library (i.e. directory) and filename are defined in
"filespec". The drive is optional but if specified must be drive
C:. The wildcard characters * and ? are NOT permitted in the
filename.
The text argument "mode" is the file translation mode which
determines (a) any necessary pre-processing of raw file data
prior to presentation (b) whether the data is directed to the
printer or monitor.
Mode "p" should be used to send the file to the printer. For
displaying files on the monitor, three translation modes are
provided. The first mode "mtl" is used with "ordinary",
imported text files; for example ascii text files prepared via the
DOS "edlin" editor. The second mode "mt2" is used to display
files created by Crystal using the "print form" command e.g.
files with a .prn ifie extension. The third and final mode, "ml",
displays a file as a series of full-screen forms and is suited to
displaying files created via the libform() function.

ERROR
MESSAGES

Can't use library commands - No drive C:
All libraries are held on drive C:. This system has no fixed disk.

Illegal file specification.
A drive other than drive C: has been included in filespec".
Drive C: only is valid with library functions.
Can't open library file.
The library file specified could not be found. The most likely
cause of this error is mis-spelling the filename or because the
library file is not in the directory specified.
Read from library file failed.
An operating system error which may occur as a result of a disk
error or because the ifie is corrupt.
Invalid last parameter.
A file translation mode other than "p", "mtl", "mt2" or
has been used.
EXAMPLES 1. TEST libread('c:\lib 1 \ datafile.prn","mt2")

result:

Display file "datafile.prn" in library c:\libl on
the monitor. Interpret the ifie as an "mt2" file.

2. TEST libread(`tfile2","p")
result:

The content of "file2" in the current directory of
drive C: is sent to the printer.

SEE ALSO

libchgO, liberaseQ, libformQ, liblistO.
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MESSAGE

FUNCTION messageO
SYNTAX messageC'text",colours)
PURPOSE

Display the character string "text" on the bottom line of the
monitor.

RETURNS

This function always returns the value 1.

NOTES

The message will appear centred on the bottom line of the
display and with attributes (i.e.background colour/foreground
colour/intensity) determined by the numeric argument
colours. Refer to the colour chart, table U, on the following

page. The displayed message can be made to "blink' on/off by
increasing the colours value selected from the colour table by
128.
This function will not wait but will move immediately to the
next line in the knowledge base. Crystal's waitO function should
normally follow the messageO function.
The messageO function is an enhanced version of Crystal's
display() function.
EXAMPLES 1. TEST messageCPress any key to continue ..",4)

TEST waitO
result:

The text "Press any key to continue . ." is
displayed in red on a black background (i.e.
colours = 4). The system waits for a key to be
pressed before continuing.

2. TEST message('Searching database ",30)
result:

The message is displayed (colours=30) and the
next line in the knowledge base is processed. If
the next line is a database search() function
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then the message is displayed for the duration
of the search and serves as an informative
message.

BACKGROUND COLOUR

FOREGROUND
BLACK

BLUE

GREEN

CYAN

RED

MGNTA

BROWN

GREY

BLACK

0

16

32

48

64

80

96

112

BLUE

1

17

33

49

65

81

97

113

GREEN

2

18

34

50

66

82

98

114

CYAN

3

19

35

51

67

83

99

115

RED

4

20

36

52

68

84

100

116

MGNTA

5

21

37

53

69

85

101

117

BROWN

6

22

38

54

70

86

102

118

LT. GREY

7

23

38

55

71

87

103

119

DARK GREY

8

24

40

56

72

88

104

120

LT. BLUE

9

25

41

57

73

89

105

121

LT. GREEN

10

26

42

58

74

90

106

122

LT. CYAN

11

27

43

59

75

91

107

123

LT. RED

12

28

44

60

76

92

108

124

LT. MGNTA

13

29

45

61

77

93

109

125

YELLOW

14

30

46

62

78

94

110

126

WHITE

15

31

47

63

79

95

111

127

COLOUR

Table B.1 Colour Attributes
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FUNCTION

nearest()

SYNTAX

nearest(recl,rec2,num,"col")

NEAREST

I

PURPOSE Search a range of Lotus data ifie records and identify the single
record with a numeric entry nearest num in column "co!".
RETURNS

The (row) number of the record.

NOTES

Arguments red (start) and rec2 (end) define the search range.
Note that rec2 can be greater than the last physical record
number in the file. In this case the search terminates when the
last record is encountered. Alternatively if both recl and rec2
are defined as -1 then the nearest() function will operate only
on those records identified by the last search() function.
Num may be integer or decimal, positive or negative.
Text argument "col" is the letter identifier of the Lotus
worksheet column to be searched.

MESSAGES

No Lotus data file open.
Before data in a Lotus file can be accessed the file must be
opened via openfileO. There is no file open at present.
ifiegal search range.
Assuming that recl and rec2 are not set to -1, this error
message is produced if either recl or rec2 is outwith the
maximum range 1 to 8192 or if red> rec2.
No previous valid search.
When both red 1 and rec2 are set to -1, the nearest() function
operates only on those records identified by the last searchO
function. This error message is generated when both recl and
rec2 are -1 but the search() function has not been used
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previously.
Column or row out of range.
A column has been specified which is outwith the maximum
column range of a Lotus worksheet i.e A to IV or is outwith the
range which may have been set via the -qc command line
parameter. For example the command line parameter -qc20
limits the worksheet size to 20 columns designated A to T. Any
column beyond "T" is therefore illegal.
Specified range does not exist.
The entire range of records set by recl and rec2 is outwith the
actual records in the Lotus file.
EXAMPLES 1. ASSIGN rec := nearest(10,800,12.5,ttf')

result:

Search Lotus records 10 to 800 inclusive and
return the number of the record with a numeric
entry nearest to 12.5 in column "f'.

2. ASSIGN rec := nearest(-1,-1,-100,"ab")
result:

Search column 'ab" of the records identified by
the last search for an entry nearest -100. Assign
the record number to numeric variable rec.

SEE ALSO

searchO, examcolsO, examrecsQ.
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FoOPENFIIE

FUNCTION openfile()
SYNTAX openfileCifiespec")

PURPOSE Opens a Lotus worksheet file allowing access to data.
RETURNS If the file is successfully opened the function returns value 1,
otherwise value 0.
NOTES

The filespeci defines the drive, directory and filename of the
Lotus file. ALL drives are valid. The file extension must be
.WK1.
If no drive and/or directory are specified then the current values
are assumed. If the floppy disk drives are used (a: or b:) it is
recommended that a Crystal display form advising the user to
insert the required disk into the drive is used prior to calling
the openfile() function.
If a Lotus ifie is open when this function is called, openfile()
will automatically close that ifie prior to opening the new file.

MESSAGES Can't close current Lotus file.
The openflle() function has failed to close the current Lotus
file thus preventing the new ifie being opened. This is an
operating system error.
Illegal file specification.
Lotus worksheet files have a .WK1 filename extension. The
ifiespec' argument has specified some other extension.
Can't open Lotus file.
This may occur as a result of mis-spelling the filename or
because the file is not in the specified drive/directory. Be
particularly careful with floppy disks - a change of disk may be
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required to allow access to the specified file.
EXAMPLES 1. TEST openflle("c:\aesop\data\salary.wkl")
Result: open file "salary.wkl" in the directory
c:\aesop\data.
2. TEST openfileC'parts.wkl")
Result:

open file "parts.wkl" in the current drive and
directory.
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JFPRT;CREEN:j

FUNCTION prtscreen()
SYNTAX prtscreen()
PURPOSE

Copy the current screen to the printer.

RETURNS

if the function succeeds the value 1 is returned otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

The function will copy ANY text or graphics screen displayed
via the viewfile() function (including those which may
subsequently have been enhanced via the addnum() and
addtext() functions).
The function does not test to see whether the printer is on-line.
A display form advising the user that the printer is required is
useful.

EXAMPLES A typical function sequence is:
TEST viewfile( ...)

/* display the screen

TEST addnumL.)

1* add any numeric or
text information

TEST addtext( ...)
TEST prtscreen()

/ copy to printer and
pause screen to view /

TEST wait()
TEST endgraph()
SEE ALSO

required */

viewfileQ.
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1* end graphics /

REAI)CELL

FUNCTION readcell()

SYNTAX

readcell("col",record)

PURPOSE

Read the contents of a numeric cell from the current Lotus data
file.

RETURNS

The number found in the cell.

NOTES

The cell to be read is identified by

CO!

(the column letter) and

record (the row number).

ERROR
MESSAGES No Lotus data file open.
Before data in a Lotus file can be accessed the file must be
opened via openfileO. There is no file open at present.
Cell does not exist.
No entry was found in the cell.
Column or row out of range.
Either the row specified is outwith the maximum range 1 to
8192 or the column is outwith the maximum range A to IV or
outwith the range which may have been set via the -qc command
line parameter.
Cell contains text.
Readcell() returns the content of numeric cells. The cell
contains text - use complementary function readcell$O.

EXAMPLES ASSIGN no := readcell("g",20)
result:

assign the number in cell G20 to a numeric variable
no.

SEE ALSO

readcell$Q.
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FUNCTION readcell$()

RI)CE=
J-

SYNTAX

readcell$C'col",record)

PURPOSE

Read the contents of a text or label cell from the current Lotus
data file.

RETURNS The text found in the cell.
NOTES

The cell to be read is identified by "co! (the column letter) and
record (the row number).
The maximum string length which can be returned to Crystal
is 50 characters. A cell entry which exceeds this limit will
therefore be truncated.

MESSAGES No Lotus data file open.
Before data in a Lotus file can be accessed the file must be
opened via openfileO. There is no file open at present.
Cell does not exist.
No entry was found in the cell.
Column or row out of range.
Either the row specified is outwith the maximum range 1 to
8192 or the column is outwith the maximum range A to IV or
outwith the range which may have been set via the -qc command
line parameter.
Cell is numeric.
Readcell$() returns the content of text cells. The cell contains
a number - use complementary function readce!1O.

EXAMPLES

ASSIGN name$ := reaciceil$C'ab",40)
result:

assign the string in cell AB40 to a text variable
name$.

SEE ALSO readcellQ.
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[REcNUM

FUNCTION recnum()
SYNTAX

recnum(n)

PURPOSE

Obtain the record number of the nt1' matching record identified
by a search() function.

RETURNS

The record number.

NOTES

This function can only be used AFTER a valid searchO has
been performed. i.e. search() identifies the matching records
while recnum() may be used to return the record numbers to
Crystal.
Using a numeric array and an index (which can be tested
against the total number of matching records returned by the
search() function) the entire array of matching record numbers
can easily be returned to Crystal.

ERROR
MESSAGES No previous valid search.
Recnum() operates on Lotus records identified by either of the
"search" functions i.e.

search() or nearestO.

This error

message is produced when recnumO is used prior to a valid
search being performed. A valid search is one returning a
non-zero number of matching records.
Number of matching records exceeded.
This error occurs when n exceeds the number of matching
records identified by the searchO. Remember that search()
returns the total number of matching records. If n is tested
against the value returned by searchO then this error can be
entirely eliminated.
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EXAMPLES ASSIGN rec[5] := recnum(5)
Result:

Assign the number of the 5th matching record to
numeric variable rec[5].

SEE ALSO searchO.
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FUNCTION

retcell()

SYNTAX

retcellC'col")

I

RETCELL

PURPOSE Read the contents of a numeric cell from a UNIQUE record
identified by a search.
RETURNS

The number in the cell.

NOTES

This is similar to the readcellO function in that it returns the
value of a numeric cell. While readcellO requires both the
column and record to be specified, retcell() requires only a text
argument "col" identifying the column. The record has already
been identified by one of the search functions i.e. search() or
nearestO. The time required to access a cell via retcell() is
considerably less than that required by readcellO.
Remember that retcell() can only be used if one of the search
functions has identified a UNIQUE record i.e. the number of
matching records is ONE.

ERROR
MESSAGES

No previous valid search.
Retcell() operates on Lotus records identified by either of the
"search" functions i.e. search() or nearestO. This error
message is produced when retcell() is used prior to a valid
search being performed. A valid search is one returning a
non-zero number of matching records.
Search did not produce unique record.
The number of matching records returned by the LAST call to
a search function was greater than 1 i.e. no unique matching
record was found.
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Column or row out of range.
A column has been specified which is outwith the maximum
column range of a Lotus worksheet i.e A to IV or is outwith the
range which may have been set via the -qc command line
parameter. For example the command line parameter -qc20
limits the worksheet size to 20 columns designated A to T. Any
column beyond "T" is therefore illegal.
Cell contains text.
Retcell() returns the content of numeric cells. The cell contains
text - use complementary function retcell$O.
Cell does not exist.
No entry was found in the cell.
EXAMPLES ASSIGN no := retcell(Y)

result:

From the unique record identified by the last search
assign the number in column k to numeric variable
no.

SEE ALSO

retcell$O.
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E_iE

FUNCTION retcell$()

_
Tc

ELL$

SYNTAX

retcell$("col")

PURPOSE

Read the contents of a text or label cell from a UNIQUE record
identified by a search.

RETURNS

The text in the cell.

NOTES

This is similar to the readcell$() function in that it returns the
content of a text cell. While readcell$O requires both the
column and record to be specified, retcell$() requires only a
text argument "col" identifying the column. The record has
already been identified by one of the search functions i.e.
search() or nearestO. The time required to access a cell via
retcell$() is considerably less than that required by
readcell$ 0.
Remember that retcell$() can only be used if one of the search
functions has identified a UNIQUE record i.e. the number of
matching records is ONE.

ERROR
MESSAGES No previous valid search.
Retcell$() operates on Lotus records identified by either of the
"search" functions i.e. search() or nearest0. This error
message is produced when retcell$() is used prior to a valid
search being performed. A valid search is one returning a
non-zero number of matching records.
Search did not produce unique record.
The number of matching records returned by the LAST call to
a search function was greater than 1 i.e. no unique matching
record was found.
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Column or row out of range.
A column has been specified which is outwith the maximum
column range of a Lotus worksheet i.e A to IV or is outwith the
range which may have been set via the -qc command line
parameter. For example the command line parameter -qc20
limits the worksheet size to 20 columns designated A to T. Any
column beyond t'T" is therefore illegal.
Cell is numeric.
Retcell$() returns the content of text cells. The cell contains
a number - use complementary function retcellO.
Cell does not exist
No entry was found in the cell.
EXAMPLES ASSIGN nameS := retcell$("a(r")

result:

From the unique record identified by the last search
assign the text in column "ad" to text variable
name$.

SEE ALSO

retcellO.
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FUNCTION

search()

SYNTAX

search(recl,rec2,"criteria")

11

SEARCH

PURPOSE Search a range of Lotus data file records and identify those
records matching the search criteria.
RETURNS

The total number of matching records.

NOTES

Integer arguments red (start record) and rec2 (end record)
define the search range. Rec2 may be greater than the last
physical record in the file, in which case the search terminates
when the end of file is reached.
Text argument "criteria" defines the search criteria AND
defines the columns to be searched. The "criteria" format is:11

critl/coll,crit2/coi2.....,critnlcoln"

A maximum of 7 criteria and columns may be set. Coil to coin
are the letter identifiers of the columns to be searched while
criti to critn may be any of the following criteria.
Numeric criteria.
There are five numeric search criteria:
=number

:

matching number

>number

:

greater than number

<number

:

less than number

#x:number

:

within x of number

%x:number

:

within x% of number

The number argument may be positive or negative, integer or
decimal, a time or a date since times and dates entered into
Lotus spreadsheets via the @time, @timevalue, @date or
@datevalue functions are converted to numbers.
In the search criteria, dates should be entered as
DD-MM-YYYY (DD = day, MM = month, YYYY = year) with
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the day and month expressed as integers. Leading zeroes may
be included but are not essential and the year, if supplied as
two digits XX, is assumed to be 19XX. When entering the date
2nd May 1989:
day = 2 or 02 month = 5 or 05 year = 89 or 1989
Thus for example 2-05-89, 02-05-1989, and 2-5-89 are all
acceptable representations of 2nd May 1989.
The corresponding time format is HH:MM:SS (HH = hours,
MM = minutes, SS = seconds). Time assumes a 24 hour clock.
The date and time separators must be - and: respectively.
When the #x:... criterion is used with dates and times, the
tolerance x is interpreted as days and minutes respectively.
Thus #120:12:00:00 is taken to mean "midday 2 hours" while
#10:8-10-90 would represent any date "within 10 days of 8th
October 1990".
Numbers are accepted in both normal (e.g. 5500) and scientific
(e.g. 5.5e+03) notation.
Text criteria.
A search for text entries can involve either a simple string
comparison or more sophisticated "pattern matching" functions
may be used. If the search criterion begins with the @ character
then an ANCHORED search for a matching pattern is
performed i.e. the match must occur at the BEGINNING of the
cell entry. For example "G6/a" will identify all records with G6
at the start of column A e.g. G6, G60, G620 etc. Use the - (tilde)
character in place of @ in the search criteria for an
UNANCHORED pattern match i.e. the match may occur
anywhere in the cell. The unanchored pattern match is
particularly useful if cells containing certain keywords have to
be identified. If neither the @ nor the - character is used at the
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start of the text string then a simple string comparison is
implied. The cell entry in this case must match exactly the
search string with the exception that upper and lower case
characters are treated as being identical i.e. string comparisons
are case insensitive. Note that the pattern matching searches
are case sensitive. The NOT character! may be used with any
of the text search criteria.
The six available text search criteria are:
: matching text
text
@text : matching text - anchored
-text : matching text - unanchored
: not matching text
!text
@!text : not matching text - anchored
-!text : not matching text - unanchored
In addition, "text" used with the pattern matching search
criteria may contain "wildcard" characters as follows:
?
a*

matches any single character
matches zero or more occurences of "a"

a+ matches one or more occurences of "a"
Since the characters? * and + are used in this special way as
wildcards, note also that:
\? matches a question mark
\* matches an asterisk
\+ matches a plus sign

The matching record numbers are retained in memory and are
available to functions such as examcolsO, examrecsO,
recnumO etc.

If the number of matching records exceeds 100 then only the
FIRST 100 matching record numbers will be memorised
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although the total number of matching records, returned by the
search() function, will be reported correctly.
ERROR
MESSAGES No Lotus data file open.
Before data in a Lotus file can be accessed the file must be
opened via openfileO. There is no file open at present.
illegal search range.
This error message is produced if either reel or rec2 is outwith
the maximum range 1 to 8192 or if reel> rec2.
Column or row out of range.
A column has been specified which is outwith the maximum
column range of a Lotus worksheet i.e A to IV or is outwith the
range which may have been set via the -qc command line
parameter.
Specified range does not exist.
The entire range of records set by reel and rec2 is outwith the
actual records in the Lotus file.
Too many search criteria.
More than 7 criteria/columns have been specified.
Illegal search criteria.
Either (1) an illegal syntax has been used to define "criteria"
e.g. the number of criteria and columns do not match or (2) a
criterion is not one of the 9 recognised numeric or text criteria.
EXAMPLES 1. ASSIGN total:=search( 10,200,"> 15000/f')
Result:

search records 10 to 200 inclusive in the current
Lotus file and return the number of records with
a numeric entry greater than 15000 in column f.
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2. ASSIGN no:=search( 1,5OO,"?+/c,<3O/g')
Result:

SEE ALSO

search records 1 to 500 and identify the records
with an entry in column c (i.e. ?+ means one or
more characters) AND a numeric entry less than
30 in column g.

nearestO, examcolsQ, examrecsO.
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SOURCE$

FUNCTION

source$()

SYNTAX

source$C'filespec",n,m)

PURPOSE

Open the ne" response file from the list of filenames in the source

II

file "filespec".
RETURNS

If n is less than or equal to the number of filenames in the source
file then this function returns the n' filename. If n is greater
than the number of filenames in the source file the action taken
is determined by the value of integer argument m. If m = 1 this
function will return the string "end", signifying that the list of
filenames is exhausted. If m = 0 the function does not return
but causes a complete exit from Crystal.

NOTES

A source file is a disk file containing a list of response filenames
(which may include a drive and/or directory). A response file is
a disk file containing a set of Crystal input data. Refer to
appendix D for the structure of source and response files.
The "filespec" argument defining the source file may contain
a drive and/or directory in addition to the filename. The source
file is assumed to be in the current drive and directory if none
are explicitly specified.
Frequently it is necessary to run a rule, group of rules or perhaps
a complete rule base a number of times, each time with a
different input data set, and to save the conclusions with a view
to eventually comparing them. The source$O function is useful
in this context. A numeric variable, incremented each time a
new input data set is required should be passed to source$O
as the n argument. This can open a different response file each
time giving access to a new set of input data.
Data is retrieved from the open response file via the input$()
function.
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Source$() is most useful when used with the complementary
output function destn$O to allow automatic input of data from
a pre-prepared disk file and output of the corresponding
conclusions and information to pre-defined output locations.

MESSAGES Can't open source file.
Usually occurs as a result of mis-spelling the source filename
or because the source file is not in the drive/directory specified.
Be particularly careful if the file is on a floppy disk. A change
of disk may be required to allow access to the file. Always use
a display form to advise the user to insert the appropriate disk
in the disk drive. This function has a better chance of locating
the file if the full file specification is used i.e.
drive/directory/filename.
Can't open response file.
This usually occurs as a result of mis-spelling the filename or
because the file is not in the drive/directory specified. Be
particularly careful if the file is on a floppy disk. A change of
disk may be required to allow access to the file. Always use a
display form to advise the user to insert the appropriate disk
in the disk drive. This function has a better chance of locating
the file if the full file specification is used i.e. if the drive,
directory and filename are supplied.
Illegal source file format.
A source ifie must contain at least one response filename
contained in a field delimited by braces (.. ). The source file
does not comply with this requirement. The likely cause of this
error message is omitting either the opening or closing brace
or the field length exceeding 50 characters.
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EXAMPLES

ASSIGN f$:= source$C'c:\\files\\source 1", 1,1)
result:

SEE ALSO

open the 1st response ifie listed in file "source!" in
directory c:\files. Assign the filename to text
variable f$.

input$Q, destn$O.
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[ vrwi'm

FUNCTION viewffle()

SYNTAX viewfile("filespec",palette,background)
PURPOSE

Read from disk and display a graphics or text file.
The display colours are set by the numeric arguments palette
and background.

RETURNS This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.
NOTES

Screens prepared via the Crystal utilities snapshot, maketext
or the screen painter can be saved as disk files. Screen files
which were created in this way will have one of the following
file extensions:
80

indicates a text screen;

lo

indicates a low resolution graphics screen;

.hi

indicates a high resolution graphics screen.

Normally at run time, these files are imported into a Crystal
rule base and displayed using either the graphics() or
lographicsO functions. ViewfileO performs the same function
but allows the display colours to be specified with both .lo and
.hi graphics screens via the numeric arguments palette and
background.

Palette and background colours have no

significance with .80 text screens but must be supplied to satisfy
the viewfile() function syntax. Any numbers may be used.
The 'filespec' argument defines the drive, directory and
filename of the text (.80) or graphics (.lo or .hi) screen file. The
current drive and directory will be assumed ifnone are explicitly
included in "filespec'. If floppy disk drives (A: or B:) are used
then it is recommended that a Crystal display form advises the
user to insert the appropriate disk in the required drive prior
to executing the viewfile() function.
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Jo graphics files
Low resolution graphics files are displayed in 4 colour, 320 x
200 pixel mode i.e. bios display mode 4. Either of two
pre-defined hardware palettes, listed in table B.2, can be
selected to control the foreground colours. Set the palette
argument to 0 or 1 as required.

COLOURS

PALETTE NO.

cyan - magenta - white
red green brown

0

r-1

Table B.2 Palette numbers and associated colours
In addition the background colour can be set by specifying a
colour in the range 0 to 15 as defined in table B.3.

COLOUR NO.

COLOUR

COLOUR NO.

COLOUR

0

black

8

dark grey

1

blue

9

light blue

2

green

10

light green

3

cyan

11

light cyan

4

red

12

light red

5

magenta

13

light magenta

6

brown

14

yellow

7

light grey

15

bright white

Table B.3 Background colours for graphic screens
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.hi graphics files
High resolution graphics files are displayed in 2 colour, 640 x
200 pixel mode i.e. bios display mode 6. Specifying palette 0 or
1 sets the foreground display colour to green or cyan
respectively. Any of the background colours listed in table B.2
may be set. A palette number greater than 1 will produce a
white foreground on a black background, irrespective of the
background colour number.

Depending on the display adapter and monitor it may not be
possible to realise all the colour combinations suggested.
Equally it may be possible to vary colour intensity by
experimenting with other palette numbers, particularly with
VGA displays.
The graphics buffer size, set by the -qb command line
parameter, determines the number of 'passes" the viewfile()
function will require to display a screen. Text screens are 4K
while graphics screens (both .hi and .lo) are 16K. All screen
files are read into the graphics buffer and subsequently
transferred to the true video buffer. Thus a 4K graphics buffer
is able to transfer and display a 4K text screen in a single pass
while a 16K graphics screen would be built up from four passes.
Both text and graphics screens displayed by viewffle() can be
enhanced by subsequently using the addnum() and addtextO
functions to superimpose information.
A display mode appropriate to the file extension will be

automatically set by the viewfile() function: mode 3, the
normal text mode for .80 text screens; mode 4 for .lo graphics
screens and mode 6 for .hi graphics screens. After displaying
a graphics file, it is necessary to terminate the graphics display
and return to normal text display mode (mode 3) by invoking
the endgraph() function.

MESSAGES

illegal graphics file name.
The filename must have a.80 (text screen) or .lo or .hi (graphics
screen) extension.
Can't open graphics file.
This may occur as a result of mis-spelling the filename i.e. the
file specified simply does not exist, or because the file is not in
the specified drive and/or directory. Be particularly careful with
files based on floppy disk - a change of disk may be required to
allow access to the file.

EXAMPLES

1. TEST viewfile("c:\ design\layout.lo",O,6)
result:

read low resolution graphics screen layout.lo
from directory c: \design into the graphics buffer
and display the screen with palette 0 foreground
colours against a background colour 8 (dark
grey).

2. TEST viewfile(file$,2,O)
result:

display the file specified in text variable file$ as
white on a black background (assuming a .hi
graphics screen).
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Typically these view-file( functions would appear in the
following Crystal command sequence:

TEST addnum(.....)

/*display graphics file*/
/*supe.jmpose numbers

TEST addnum(.....)

and/or text messages

TEST addtext(.... )

if required*/

TEST wait()

/*pause to view screen*/

TEST endgraph()

/*clear screen and return

TEST viewfile(..... )

to normal video mode*/
SEE ALSO addnumO, addtextO, endgraphO.

Mo

FUNCTION viewrecs()

I

VIE
WRECS 11

SYNTAX

viewrecs (start)

PURPOSE

Sequentially display the records in the current Lotus data file.

RETURNS

This function returns the value 1 if successful, otherwise the
value 0.

NOTES

The first record displayed is defined by numeric argument
start. If this proves to be a blank record then the display will
start from the first non-blank record after the start argument.
Records are displayed with a maximum of thirteen columns per
screen page and several screens may be required to display long
records. Column entries exceeding 60 characters will be
truncated and only the first 60 characters are displayed. Such
entries are terminated by an asterisk (*) on the screen display.
The listing of records may be terminated at any time during
execution of the viewrecs() function.

ERROR
MESSAGES No Lotus data file open.
Before data in a Lotus file can be accessed the file must be
opened via openfileO. There is no file open at present.
Column or row out of range.
The start record specified is outwith the permissible range 1 to
8192.
Start record out of range.
The start record specified is greater than the last record number
found in the file.

EXAMPLES TEST viewrecs(1O)
result:

starting at record number 10 sequentially list the
records in the current Lotus data file.

SEE ALSO examrecsQ.
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APPENDiX C: QUEST INTERFACE ERROR MESSAGES

The full range of Quest interface error messages together with the functions
which may generate each message, are listed below. Refer to the appropriate
function in appendix B (Quest function reference) for further details.

Can't close current Lotus file

openflle()

Can't create requested library

libchg

Can't erase - file not found

liberase()

Can't erase library file

liberase()

Can't find requested library

libchgQ, liblist()

Can't open destination file

destn$()

Can't open graphics file

viewfile()

Can't open library file

libformC), libread()

Can't open Lotus file

openfile()

Can't open response file

source$()

Can't open source file

source$()

Can't use library commands

libchgO, liberaseQ, libformO,

- No drive C:

liblistO, libread()

Cell contains text

readcellO, retcell()
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readcellO, readcell$O, retcellO,

Cell does not exist

retcell$()
Cell is numeric

readcell$Q, retcell$()

Column or row out of range

examcolsO, nearestO, readcellO,
readcell$O, retcellO, retcell$Q,
search(), viewrecs()

Illegal destination file format

destn$()

Illegal file specification

libformQ, liblistO,libreadO,
openfile()

Illegal graphics file name

viewfile()

Illegal library specification

libchg()

Illegal search criteria

search()

Illegal search range

nearestO, searchO

illegal source file format

source$()

Invalid last parameter

libread()

Label not found in response

input$()

file

nearestO, readcellQ, readcell$O,

No Lotus data ifie open

searchO, viewrecs()
examcolsO, examrecsQ, nearestO,

No previous valid search

recnumQ, retcellO, retcell$()
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No response file opened

input$()

Number of matching records

recnum()

exceeded
Read from library file failed

libread()

Search did not produce unique

retcellO, retcell$()

record
Specified range does not exist

nearestO, search()

Start record out of range

viewrecs()

Too many columns

examcols()

Too many files in library

liblistO

Too many search criteria

search()

Value missing from response

input$()

file
libform()

Write to library file failed
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APPENDIX D: INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE FORMATS

The Quest interface functions source$O, input$() and destn$() operate in
conjunction with input and output files to either input information to a
Crystal rule-base or convey output data and conclusions to a file. The useage
of these functions is described in sections 7.1 and 7.2. A particular format,
described below, is required for source files used with the source$() function,
response files containing input data accessed via the input$() function, and
destination files associated with the destn$() function.
RESPONSE FILES

A response file contains a list of "label" fields and corresponding 'value' fields.
A label field defines a quantity while the corresponding value field attaches
a value to that quantity. A label field, delimited by braces (.j, must be
followed by a value field delimited by square brackets [..]. The following ifie
format MUST be observed:
the first field must be a label field;
each label field must have a corresponding value field i.e. there must
be an equal number of label and value fields;
label and value fields must alternate i.e. adjacent label fields or
adjacent value fields are illegal;
the maximum length of any field is 50 characters.
Label and value fields, while observing the above rules, may be embedded
in any explanatory text or may be tabulated. A practical example of a
response file, used to input data to the transformer design rule-base
XFORMER described in chapter 10, is shown in appendix E.
The input$() function is used to retrieve values from the response file. The
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text argument supplied to the input$() function should correspond exactly
to the label in the response file's label field.
Although explanatory text in a response file is useful, excessive use of text
should be avoided as this merely increases the time taken to search for a
label. Each input$() function causes the file pointer to return to the start of
the response file; the ifie is read sequentially until the required label field is
found.
SOURCE FILES

A source file is a list of response filenames. The response filenames are
contained in source fields delimited by braces {..}. The following format
MUST be observed:
the maximum length of each source field is 50 characters;
at least one source field must be present in the source file.
each response filename may be preceded by the drive and/or directory
describing the precise location of the response file. In such cases, the
drive, directory and filename must not exceed 50 characters in total
and all must be included within the field. Where no drive or directory
are explicitly stated, the current drive or directory are implied.
In common with response files, source fields may be tabulated or embedded
in text. Thus, an acceptable source file is:

Data set 1 - file (c:\data\inputl )
Data set 2 - file (b:input2l - this file is assumed in the
current directory of drive B:
END OF SOURCE FILE
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The information important to the source$O function is shown in bold i.e. the
2 response files defined in this example are "inputi" in directory \data on
drive C: and "input2" in the current directory of drive B: All other information
in the above source file is explanatory and is ignored by the source$() function.

DESTINATION FILES
Destination and source files have identical formats; the same rules apply to
both. The destination file however contains destination fields, rather than
source fields.
Each destination field defines an output location or output filename. These
may include pre-defined DOS device names such as LPT1, LPT2, or COM1
which directs the output to the appropriate device rather than to a disk file
(refer to the DOS manual for a list of the DOS device names).
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APPENDIX E: RESPONSE FILE FOR DATA INPUT TO

Two copies of the pro forma response ifie used for data input to the XFORMER
rule-base are listed on the following pages. The essential "label" fields are
enclosed in braces i.e. (...j, with the corresponding 'value' fields, in which
label values are entered, delimited by square brackets [.....1.
The first copy shows the universal file as presented to the user, before any
values are entered. The second copy is the completed response file for the
transformer design example referred to in chapter 10.
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TRANSFORMER DESIGN
INPUT DATA FOR XFORMER

References:

(customer)

[

I

(proj)ect

[

I

(comp) onent

[

I

Duty, efficieny, coupling & temperature:

per-unit (duty) cycle UT
where t = on time and T =

[

I

per-unit (efficiency)

[

I

per-unit (coupling) factor

[

I

ambient (temp)erature

[

]C

periodic time

If values for efficiency or coupling are not entered then default values
of 0.85 are assumed.

Primary winding voltage (enter the PEAK value):

end

start
PlO

0V

(P11)

[ IV

4. Secondary windings:
(a) (No. of see) ondary windings

[ ]

(b) secondary winding taps:

No. of taps

winding
1

(Ti)

[ I

2

(T2)

[ ]

3

(T3)

[ I

4

(T4)

[]

5

{T5)

[ I

6

(T6)

[ ]

(c) secondary winding voltages (include allowance for volts drop):

end

tap

start

winding
1

(SlO)

[

]V

(Sil)

II

]V

(S12)

[

]V

2

(S20)

[

IV

{S21)

[

]V

(S22)

[

IV

3

(S30)

[

IV

(S31)

[

IV

(S32)

[

]V

4

(S40)

[

]V

(S41)

[

]V

(S42)

[

IV

5

(S50)

[

IV

{S51)

[

]V

(S52)

[

IV

6

(S60)

[

IV

(S61)

[

IV

(S62)

[

IV
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(d) secondary winding currents:

1(A)

winding
1

Ill)

[]A

2

(12)

[

]A

3

(13)

[

]A

4

(14)

[

]A

5

(15)

[

]A

6

(16)

[

]A

END OF DATA
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TRANSFORMER DESIGN
INPUT DATA FOR XFORMER

References:

(customer)

[Edinburgh University]

(proj)ect

[Transformer Design Software Validation]

(comp)onent

[SMPS / XFORMER 140/32-24-12 V]

Duty, efficieny, coupling & temperature:

per-unit (duty) cycle tTF
where t = on time and T =
periodic time

[0.51

per-unit (efficiency)

[ ]

per-unit (coupling) factor

[ ]

ambient (temp)erature

[90] C

Ifvalues for efficiency or coupling are not entered then default values
of 0.85 are assumed.

Primary winding voltage (enter the PEAK value):

end

start
PlO

0

(P11)
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[140]V

4. Secondary windings:
(a) (No. of see) ondary windings

[3]

(b) secondary winding taps:

No. of taps

winding
1

(Ti)

[1]

2

(T2}

[1]

3

(T3)

[ I

4

(T4)

[]

5

(T5}

[ ]

6

(T6)

[ ]

(c) secondary winding voltages (include allowance for volts drop):

end

tap

start

winding
1

(SlO)

[33.5]V

(Si!)

[O]V

(S12)

[-33.5]V

2

(S20)

[25.5]V

(S21)

[O]V

(S22)

[-23.5]V

3

(S30}

[12.7]V

(S31)

[

]V

(S32)

[O]V

4

(S40)

[

IV

(S41}

[

]V

(S42)

[

]V

5

{S50)

[

]V

(S51)

[

IV

(S52)

[

IV

6

(S60)

[

]V

(S61)

[

]V

(S62)

[

IV
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(d) secondary winding currents:

1(A)

winding
1

{I1}

[0.6]A

2

112}

[0.2}A

3

(13)

[0.1]A

4

(14)

i:

]A

5

[151

[

]A

6

(16)

[

]A

END OF DATA
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